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DISCLAIMER 
By accessing and using the Alberta Energy website to download or otherwise obtain a scanned mineral 
assessment report, you (“User”) agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions: 
a)  Each scanned mineral assessment report that is downloaded or otherwise obtained from Alberta 

Energy is provided “AS IS”, with no warranties or representations of any kind whatsoever from Her 
Majesty the Queen in Right of Alberta, as represented by the Minister of Energy (“Minister”), 
expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, no warranties or other representations from the 
Minister, regarding the content, accuracy, reliability, use or results from the use of or the integrity, 
completeness, quality or legibility of each such scanned mineral  assessment report; 

b)  To the fullest extent permitted by applicable laws, the Minister hereby expressly disclaims, and is 
released from, liability and responsibility for all warranties and conditions, expressed or implied, in 
relation to each scanned mineral assessment report shown or displayed on the Alberta Energy website 
including but not limited to warranties as to the satisfactory quality of or the fitness of the scanned 
mineral assessment report for a particular purpose and warranties as to the non-infringement or other 
non-violation of the proprietary rights held by any third party in respect of the scanned mineral 
assessment report; 

c)  To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Minister, and the Minister’s employees and 
agents, exclude and disclaim liability to the User for losses and damages of whatsoever nature and 
howsoever arising including, without limitation, any direct, indirect, special, consequential, punitive or 
incidental damages, loss of use, loss of data, loss caused by a virus, loss of income or profit, claims of 
third parties, even if Alberta Energy have been advised of the possibility of such damages or losses, 
arising out of or in connection with the use of the Alberta Energy website, including the accessing or 
downloading of the scanned mineral assessment report and the use for any purpose of the scanned 
mineral assessment report so downloaded or retrieved. 

d)  User agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Minister, and the Minister’s employees and agents 
against and from any and all third party claims, losses, liabilities, demands, actions or proceedings 
related to the downloading, distribution, transmissions, storage, redistribution, reproduction or 
exploitation of each scanned mineral assessment report obtained by the User from Alberta Energy.  
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NOTICE 

This report is the property of Marum Resources Inc. It represents a reference and 
assessment document for Metallic and Industrial Minerals Permits No. 9390100001 to 
9390100008. Exploration work on the permits will continue throughout 1995. 

The subject permits are primarily viewed as areas for gold exploration. However, they were 
also considered to have diamond exploration merit and a number of samples were 
investigated for diamond indicator minerals. 

April 21, 1995 
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Project Overview 

- 	 This compilation and assessment work report summarizes the results of three years 

I 

	

	
of exploration activities by several exploration teams. The work was performed during the 
period January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1994. 

I
Initially, the work consisted of prospecting activities to collect samples and. 

exploratory laboratory work intended to identify the presence of gold and platinum group 
elements within the target formation, the upper Cretaceous Bad Heart formation. 

Two conclusions were reached in the initial stages of exploration. First, that 
particles of free gold occur in most crushed samples at magnification of 80 power or 
higher. Second, the distribution and measurement of gold within the Bad Heart formation 
is subject to a "nugget effect" which renders measurement of gold content expensive. It 
should be noted that the gold occurs as bright yellow particles of native gold in an iron 
silicate (chamosite) matrix and responds well to normal fire assay procedures. However, 
the distribution of the gold within the formation :remains undetermined and the selection 
of any particular 28 gram sample (one assay-ton) may not contain any gold or may contain 
a large amount of gold. The solution to acquiring a reliable estimate of commercial gold 
content is to perform hundreds of thousands of fire assays or to significantly increase the 
raw sample size. The first solution is not economically feasible. The second solution 
requires leaching of gold from crushed samples and the subsequent measurement of gold 
contained in the leach liquor with this amount being pro-rated back to the original sample 
weight, taking into account the amount of leach liquid employed in the procedure. This can 
be achieved by precipitating the gold from the leach liquor and assaying the precipitate or 
alternatively, by subjecting a representative sample of the leach liquor to neutron activation 
analysis. 

During 1992, 1993 and 1994, eleven field expeditions were mounted to prospect the 
surface occurrences of the Bad Heart formation and large samples were collected for 
investigation in processing laboratories maintained by the prospecting teams. These initial 
laboratory investigations resulted in the determination that fine, particulate native gold 
occurred in most samples of the Bad Heart formation rocks. These same investigations 
outlined the difficulties which would be encountered in estimating the gold content of the 
formation for commercial purposes. 

During 1994, the holders of the Metallic and Industrial Minerals Permits, entered 
into an option agreement with Marum Resources Inc. of Calgary. A compilation of 
geological information and geochemical results was undertaken in during 1994. 

I 
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Two additional exploration expeditions were carried out during 1994 and sufficient 
samples were collected to further investigate the mineralogical characteristics of the Bad 
Heart formation. Some of the initial samples were contaminated with small grains of 
igneous rock which gave rise to speculation about the diamond bearing potential of this 
sedimentary formation, but the grains were identified as contaminants relatively quickly 
and no further diamond-related processing was undertaken. 

I Marum's exploration work during 1994 consisted of collecting and processing 
surface samples in order to determine the nature of the Bad Heart formation and the 
geological mechanisms which control the distribution of gold within the rocks. Optical 
inspection of raw samples, crushed samples and thin sections was undertaken by Marum's 
principal consultant, Mr. Richard T. Walker. Numerous concentration and leaching 
experiments were carried out by Marum staff with the concentrates and precipitates being 

I visually investigated or the leach liquors being subjected to neutron activation analysis. 
Additional studies were undertaken by two other petrographic consultants. Consultations 
were held with representatives of various laboratories and with members of the Geological 

I I Survey of Canada concerning possible controls on gold mineralization. Leach tests were 
carried out in commercial laboratories. Additionally, a pressurized sodium bromide leach 
test was performed on four samples of material and encouraging qualitative results were 

I obtained. 

The results of the exploration work performed to date are positive in that they identify the 
Bad Heart formation as a potential gold host. The distribution of gold within the formation 
will be the focus of the next round of exploration which will be designed to investigate the 
stratigraphic and fades controls, if any, leading to commercial concentrations of the yellow 
metal. 
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Structure of this report 

I This report is a compilation of relevant technical material bearing on the exploration 
of the subject permits, assembled as a working data record and for permit assessment 

I 	
purposes. A general description of the regional and gross stratigraphic geology is provided 
by the Appendix 8. Moreover, the results of recent work, including petrographic studies are 
represented by the complete reproduction of the appropriate reports in the Appendices. 
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The appendices include: 

Photocopies of Metallic Mineral Exploration Permits No. 9390100001 to 
9390100008, including a permit location map. 

Ironcap Property (Bad Heart Formation) Outcrop Location, Sample Collection 
and Sample Processing Program. 

This appendix contains the descriptions of 717 samples collected and analyzed 
during the three year period extending from January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1994. 
The collection, study, analysis and compilation of sample material contained in this 
Appendix represents most of the quantitative data available for the Bad Heart 
formation in the project area. 
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3 	Petrographic Analysis of Outcrop Sample, Upper Cretaceous Bad heart 
formation, Peace River Area; prepared for Marum Resources by Graham 
Davies Geological Consultants, 1994. 

This report describes three thin sections of Bad Heart formation rock. The 
petrographer was asked to search for volcaniclastic evidence and reported none. 

Petrography of Sample RB#1 from NW Alberta, Report No. SSP-94-512, 
prepared for Monopros Limited by Scott-Smith Petrology, 1994. 

This report was prepared in cooperation with Monopros Limited. Two thin sections 
and four polished sections were prepared for analysis. A complete petrographic 
analysis is rendered in the report. Again, the petrographer was alerted to search for 
evidence of volcanogenic affinity and found none. 

Thin section description of three samples; prepared for Marum Resources Inc. 
by Dynamic Geological Consulting, 1994. 

A petrographic description of three thin sections. 
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Report of two samples of Ironcap formation material; prepared for Marum 
Resources Inc. by Dynamic Geological Consulting, 1994. 

A discussion of two processed samples of Bad Heart formation rock. 

Neutron Activation Analysis; correspondence and summary information. 

Neutron activation analysis was performed on approximately 20 samples of leach 
liquor. Results ranged from trace amounts of gold and platinum group elements to 
upwards of three ounces. The Neutron Activation Analysis component of the 
exploration program has to date been qualitative rather than quantitative. The 
emphasis has, so far, been on validating the method for quantitative work during 
1995 with precise measurement controls on the raw sample, the leaching process 
and the leach liquor sampling process. In general, the qualitative work performed 
so far has been successful with the generalized conclusion that the Bad Heart 
formation does contain geochemically significant but erratically occurring gold. 

Peace River Iron Deposits, Information Series 75, Alberta Research Council, 

1975. 

This Appendix does not form part of this assessment report but is included for 
general reference. This report is an excellent description of the project area and its 
geology. The report infers in excess of 1.1 billion tons of iron-rich rock grading 
between 32 and 36 percent total iron. Most of this "reserve" lies within the subject 
permits. 

Exploration Results 

A three year program of exploration, sampling and laboratory analysis of the Bad 
Heart formation oolitic, ferruginous sandstone has produced the following results. 

1. The Bad Heart formation is conclusively diagnosed as a marine, stable shelf, 

I 	glauconitic, oolitic, ferruginous clastic rock deposited with a low 
sedimentation rate in a quiet marine environment. 

2. The Bad Heart formation contains anomalous, even spectacular amounts of 
gold. The gold occurs as very fine particles of native metal which can be 
observed visually at about 100 power magnification. 
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3. Gold values vary dramatically, from traces to loosely extrapolated values of 
several ounces per ton. Work to date on bulk samples has been designed 
to qualitatively establish the physical, identifiable presence of gold in 
samples taken from numerous locations. This has been achieved by visual 
examination of crushed raw rock, by gravity concentration, by direct fire 
assay, by visual inspection of leach precipitates, and by neutron activation 
methods. 

4. The distribution of gold within the Bad Heart formation has not been defined. 
Gold values are extremely erratic, even when comparing one ounce aliquots 
from the same sample. Current exploration tends towards the leaching of 
large, +20KG, samples in order to overcome the small scale variation in 
values. 

5. Due to the preliminary nature of the sampling and analysis procedures 
performed over three years and the initial thrust of the exploration program 
to physically define the nature of the gold mineralization, there is a lack of 
quantitative assay information, even though the results of over 700 detailed 
samples analyses are represented by this report. This is partly due to the 
fact that the exploration teams have been performing pioneer work in order 
to determine the most feasible method to quantify the gold content of the 
Bad Heart target host. An informal overall average of 1 gm/Tonne gold 
content can be inferred over the sample base processed so far. 

6. The Bad Heart formation contains anomalous amounts of platinum group 
metals, primarily osmium and iridium. These are also distributed erratically 
in the sandstone. 

7. The exploration programs carried out so far have not included any drilling. 
Drill cores from drilling undertaken in the 1950's and 1960's cannot be 
located. Consequently, the exploration efforts to date have not included any 
detailed stratigraphic information which would shed light on stratigraphic or 
facies related mineralization controls. 

8. The Bad Heart formation does not contain any material which demonstrates 
a volcaniclastic origin. Consequently, the formation is not currently 
considered to be a diamond exploration target. 

9. There are sufficient indications of gold mineralization in the Bad Heart 
formation to justify continued exploration. 
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Recommended 1995 Exploration Program 

The 1995 exploration program has two principal objectives: 

	

I 1. 	To establish stratigraphic control over the data so far collected and to collect 
new samples with precise stratigraphic and facies definition. This will require 
a drill program of at least 12 holes. 

	

2. 	To establish a quantitative geochemical database over the new sample 
collection. This database will consist of results from fire assay of raw 
samples as well as the results of quantified leach tests. 

I 

1 

1995 Ironcap Project Exploration Budget. 

Field Operations 
Leaching Tests 
Drilling (12 holes to 200 feet) 
Core & cutting processing 
Contingency 

Total 

$20,000 
$25,000 
$25,000 
$20,000 
$10,000 

$100,000 

1 Mriim ReWc. 

rchard 
President 
April 21, 1995 
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Dear Sir 
Metallic i,tin.ral Ecp3.Orati0r permit 

Nos. 	
9010-0002 to 68901000..QL._- 

The Metallic & 
Industrial )LineralB Regulation (AR 66/93) 

provides 

for the conversion of 
the older Metallic Minerals Exploration permits 

to the newer Metallic and Industrial Minerals permits. An existing 
permit may be cancelled and a new permit issued, with a 

term 

coeflCa16flt 
date of the existing permit. The 

advantage of the 

conversion is a longer term with reduced overall work requirements. 
 

The above permits reached the end of the 
Initial renewal year on 

October 2, 1993 and October 19, 1993. The Department has reviewed your 
permits and has converted the permits as follows:  

Re: 

New permit 
Nos. 

Work Assessment 
Period (Years) 

Established  
Credit 

9390100001 
	Second (3/4) 
	 nil 

to 
9390100008 to 
	

Second (3/4) 
	 nil 

JJ.IW.ILC 	 --,.--,- 

I 

I Albata 	DIVISION 

Petroleum P1315 - North Tower 

994S- 108 Street 
dmOfltOflr Alberta 

Canada T5K 206 phone: (403) 427.7707 

FaXt 	(403) 422-30 

File No. 
6590100002 to 
689010000 9  

?ebrUaY 7, 1994 

423771 Alberta Ltd. 
223 Creston place 
EDMONTON AB 'r5A 1X4 

I 
I 

Existing 
- Exploration 
I 	permit NOB. 

- 	6890100002 

6890100009 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I am enclosing your copy of the Metallic & Industrial 
Minerals 

Permits which conveys the rights to explore for Metallic & Industrial 
Minerals within the locations described therein. 

Kindly pay particular attention to Section 14 of the Regulation, 

since your second period assessment work will be required 
by October 2, 

1994 and October 19, 1994. 

If you have any questions regarding the above, contact me at, the 

above number. Yours truly, 

Brian Hudson 

/le 	
Manager 
Min.xa1 Agreements 

enclosures  

0 Printud on Recycled Par 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100001 

Date of Issue: 	1994 February 7 

Term Commencement Date: 	1990 october 2 

In this Permit: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

"Date of Issue" means the date shown above as the Date of Issue; 

"Location" means the tract or tracts of land described under the heading "Description of 

Location!' in the Appendix to this Permit; 

"Metallic and Industrial Minerals" means the minerals described under the heading 
"Permitted Substances" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

"Permit Holder" means 423771 Alberta Ltd. 

i 	
(a) 

(b)  

I 
(c)  

I 
(d)  

I 

I 
	

(e) "Term Commencement Date" means the date shown above as. the Term Commencement 

Date. 

(f) 	a reference in this Permit to the Mines and Minerals Act or to any other Act of the 
Legislature of Alberta shall be construed as a reference to 

that Act, as amended from time to time, 

any replacement of all or part of that Act from time to time enacted by the 
Legislature, as amended from time to time, and 

I 	
uui) any regulations, orders, directives, by-laws or subordinate legislation from time 

to time made under any enactment referred to in clause (a) or (b), as amended 
from time to time. 

I 

This Permit grants to the Permit Holder the right to explore for Metallic and Industrial 

Minerals that are the property of the Crown in right of Alberta in the Location subject to the 

following terms and conditions: 

(1) 

I 
	(ii) 

•1 
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APPENDIX 

TO 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100001 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:1 

I 
S I 
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I 

COMMENCEMENT OF TERM: 

1990 OCTOBER 2 

AGGREGATE AREA: 

4 248 HECTARES 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION: - 

6-06-087: 32NE,L11,L14;33L13—L16;34L13NW 
6-06-098: 3W,L7N,L7SW,L8NW,L9W,L10,L115,L16;4;5;6N,L1NE, 

L3NW,L4-L8;7S,NW,L9,L10,L15,L16SW;1OL1S,L1NW,L2L4 
6-07-087: 26L13N,L14LL115N;27L14N;33NE,L78,LONW,L14E;34N, 

L1N,L1SE 1 L2N,L2SW,L3,L4SE,L6—L8;35N,SW,L1N,L2,L7,L836NW, 
L3NW, L4N, L5,L6W, L7N, L9W, L10,L1S , L16W 

6-07-088: 1;25E,L3-L5,t6S,L9SE;3;4N,L1,L2,L3E,L6SE,L75,L8 
5N,L2W,L3N 1 Lj3SE,L5—L7,LBNW;6NW,L5,L6W,L8N,L8SE,L9,L10N,L15 
Lj16;7$,L98,L10,L11;BS,L9L11,L125,L15SE,L165;98,1J9L12,L13Ss 
L14S,L1SS,L16:10S,L9SW,L10—L13,L148 

6-08-088: 1L2,L3,L6SE,L7—L10,L11E,L1.6 

PERMITTED SUBSTANCES: 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS: 

NIL 

fffi 
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METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100002 

I 
	

Date of Issue: 	1994 February 7 

Term Commencement Date: 
	

1990 October 2 

In this Permit: 

(a) 

I 

I 

"Date of Issue" means the date shown above as the Date of Issue; 

"Location" means the tract or tracts of land described under the heading "Description of 
Location" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

"Metallic and Industrial Minerals" means the minerals described under the heading 
"Permitted Substances" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

(d) "Permit Holder means 423771 Alberta Ltd. 

"Term Commencement Date" means the date shown above as the Term Commencement 
Date. 

a reference in this Permit to the Mines and Minerals Act or to any other Act of the 
Legislature of Alberta shall be construed as a reference to 

that Act, as amended from time to time, 

any replacement of all or part of that Act from time to time enacted by the 
Legislature, as amended from time to time, and 

any regulations, orders, directives, by-laws or subordinate legislation from time 
to time made under any enactment referred to in clause (a) or (b), as amended 
from time to time. 

I 
This Permit grants to the Permit Holder the right to explore for Metallic and Industrial 
Minerals that are the property of the Crown in right of Alberta in the Location subject to the 
following terms and conditions: 

I 

I 

I 

I 

(e)  

(f)  

(i)  

(ii)  

(iii)  

•1 
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APPENDIX 

TO 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100002 

COMMENCEMENT OF TERM: 

I . 1990 OCTOBER 2 

AGGREGATE AREA: 

I 7 832 HECTARES 

DESCRIPTION 

I

OF LOCATION: - 

6-04-09: 26N,L5- L8;27N,L5 -L8;29N,L5-L8;30L$,L9,L16,31L1, 
LB,L9,L16;32-35 

I 	6-04-090: 2WiL1,L2 ,L7 ;3-5;6L1,L8,L9,L1SE,L16;7NE,L1,L2E,L7, 
L8; 8- lO; 11L3W,L4,LS,L125W;15W,Llw,L2,L7,L1ow;16;17.1SE,L3E 
L6 ,L11, L13 ,L14 ; 1 9E,L3,L4,L6L14N;20;21g,L9..L13;29Lj5,2_L5; 
305E,NW,L3,L5,L6,L9,L1O,L15,L16W;31L3_L5,L12,L13 

I 6-05-090: 25L9,L14-L16;36 
6-05-091: 1 ; 2 ;3L1,L8,L9,L15,L16;2.0L1,L$,L9,L15,L16;11; 

12L1S,L26,L3-L5,L6W,L12,43;13L4;145W,L1,L2,L7,L9sL8 
I 	 L1 OS,L1 0NW,L 1i..L13,L14S,L14NW;15N,SE,L3jj4,L5E,L6;16L11N • 
I SUBSTANCES: 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

I 	SPECIAL PROVISIONS: 

.1 
	

NIL 

I 
I 
I 
:1 
I 
I 
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I 	METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100003 

Date of Issue: 	1994 February 7 

	

.1 
	Term Commencement Date: 	io October 2 

In this Permit: 

	

- 	(a) "Date of Issue means the date shown above as the Date of Issue; 

(b) "Location" means the tract or tracts of land described under the heading "Description of 
Location" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

(c) "Metallic and Industrial Minerals" means the minerals described under the heading 
"Permitted Substances" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

(d) 'Permit Holder" means 423771 Alberta Ltd. 

(e)  

I 
(f)  

I 

1.'erni Commencement Date" means the date shown above as the Term Commencement 
Date. 

a reference in this Permit to the Mines and Minerals Act or to any other Act of the 
Legislature of Alberta shall be construed as a reference to 

(i) that Act, as amended from time to time, 

(ii) any replacement of all or part of that Act from time to time enacted by the 
Legislature, as amended from time to time, and 

(iii) any regulations, orders, directives, by-laws or subordinate legislation from time 
to time made under any enactment referred to in clause (a) or (b), as amended 
from time to time. 

This Permit grants to the Permit Holder the right to explore for Metallic and Industrial 

I Minerals that are the property of the Crown in right of Alberta in the Location subject to the 
following terms and conditions: 

TI 

I 
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APPENDIX 

TO 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL  MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100003 

I 
I 
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I 
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I 

COMMENCEMENT OF !L'ERI4: 

1990 OCTOBER 2 

AGGREGATE AREA: 

3 448 HECTARES 

DESCRIPTION 07 LOCATION: 

6-03-088: 

L5-L8, LflSW, L12, L13SW; 1711, SW 1  L1N,L2 L7, L8 ;18; 19;20L2W, L3 , L4, 
LSS.L66,L7SW, L13NW; 28Lj3Nw;29L4L5L6WLlONL15 
31S , NE , LU,L14SE;32.33JL4LSL 

6-03-009: 4L4;5L1-L4, L5S,L6$, L73,L83 
6-04-088; 

PERMITTED SUBSTANCES; 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS: 

NIL 

ft 
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METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100004 

Date of Issue: 	1994 February 7 

Term Commencement Date: 	1990 october 2 

In this Permit: 

(a) "Date of Issue" means the date shown above as the Date of Issue; 

(b) "Location" means the tract or tracts of land described under the heading "Description of 
Location" in,the Appendix to this Permit; 

(c) "Metallic and Industrial Minerals" means the minerals described under the heading 

"Permitted Substances" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

(d) Permit Holder" means 423771 Alberta Ltd. 

(e) 
9'erin Commencement Date" means the date shown above as the Term Commencement 

Date. 

(f) 
a reference in this Permit to the Mines and Minerals Act or to any other Act of the 
Legislature of Alberta shall be construed as a reference to 

that Act, as amended from time to time, 

any replacement of all or part of that Act from time to time enacted by the 
Legislature, as amended from time to time, and 

any regulations, orders, directives, by-laws or subordinate legislation from time 
to time made under any enactment referred to in clause (a) or (b), as amended 
from time to time. 

I This Permit grants to the Permit Holder the right to explore for Metallic and Industrial 
Minerals that are the property of the crown in right of Alberta in the Location subject to the 

I following terms and conditions: 

1 
I 

I 

I 

j 

(i) 

(iii) 

I 
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PAGE 

I 	 APPENDIX 

TO 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 
390100004 

COMMENCEKENT OF TERM. 

1990OCTOBER 2 

AGGREGATE AREA: 

6 296 RECTA1S 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION: 

I 
I 
I 

PERMITr 

19N ?L1, L2NL3NL4N 
27N, SW; 28-3Q 

l617Li•NIL2NL6E ? L7 _L9 ?LiOS l L.EE ;  L7F, L8 L9L1OEL 	 28L16N; 19Ll,L2N, 
 

L2sL3L4LL5LL6_L9#Li0SgLUS, LieE;3OL,L2SE. 33LiN  L4E, LSE, L6-L9, Liog, 
L11.S,L1€E 	

L2 
 

2L4NWILSIL6WII41IL1.2,143W;314 _L4,LSSE,L6S , L7SL8  
L9SE , Li6i0LL2 

249, 	Lix, 
L2N, L2SW,L7 L8;255 L9-L12 143$,t4 
	L16; 26MW Li, 

L2E,L5 _L1OL15SW27 
L35w1L4L8.LiiSW L12 1,13 
L8;32Nw , L1WL2L3E 
681 NW, L10, L.15 7L2 L3 L 36L9E, L1SE 

N•EiLI2NlL5EIL6NIL7L8NW I Lii Ll2NILi2SE l L13 ,Li4;  
iiNElL1L6NtL6SE1L7fL8I4iL12NEU3LLi4 ; i2N,SW,L2gL7sL8W  

SUBSTANCES.  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

6-03_O$6. 

604_085 

O86 

6-04-087. 
6- 05.086. 
605 . 087: 

AND INDtJS TRIAL MINEps 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS: 

I 
	NIL 

I 

I 
I 
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METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100005 

I 	Date of Issue: 	1994 February 7 

Term Commencement Date: 	1990 October 2 

In this Permit: 

"Date of I ssueN means the date shown above as the Date of Issue; 

"Location" means the tract or tracts of land described under the heading "Description of 
Location" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

"Metallic and Industrial Minerals" means the minerals described under the heading 
"Permitted Substances" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

"Permit Holder" means 423771 Alberta Ltd. 

"Term Commencement Date" means the date shown above as the Term Commencement 
Date. 

a reference in this Permit to the Mines and Minerals Act or to any other Act of the 
Legislature of Alberta shall be construed as a reference to 

that Act, as amended from time to time, 

any replacement of all or part of that Act from time to time enacted by the 
Legislature, as amended from time to time, and 

I 

	

	

(iii) any regulations, orders, directives, by-laws or subordinate legislation from time 
to time made under any enactment referred to in clause (a) or (b), as amended 
from time to time. 

i 
1 
I 

This Permit grants to the Permit Holder the right to explore for Metallic and Industrial 
Minerals that are the property of the Crown in right of Alberta in the Location subject to the 
following terms and conditions: 

(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

(d)  

(e)  

(f)  

(i) 

1 



1 
I 

•1 
I 

ii 
Ti 
I 
I 
I 

1 

I 
I 

I 
II 

I 
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APPENt,Ix 

TO 

METALLIC AIM INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100005 

COMMENCEMENT OF TERM: 

1990 OCTOBER 2 

AGGREGATE AREA:  

2 872 HECTARES 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION: 

6-02.086: 15W?L2W,L7N,L7SWL8NL9PLlO LiS 
Lii, L12NE, L13, L14;19L1N, L2N, L3NE, L6-La, L98w, 1j2,QSE, LilS, 
L9L12; 3OSW, L2W, L7 

6-03-086: 3NW?L5,L6WIL9NW,L1ON,L15LL6.4NLL7LBL 
SL1_L5 ; 95E , L3, L9ELiGE;i0;11L8NL9 
12L12q, Lal3W; 13L4, L5. L12SW; 14S, NW, L9, L10, L15, L16SW; i5Lj., L2s, 
L3,L4 I L8 IL9 L].0NLI15L1622523 

L11S,L12 

PERMITTED SUBSTANCES :  

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS. 

NIL 

R~ 
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I 
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METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100006 
Date of Issue: 	1994 February 7 

Term Commencement Date: 	1990 October 19 

I In this Permit: 

(a) 	"Date of Issue" means the date shown above as the Date of Issue; 

I (b) 	"Location" means the tract or tracts of land described under the heading "Description of 
Location" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

(c) "Metallic and Industrial Minerals" means the minerals described under the heading 
"Permitted Substances" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

(d) "Permit Holder" means 423771 Alberta Ltd. 	 75% 
Eatabrook Construction Ltd. 25% 

(e) 'Term Commencement Date" means the date shown above as the Term Commencement Date. 

(f) a reference in this Permit to the Mines and Minerals Act or to any other Act of the 
Legislature of Alberta shall be construed as a reference to 

(1) 	that Act, as amended from time to time, 

(ii) any replacement of all or part of that Act from time to time enacted by the 
Legislature, as amended from time to time, and 

(iii) any regulations, orders, directives, by-laws or Subordinate legislation from time 
to time made under any enactment referred to in clause (a) or (b), as amended 
from time to time, 

This Permit grants to the Permit Holder the right to explore for Metallic and Industrial 
Minerals that are the property of the Crown in right of Alberta in the Location subject to the 
following terms and conditions: 

LI 

ii 

I 
.1 
I 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX 

TO 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS  PERMIT NO. 9390100006 

COMMENCEMENT OF TERM: 

1990 OCTOBER 19 

AGGREGATE AREA: 

16 HECTARES 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION: 

6-03-087; 33W 

PERMITTED SUBSTANCES: 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS: 

NIL 

ft 
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METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 

Date of Issue: 	1994 February 7 

Term Commencement Date: 	
1990  October 19 

9 390100007 

In this Permit: 

(a) "Date of Issue" means the date shown above as the Date of Issue; 

(b) 
"Location" means the tract or tracts of land described under the heading "Description of 
Location" in the Appendix to this Permit: 

(c) "Metallic 
and Industrial Mineral? means the minerals described under the heading I 	"Permitted Substances" in the AppendL,c to this Permit; 

(d) 'Permit Holder" means 423771 Alberta Ltd. 	 75% Eetabrook 
construction Ltd. 25% 

(e) 
'Term Commencement Date" means the date shown above as the Term Commencement Date. 

(f) a reference in this Permit to the Mines and Minerals Act or to any other Act of the Legislature of Alberta shall be construed as a reference to 

that Act, as amended from time to time, 

any replacement of all or part of that Act from time to time enacted by the Legislature, as amended from time to time, and 

any regulations, orders, directives, by-laws or subordinate legislation from time 
to time made under any enactment referred to in clause (a) or (b), as amended from time to time. 

This Permit grants to the Permit Holder the right to explore for Metallic and Industrial Minerals that 
are the property of the Crown in right of Alberta in the Location subject to the following terms and conditions: 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

(1) 

(ii) 

I 
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APPENDIX 

TO 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100007 

COMMENCEMENT OF TERM: 

1990 OCTOBER 19 

AGGREGATE AREA: 

16 HECTARES 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION: 

6-04-086: 35L5 

PERMITTED SUBSTANCES: 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS: 

NIL 

[U 
U 
i 
I 

I 

U 

II 
I 
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METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 
9390100008 

Date of Issue: 	1994 February 7 

Term Commencement Date: 	1990 October 19 

I
In this Permit: 

(a) 	"Date of Issue" means the date shown above as the Date of Issue; 

I (b) 	"Location" means the tract or tracts of land described under the beading "Descriptior 
Location" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

(c) "Metallic and Industrial Minerals" means the minerals described under the head 
"Permitted Substances" in the Appendix to this Permit; 

(d) "Permit Holder means 423771 Alberta Ltd. 	 75% 
sta.brook Construction Ltd. 25% 

'Term Commencement Date' means the date shown above as the Term Commencem 
Date. 

a reference in this Permit to the Mines and Minerals Act or to any other Act of 
Legislature of Alberta shall be construed as a reference to 

(i) 	that Act, as amended from time to time, 

any replacement of all or part of that Act from time to time enacted by t 
Legislature, as amended from time to time, and 

(iii) any regulations, orders, directives, by-laws or subordinate legislation from tir. 
to time made under any enactment referred to in clause (a) or (b), as amend 
from time to time. 

This Permit grants to the Permit Holder the right to explore for Metallic and Industri 
Minerals that are the property of the Crown in right of Alberta in the Location subject to ti following terms and conditions: 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

(e)  

(f)  

U 
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APPENDIX 

TO 

METALLIC AND ItJSTAJ MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9390100008 

COMMENCEMENT OF TERM: 

1990 OCTOBER 19 

AGGREGATE AREA: 

16 HECTARES 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION: 

6-05-087: 14L11 

PERMITTED SUBSTANCES 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS: 

NIL 

I 
I 
1 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

1 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
I 

Ironcap Property (Bad Heart Formation) 
Outcrop Location, Sample Collection 

and Sample Processing Program. 
(717 samples) 

I 

I 
LI 

{j 

I 
I 

I 
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Results of the Regional Outcrop Mapping Project 

Due to the nature of the terrain, locating outcrops over such a large property consumed a 
considerable number of man days. The initial, and most extensive sampling was carried out on 
easily accessible materials found along existing road cuts or in pre-existing pits. The regional 
outcrop mapping project resulted in the collection of small representative samples from scattered 
locations and established locations for the collection of more comprehensive samples in the 
future.. This program may be continued as required since the area is widely covered with seismic 
lines which likely contain numerous outcrop opportunities. 

Due to the flat-lying character of the Bad Heart formation, field teams were able to more 
efficiently locate outcrops by concentrating in areas where the current ground surface occurred 
between 2,500 and 2,600 feet above sea level (ASL), as determined by a portable altimeter. This 
technique was used on roadways and also on trails, cut lines and overgrown seismic lines. Several 
new outcrop locations were identified. Additionally, a number of locations within the appropriate 
altitude zone were noted as having red, rusty looking soil and were designated as possible outcrop 
locations. 

The weak grain cementation of the Bad Heart formation causes the exposed rock to crumble upon 
exposure making outcrop identification by shape next to impossible. Some success in identifying 
outcrop locations was achieved by looking for rusty blooms along the roadways within the pre- 
defined altitude zone. 

Generally, the Bad Heart formation outcrops have been uniformly and heavily weathered to a light 
red, rusty material that is very friable and can be crumbled into clumps and grains by hand. The 
red stain at surface is usually the first indicator of exposure, except in the more northerly 
exposures along Rambling Creek where weathering is less intense and the outcrops are dark grey 
brown in colour. Small exposures in this area are very hard to identify. Over the entire area, there 
are also small outcrop exposures that are covered in a grey white coating, probably a calcite or 
salt crust. These are difficult to notice and their identification is made easier by narrowing the 
search focus to the altimeter range within which the formation is expected to occur. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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Assay Data 

The gold assay part of this project has been a source of great encouragement and great 
frustration. Initial assay results yielded high values and high expectations. As the assay data base 
increased it became evident that the quantification of gold in this target host would not be as easy 
as indicated by the initial results. Assay values proved to be extremely variable and the 
establishment of a consistent grade baseline proved impossible. As testing progressed, there 

I 	
developed a suspicion that the "ore" was complexing gold and thwarting normal fire assay 
methods. Consequently, project testing was then focused on the refractory nature of the rock and 
in time more consistent results were obtained. With further work, a pattern began to develop that 

I 	
led to the suspicion that the extreme variability in gold grades could be due to a nugget effect 
caused by erratic distribution of high single-point values throughout a more or less homogeneous 
rock matrix. More assays from many samples were processed but this proved only moderately 

I 	
successful and it was decided that the cost of such a sustained program would be unacceptable. 
Shortly thereafter, a program to investigate effective methods of producing concentrates for assay 
was undertaken. Several gravity concentration tests were performed to determine the most 

I 	effective methods. So far, elutriation procedures and centrifugal concentrators have yielded the 
best results. Experiments with vibrating tables failed to yield acceptable results mainly due to the 
very clayey nature of the finely crushed rock. The clay tended to clog the riffles and to generally 

I 	interfere with recovery. In general, pre-concentration was successful in that it tended to reduce 
the nugget effect. 

I Pre-concentration of rock samples was adopted as a standard analytical procedure and 
lead to the investigation of various crush sizes in order to maximize the liberation of gold 

I 	
particles. It was found through successive crushing tests on sample fractions that crush sizes of 
minus 100 mesh were needed with even finer crush sizes being desirable. However, given the 
attendant difficulty experienced with fine crush materials in a gravity concentration circuit, 

- 	crushes of minus 150 mesh were not advantageous. 

- 	 With the higher analytical result consistency found in pre-concentrated samples, further 

I 	
work addressing the refractory nature of the rock was undertaken. Several approaches were 
evaluated. These included specialized fluxing in fire assays, neutron activation, acid digestion, and 
roasting of the rock. Acid digestion and roasting were found to be of benefit. Neutron activation 

I 	was considered accurate but with the necessarily small sample size that this technique requires the 
nugget effect reduces the applicability neutron activation as a primary analytical tool for this 
project. Some work was performed on the amalgamation of raw and treated ores in order to 

I detect free gold. 

1 

I 

I 
I 
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I 
	 Assay Data (cont'd) 

U Allowing for the routine pre-concentration of raw samples using gravity methods, 
standard gold fire assay techniques have proved to be the most effective in determining gold 
content. This is no doubt because the gold appears to occur as discrete, very fine particles of 

I 	native gold. One indicated course of action, to optimize gold recovery, would be to evaluate very 
large samples of one tonne or more through optimal crush and pre-concentration to be followed 
by assay of the concentrates. The concentrates may or may not need roasting and/or acid 

I 	digestion and further work will be performed to assess the need for more extensive assay 
procedures. Some preliminary bottle roll leach tests of both raw and concentrated ore have been 

- 	completed with encouraging results 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 

1 
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MAP REFERENCE NUMBER 

These are the locations and sample reference codes, indicated on Map 2 of this Appendix, 
where multiple samples of Bad Heart Formation rock was collected. See next page for a 
description of the sample locations. 

*# - Bad Heart Formation Multiple Sample Location 

*1 INCP, INCPS, WP-E, WPET, WPEM, WPEB(?F/WPNT, WPNM 
*2 INCPR 
*3 WRS, SCB,SCM, SCT, 
*4 RCT, RCM, RCB 
*5 HC 
*6 SUB, SLIM, SLIT 
*7 SUB, SL2M, SL2T 
*8 NTI,NT2 
*9 NS1,NS2,NS3 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
1 

I 

L 

I 
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I 	SAMPLE LOCATION CODES AND SITE DESCRIPTIONS 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

rNCP-
rNCPR-
1NCPS-
WP-E-
WRS-
WPET-
WPEM-
WPEB-
WPF-
WPNT-
WPNM-
HC- 
SCB- 
SCM- 
SCT-
SL1B-
SLiM-
SLiT-
SL2B-
SL2M-
SL2T-
RCT-
RCM-
RCB- 
NT1 
NT2 
NS1 
NS2 
NS3 
DI 
WM 
RC 
RC_DI 
WM_DI 
NS_DI 

Sample from Worsley pit 
Sample from seam of ore exposed along Worsley road near pit 
Sample from south wall of Worsley pit 
Sample from south east wall of Worsley pit 
Sample from road cut north west of Worsley pit 
Sample from east wall of Worsley pit- top of exposure 
Sample from east wall of Worsley pit- middle of exposure 
Sample from east wall of Worsley pit- bottom of exposure 
Sample from floor of Worsley pit 
Sample from north face of Worsley pit- top of exposure 
Sample from north face of Worsley pit- middle of exposure 
Sample from test pit dug next to Rambling Creek by ARC 
Sample from Running Lake Road exposure- bottom 
Sample from Running Lake Road exposure- middle 
Sample from Running Lake Road exposure- top 
Sample from first Stony Lake Road exposure- bottom 
Sample from first Stony Lake Road exposure- middle 
Sample from first Stony Lake Road exposure- top 
Sample from second Stony Lake Road exposure- bottom 
Sample from second Stony Lake Road exposure- middle 
Sample from second Stony Lake Road exposure- top 
Sample from exposure along Rambling Creek- top 
Sample from exposure along Rambling Creek- middle 
Sample from exposure along Rambling Creek- bottom 
Sample from Notikewin Tower Road 
Sample from Notikewin Tower Road 
Sample from Notikewin Tower Road drainage crossing 
Sample from Notikewin Tower Road drainage crossing 
Sample from Notikewin Tower Road drainage crossing 
Diamond indicator sample site 
Sample from Whitemud River drainage 
Sample from Rambling Creek drainage 
Re-test of RC for diamond indicator minerals 
Re-test of WM for diamond indicator minerals 
Re-test of NS for diamond indicator minerals 

.1 
I 
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SAMPLE PROCESSING CODES 

I CODE 

FAR 

I FAPT 
FAS 

I 	SCR 
SCPT 
SCS 

- 	N 
LT 

I LC 
LAR 
SPA 

I 
A 
ADH 
ADF 
ADS 
ADN 
ADAR 
GCP 
GCT 
GCE 
ME 
OC 
RT 
SED 
T 
G 
SP 
CR 
CRD 

I 
II 

Standard fire assay of raw ore 
Fire assay of pre-treated ore 
Fire assay using sieved fractions of raw ore - 
used to reduce "nugget effect". 
Scorification assay of raw ore 
Scorification assay of pre-treated ore 
Scorifi cation assay of sieved fractions of raw ore 
to reduce "nugget effect". 
Neutron Activation 
Bottle roll leach test using thiourea 
Bottle roll leach test using cyanide 
Bottle roll leach test using aqua regia 
Small plate amalgamation used for 
amalgamation of lab samples of less than five 
assay tons. Mercury coated copper plate is 
used to gather free gold from slurried sample 
manually applied to plate. 
Bottle roll amalgamation of larger samples. 
Sample digested in Hydrochloric Acid 
Sample digested in HydrofluoricAcid 
Sample digested in Sulphuric Acid 
Sample digested in Nitric Acid 
Sample digested in Aqua Regia 
Gravity concentration by panning 
Gravity concentration by vibrating table 
Gravity concentration by elutriation tower. 
Microscopic examination 
Optimal crush size 
Roast 
Sediment diamond indicator test 
Till diamond indicator test 
Garnet 
Spinel 
Cromite 
Chrome Diopside 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 
(including cost allocation per sample in dollars) 

I 

1 
I 

I 
I 



COST NUMBER 
100 INCP-1 
100 INCP-2 
100 INCP-3 
100 INCPR-1 
100 INCPR-2 
100 INCPR-3 

100 INCPS-1 
1 7 0 INCPR-2 
100 INCPR-3 
30 WP-E1 
30 WP-E2 
30 WP-E3 
30 WP-E4 

WP-E5 
50 WP-E6 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

30 
30 

30 

30 
50 
30 
30 

30 
30 
50 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
50 
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1 
	

SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET (including cost allocation per sample in dollars) 

ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 
GCP-ME 	Visible gold 
GCP-ME 	Visible gold 
GCP-ME 	Visible gold 
GCP-ME 	Visible gold 
GCP-ME 	Visible gold 
GCP-ME 	Visible gold - one flake bigger than 20 

mesh 
GCP-ME 	Visible gold - one silver white flake 
GCP-ME 	Visible gold 
GCP-ME 	Visible gold 
FAR 	.loZrrAU 
FAR 	.12OZrrAU 
FAR 	.03 OZ/T AU 
FAR 	.16 OZTF AU 
FAR 	.04 OZIT AU 
SPA 	.3 OZTF AU Two flakes larger than 20 

mesh. 

LAB 
YG 
YG 
YG 
YG 
YG 
YG 

YG 
YG 
YG 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

WP-E7 
SCM-i 
SCM-2 
SCM-3 
SCM-4 
SCM-S 
SCM-6 
SCM-7 
SCT-i 
SCT-2 
SCT-3 
SCT-4 
SCT-5 
SCT-6 
SCB-i 
SCB-2 
SCB-3 
SCB-4 
SCB-5 
SCB-6 
HC-1 

FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
SPA 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
SPA 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
SPA 
FAR 

.08 OZTF AU 

.09 OZF AU 

.02 OZTF AU 

.11OZIFAU 

.09 OZF AU 

.07 OZTF AU 

.13 OZ/TAU 

.1 OZ/TAU 

.I2OZTFAU 

.1 OZ/TAU 

.07 OZiT AU 

.030Z/TAU 

.04 OZTF AU 

.18 OZTF AU 

.02 OZTF AU 

.08 OZTF AU 

.11 OZFAU 

.08 OZiT AU 

.73 OZTF AU 

.2 OZTF AU 

.05 OZTF AU Sample from material left at 
rail head from previous 
sample program. 

30 HC-2 
	

A 
	

FAR 	.14 OZTF AU 
30 
	

HC-3 
	

A 
	

FAR 	.11 OZ/TAU 

j 
I 
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I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
50 

30 
50 

50 

30 
50 

50 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
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I SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A-
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 

HC-4 
HC-5 
WRS -1 
WRS-2 
WRS-3 
WRS-4 
WRS-5 
WPET-1 
WPET-2 
WPET-3 
WPET-4 
WPEM-1 
WPEM-2 
WPEM-3 
WPEM-4 
WPEB-1 
WPEB-2 
WPEB-.3 
WPEB-4 
WPF- 1 
WPF-2 
WPF-3 
WPF-4 
WPF-5 
WPET-5 
WPET-6 
WPET-7 
WPEM-5 
WPEM-6 
WPEM-7 
WPEB-5 
WPEB-6 
WPEB-7 
SCM-8 
SCM-9 
SCM-1O 
SCB-7 
SCB-8 
SCB-9 

FAR 
SPA 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
SPA 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
SPA 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
SPA 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
SPA 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
SPA 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 

.03 OZ/T AU 

.04 OZ/T AU 
.12 OZIF AU 
.04 OZTF AU 
.08 OZTF AU 
.02 OZTF AU 
.1 OZ/TAU 
.06 OZ/T AU 
.11 OZ/I' AU 
.02 OZIF AU 
.09 OZTF AU 
.02 OZIF AU 
.07 OZ/T AU 
.14OZTFAU 
.2 OZ/T AU 
.09 OZTF AU 
.12OZTFAU 
.04 OZ/T AU 
.07 OZTF AU 
.02 OZIF AU 
.08 OZ/T AU 
.08 OZTF AU 
.04 OZIF AU 
.09 OZ/T AU 
TRACE 
.02 OZIF AU 
TRACE 
.03 OZIT AU 
.02 OZTF AU 
TRACE 
TRACE 
TRACE 
.06 OZ/T AU 
.02 OZIT AU 
.02 OZIT AU 
TRACE 
.02 OZ/T AU 
.09 OZ/T AU 
TRACE 

1 
I 



12 
	

SCT-7 
	

L 
12 
	

SCT-8 
	

L 
12 
	

SCT-9 
	

L 
12 
	

SCM-li 
	

L 
12 
	

SCM-12 
	

L 
12 
	

SCT-10 
	

L 
12 
	

SCT-11 
	

L 
12 
	

SCB-10 
	

L 
12 
	

SCB-11 
	

L 
12 WPEB-8 
	

L 
12 WPEB-9 
	

L 
12 WPEB-10 L 
12 WPEM-5 L 
12 WPEM-6 L 
12 WPEM-7 L 
12 
	

WPEB-1 1 
	

BC 
12 WPEB-12 BC 
12 WPEM-8 BC 
12 WPEM-9 BC 
12 
	

SCB-12 
	

BC 
12 
	

SCB-13 
	

BC 
100 SCB-14 
	

YG 
100 SCB-15 
	

YG 
40 WPEM- 10 YG 
100 WPEM-1 1 A 
120 WPEM-1 la A 

100 WPEM-llb A 
100 WPNT-1 	YG 
100 WPNT-2 	YG 
100 WPNM-1 YG 
100 WPNM-2 YG 
100, WPEM-12 YG 
100 WPEM-12a YG 

100 WPEM-12b YG 

120 WPEM-12b1 YG 
16 WPEM-13 YG 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
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I 
	

SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
FAS 
GCP-ME 
GCP-ME 
GCP 
GCP-ME 
ADH-ME 

ME 
GCP-ME 
GCP-ME 
GCP-ME 
GCP-ME 
GCP-ME 
GCP-ME 

GCP-ME 
I 

ADH-ME 
SCR 

TRACE 
.03 OZIF AU 
.02 OZIF AU 
.06 OZ/T AU 
.03 OZ/T AU 
.05 OZ/T AU 
.04 OZ/T AU 
.04 OZIF AU 
.08 OZ/T AU 
TRACE 
.04. OZ/T AU 
.03 OZIF AU 
.05 OZIF AU 
TRACE 
.07 OZIF AU 
TRACE 
TRACE 
TRACE 
.03 OZIF AU 
.02 OZIF AU 
TRACE 
Visible gold 
Visible gold 
Visible gold 
Visible gold with heavy iron coat 
Acid clean of WPEM-i 1 over twice as 
much visible gold 
Detailed examination of visible gold 
Visible gold 
Visible gold 
Visible gold 
Visible gold 
100% passes 50 mesh one flake AU 
Recrush to 100% pass 80 mesh - 7 1 
flakes visible 
Recrush to 100% pass 100 mesh - 15 
lakes visible 
Acid clean of 12b - 27 flakes visible 
.04 OZTF AU 

I 
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1 
	

SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

16 WPEM-14 
16 WPEM-1 5 
16 WPEM-1 6 
16 WPEM-1 7 
16 
	

HC-6 
16 
	

HC-7 
16 
	

HC-8 
16 
	

HC-9 
16 
	

HC-10 
50 WPEM- 18 
100 WPEM-19 
16 WPEM-1 9a 
200 WPEM-20 
200 WPEM-2 1 
200 WPEM-22 
40 WPEM-23 
40 WPEM-24 
40 WPEM-25 
40 WPEM-26 
40 WPEM-27 
25 WPEM-28 
25 WPEM-29 
40 WPEM-3 0 
40 WPEM-3 1 
40 WPEM-3 2 
200 WPEM-3 3 
200 WPEM-34 
200 WPEM-3 5 
230 WPEM-3 6 
230 WPEM-3 7 
230 WPEM-3 8 
50 WPEM-3 9 
50 WPEM-40 
50 WPEM-4 1 
50 WPEM-42 
50 
	

HC-11 
50 
	

HC-12 
50 
	

HC-13 
50 
	

HC-14 
50 
	

SCT-12  

YG SCR 
YG SCR 
YG SCR 
YG SCR 
YG SCR 
YG SCR 
YG SCR 
YG SCR 
YG SCR 
YG SPA 
YG ADH-SPA 
YG SCPT 
B LC 
B 
	

LC 
B 
	

LC 
YK A 
YK A 
YK A 
YK A 
YK A 
YK N 
YK N 
YG A 
YG A 
YG A 
YG LT 
YG LT 
YG LT 
YG ADH-LT 
YG ADH-LT 
YG ADH-LT 
YG ADS-A 
YG ADS-A 
YG ADS-A 
YG ADS-A 
YG ADS-A 
YG ADS-A 
YG ADS-A 
YG ADS-A 
YG ADS-A 

.06 OZTT AU 

.06 OZF AU 
<.025 OZIT AU 
.11 ozrr AU 
.07 ozrr AU 
.03 OZFAU 
.05 OZ/T AU 
<.025 OZIT AU 
.05 OZ/TAU 
BLANK 
Visible gold 
Scorify of above - .08 ozit AU 
TRACE 	Bottle roll-cyanide 
BLANK 
TRACE 
.18 0ZF AU Amalgamation of 
.21 0ZF AU five assay ton samples. 
.13 0ZFAU 
.44 OZ/T AU 
.62 OZ/T AU 
TRACE 	Neutron activation. 
TRACE 
.3 OZ/T AU Amalgamation of 
.27 OZ/T AU ten assay ton samples. 
.7 OZIF AU 
<.025 0ZF AU Bottle roll 
<.025 OZ/T AU thio-urea 
<.025 OZIT AU 
.06 OZIT AU Pre-treat and bottle roll 
.06 0ZF AU thio-urea leach. 
.04 OZ/T AU 
.03 OZJT AU Pre-treat and amalgamate 
.07 OZIF AU 
.05 OZIF AU 
.1 OZ/TAU 
.06 OZ/T AU Pre-treat and amalgamate 
.14OZTTAU 
<.025 OZIF AU 
.04 OZIF AU 
.04 OZJT AU Pre-treat-amalgamate 

I 
I 
I 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
1 

I 
I 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

50 	SCT-13 	YG ADS-A 	.07 OZ/T AU Acid pre-treat and 

50 	SCT-14 	YG ADS-A 	.04 OZ/T AU amalgamate. 

50 	SCT-15 	YG ADS-A 	.04 OZ/T AU 
50 	SCB-16 	YG ADS-A 	.11 OZ/T AU Acid pre-treat and 

50 	SCB-17 	YG ADS-A 	.47 OZ/T AU amalgamate. 
50 	SCB-18 	YG ADS-A 	.09 OZ/T AU 
50 	SCB-19 	YG ADS-A 	.07 OZ/T AU 
50 	SCB-20 	YK ADS-A 	.09 OZ/T AU Series of acid pre-treat 
50 	SCB-21 	YK ADS-A 	.23 OZ/T AU and amalgamate. Five 
50 	SCB-22 	YK ADS-A 	.18 OZ/T AU assay ton samples. 

SCB-23 	YK LOST TO LAB ACCIDENT 
50 	SCB-24 	YK ADS-A 	.14 OZ/T AU 
50 SCM-13 	YK ADS-A 	.08 OZ/T AU 
50 SCM-14 	YK ADS-A 	.08 OZ/T AU 
50 	SCM-IS 	YK ADS-A 	.1 OZ/T AU 
50 	SCM-16 	YK ADS-A 	.07OZITAU 
120 WPEM-43 TM GCT-ME 	Visible gold-some white metal flakes 
100 WPEM-44 A 	ME 	Crushed sample washed and examined- visible gold- 
white flakes - lumpy grey white metalic nicknamed "pudding". Individual particles pulled for 
SEM. Gold flakes hackly and semi crystaline as well as some more worn that had probably been 
transported in a placer environment. The white flakes and the "pudding" were both put through a 
hydrochloric acid treatment. White flakes dissolved as did the white grey metallic of the 
"pudding". The "pudding" left behind small isometric crystals of gold which were likely the 
"lumps in the pudding". Directed lab to pull more of the two questioned metalics for microprobe 
but no other examples found in this sample. 
100 WPEM-45 	YG ME 	Attempt to duplicate above- same particles seen - 
visible gold with attached carbon - white flakes that were probed were metallic aluminum. 
Operator thought were contaminated sample but examination showed matrix of iron intimately 
associated with white flake. No "pudding" seen. Two flakes of copper with some gold edges. 

I 
I 

I 

40 
40 
40 
12 
12 
12 
40 
40 
40 

WPEM-46 
WPEM-4 7 
WPEM-48 
WPEM-49 
WPEM-50 
WPEM-5 1 
WPEM-52 
WPEM-54 
WPEM-5 5 

A-X 
A-X 
A-X 
A-X 
A-X 
A-X 
YG 
YG 
YG 

ADH - FAPT 
ADH-FAPT 
ADH-FAPT 
FAR 
FAR 
FAR 
ADH-FAPT 
ADH-FAPT 
ADH-FAPT 

320 PPB AU Assay ton acid leached 
280 PPB AU and difference made up 
160 PPB AU with barren fullers earth. 
30 PPB AU No pre-treatment for 49-51 
22 PPB AU 
43 PPB AU 
.22 OZ/T AU Series of pre-treat and 
.19 OZ/T AU assay. 
.28 OZ/T AU 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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I 
	

SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

40 
	

WPEB-13 
40 
	

WPEB-14 
40 
	

WPEB-15 
40 WPET-5 
40 WPET-6 
40 WPET-7 
40 WPET-8 
40 WPNT-3 
40 WPNT-4 
40 WPNT-5 
40 WPNM-3 
40 WPNM-4 
40 WPNM-5 
40 WPNM-6 
40 
	

HC-15 
40 
	

HC-16 
40 
	

HC-17 
40 
	

HC-1S 
40 
	

HC-19 
40 
	

HC-20 
220 WPEM-56 

220 WPEM-57 

ISO WPEM-55 

ISO WPEM-59 

40 
	

SCT-16 
40 
	

SCT-17 
40 
	

SCT-1S 
40 
	

SCT-19 
40 
	

SCT-20 
40 
	

SCM-17 
40 
	

SCM-IS 
40 
	

SCM-19 
40 
	

SCM-20  

YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YK ADF-ADH-
ME-FAPT 
YK ADF-ADH- 

ME-FAPT 
TM-L ADF-ADH- 

FAPT 
TM-L ADF-ADH- 

FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 

.07 OZTF AU 

.17 OZTF AU 

.03 OZTFAU 

.25 OZTF AU 
<.025 OZ/T AU 
.14OZTFAU 
.07 OZTF AU 
.05 OZTF AU 
.15 OZTF AU 
.05 OZIT AU 
.03 OZTF AU 
.03 OZTFAU 
<.025 OZ/T AU 
.04 OZTF AU 
.04 OZTF AU 
.03 OZTF AU 
.1SOZTFAU 
.04 OZTF AU 
.05 0Z1t AU 
.13 OZFAU 
.11 OZTFAU 

14 OZTF AU 

.1 OZTFAU 

.04 OZTF AU 

.06 OZIT AU 

.04 OZIT AU 

.1 OZTFAU 

.06 OZTF AU 

.13 OZTFAU 

.2 OZTF AU 
04 OZTF AU 
.15OZTFAU 
.09 OZTF AU 

I 
I 

I 

Visible gold after 
digest 
Visible gold 

I 



1 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
LI 

40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
40 
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I 	SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

SCM-21 
SCB-25 
SCB-26 
SCB-27 
SCB-28 
SCB-29 
WPEM-60 
WPEM-6 1 
WPEM-62 
WPEM-63 
WPEM-64 
WPEM-65 
WPET-9 
WPET-10 
WPET-1 1 
WPET-12 
WPET-13 
WPEB-16 
WPEB-17 
WPEB-18 
WPEB-19 
WPEB-20 
WPEB-2 1 
WPEB-22 
WPEB-23 
WPEB-24 
WPEB-25 
WPEB-26 
WPET-14 
WPET-1 5 
WPET-16 
WPET-17 
WPET-18 
WPEM-66 
WPEM-67 
WPEM-68 
WPEM-69 
WPEM-70 
WPET- 19 

YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG ADH-FAPT 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCE-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-.FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCT-FAR 
YG GCE-SCR 

.03 OZIT AU 

.07 OZ/T AU 

.04 OZ/T AU 

.025 OZIT AU 

.41 OAU 

.06 OZ/T AU 

.l8OzrrAU 

.14 ozrr AU 

.33 OZ/TAU 

.05 OZIT AU 

.16 ozrr AU 

.14 OZ/T AU 

.12 ozrr AU 

.06 ozrr AU 

.08 OZ/T AU 

.1 OZ/TAU 

.03 OZ/TAU 

.05 OZ/T AU 

.22 OZIF AU 

.03 OZ/T AU 

.11 OZ/TAU 

.17 OZ/T AU 

.05 ozrr Au 

.03 OZ/T AU 
<.025 OZ!T AU 
.03 OZ/T AU 
.05 OZIF AU 
.04 OZ/T AU 
.03 OZFAU 
.03 OZ/T AU 
.04 OZ/T AU 
<.025 ozrr AU 
.03 OZ/T AU 
.06 OZ/T AU 
.03 OZIF AU 
.04 OZ/T AU 
.04 OZ/T AU 
.03 OZ!T AU 
.07 OZ/T AU 

I 
I 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

50 WPET-20 YG GCE-SCR .05 OZ/T AU 
50 WPET-21 YG GCE-SCR .05 ozn: AU 
50 WPET-22 YG GCE-SCR .1 OZ/T AU 
50 WPET-23 YG GCE-SCR .04 OZ/T AU 
50 WPET-24 YG GCE-SCR .07 OZIT AU 
200 WPET-25 	YG GCE-ME- .05 OZ/T AU 	Visible gold 

SCR 
200 WPET-26 	YG GCE-ADH- .06 OZ/T AU 	Visible gold 

ME-SCR 
200 WPET-27 	YG GCE-ADH- .04 OZ/T AU 	Visible gold 

ME-SCR 
200 WPEM-71 YG GCE-ADH- .06 OZ/T AU 	Visible gold on 

ME-SCR 	 carbon 
200 WPEM-72 YG GCE-ADH- .04 OZ/T AU 	Visible gold 

ME-SCR 	 some crystaline 
180 WPEM-73 YG GCE-ADH- . 14OZI1' AU 

SCR 
200 WPEM-74 YG GCE-ADH- .04 0Z11 AU 	Crystaline, hackly, 

ME-SCR 	 placer exsamples of 
gold. 	- 

100 WPEM-75 YG OC-ADH- Crush to minus 20 mesh-acid clean 
ME 
	 and examine for AU. One flake of 

hackly gold. Looks like copper is zoned 
in the flake. 

100 WPEM-76 YG OC-ADH 	Crush to minus 30 mesh - acid clean 
ME 
	

7 flakes AU. -four placer - two hackly 
one of those half copper - one semi-
crystaline and much smaller than 30 
mesh. One placer flake 

100 WPEM-77 YG OC-ADH 	Crush to minus 50 mesh - acid clean 
ME 	-two flakes all placer. 

100 WPEM-78 YG OC-ADH 	Crush to minus 80 mesh - acid clean 
ME 	-5 flakes - three placer and two hackly. 

Three flakes have a striated appearance 
which may be caused by grinder. 



100 SCT-21a 
ME 

100 SCT-21b 

100 SCT-21c 

YG OC-ADH- 

YG OC-ADH-
ME 
YG OC-ADH-
ME 

100 SCT-21d 
	

YG OC-ADH- 
ME 

I 
I 

1 
I 
1 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
'I 
LI 

I 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

100 WPEM-79 YG OC-ADH 
ME 

100 WPEM-80 YG OC-ADH 
ME 

100 WPEM-81a YG OC-ADH 
ME 

100 WPEM-81b YG OC-ADH 
ME 

100 WPEM-81c YG OC-ADH 
ME 

100 WPEM-81d YG OC-ADH 
ME 

100 WPEM-81e YG OC-ADH 
ME 

Crush to minus 100 mesh - acid clean - 
13 flakes - 8 are placer. Three seem to 
be torn from larger pieces show torn and 
crusher(?) smeared edges -two hackly. 
Some of the hackly appearance may be 
enhanced by acid digestion of copper or 
other metal. 
Crush to minus 150 mesh- acid clean 
Nine flakes - much torn and/or smeared. 
all look placer but two with obvious 
copper inclusion. 
Crush to minus 20 mesh -three flakes 
removed. All hackly. 
Re-crush to minus thirty mesh - no 
flakes found. 
Re-crush to minus 50 mesh - three 
flakes two placer one hackly -all 
removed 
Re-crush to minus 80 mesh - two flakes 
both placer- removed. 
Re-crush to minus 100 mesh - four 
flakes removed -two others seen but 
attempt to recover lost. Seem to be 
covered with iron on one side. Flip 
during recovery attempt and can't find. 
Crush to minus 20 mesh - no flakes 
found. 
Crush to minus 30 mesh - one flake torn 
but looks placer-removed. 
Crush to minus 50 mesh - 3 flakes found 
and removed but one gold coloured flake 
lost Not sure if it was gold. All flakes 
look placer one somewhat rough. 
Crush to minus 80 mesh - no flakes 
recovered but three extreamly fine gold 
coloured particles look more like pyrite. 
Unable to recover. 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

100 SCT-21e 	YG OC-ADH- Re-crush to minus 100 mesh- 19 flakes 
ME 	 seen-also some pyrite looking particles. 

15 of 19 recovered-8 are placer-4 are 
semi-placer or partially hackly- 3 are 
hackly. 

120 SCT-22 	YG OC-ADH- .27 OZTF AU Crush= minus 100 mesh. 
ME-FAPT Two flakes AU seen but 

acid wash was only one 
hour. 

25 	SCT-23 	YG OC-FAR 	.13 OZTF AU Crush—minus 100 mesh 
40 	SCT-24 	YG OC-ADH- .19 OZTF AU N 	 N 

FAPT 
25 	SCT-25 	YG OC-FAR 	.09 OZTF AU 
40 	SCT-26 	YG OC-ADH- .18 OZTF AU" 

FAPT 
25 SCT-27 	YG OC-FAR 	1 OZTF AU 
40 	SCT-28 	YG OC-ADH- .21 OZTF AU 

FAPT 
25 	SCT-29 	YG OC-FAR 	.04 OZTF AU 
40 	SCT-30 	YG OC-ADS- .18 OZTF AU 

FAPT 
25 	SCT-3 1 	YG OC-FAR 	.11 OZTF AU " 	 N 

40 	SCT-32 	YG OC-ADS- 	.16 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

25 	SCT-33 	YG OC-FAR 	.08 OZTF AU " 
40 	SCT-34 	YG OC-ADS- .22 OZTF AU " 

FAPT 
25 	SCT-35 	YG OC-FAR 	.09 OZTF AU " 
16 	WEM-82 YG OC-SCR 	Bead looks like corral-submitted for 

analysis 4.7% AG, 64.5% AU, 
29.2% PT, 0.4% IR, 0.1%CU, 
0.1% PB. 

40 WPEM-83 YG OC-ADS 	.17 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

40 RCT-1 	YG OC-ADS 	.08 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCT-2 	YG OC-ADS 	.14 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

40 	RCT-3 	YG OC-ADS 	.. 14 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

40 RCT-4 	YG OC-ADS 	.11 ozrr AU 
FAPT 

40 RCT-5 	YG OC-ADS 	.4 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCT-6 	YG OC-ADS 	.16 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCT-7 	YG OC-ADS 	.09 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCT-8 	YG OC-ADS 	.13 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCT-9 	YG OC-ADS 	.1 OZ'T AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCT-10 	YG OC-ADS 	.2 ozrr AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCT-1 1 	YG OC-ADS 	.04 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCT-12 	YG OC-ADS 	.06 our AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCT-13 	YG OC-ADS 	.14 OZiT AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCT-14 	YG OC-ADS 	.1 OZiT AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCT-15 	YG OC-ADS 	.08 OZiT AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCM-1 	YG OC-ADS 	.17 OZIT AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCM-2 	YG OC-ADS 	.06 OZIT AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCM-3 	YG OC-ADS 	.1 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCM-4 	YG OC-ADS 	.09 OZiT AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCM-5 	YG OC-ADS 	.12 OZiT AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCM-6 	YG OC-ADS 	<.025 OZIT AU 
FAPT 

	

40 RCM-7 	YG OC-ADS 	.11 OZIT AU 
FAPT 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

40 RCM-8 	YG OC-ADS 	.12 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCM-9 	YG OC-ADS 	.03 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCM-10 	YG OC-ADS 	.07 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCM-1 1 	YG OC-ADS 	.03 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCM-12 	YG OC-ADS 	.18 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCM-13 	YG OC-ADS 	.08 OZTT AU 
FAPT 

40 RCM-14 	YG OC-ADS 	.12 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCM-15 	YG OC-ADS 	.09 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	RCB-1 	YG OC-ADS 	.11 OZ/T AU. 
FAPT 

40 RCB-2 	YG OC-ADS 	.04 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCB-3 	YG OC-ADS 	.07 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCB-4 	YG OC-ADS 	.07 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCB-5 	YG OC-ADS 	.28 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCB-6 	YG OC-ADS 	.09 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCB-7 	YG OC-ADS 	.13 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCB-8 	YG OC-ADS 	.08 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCB-9 	YG OC-ADS 	.15 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 RCB-10 	YG OC-ADS 	.05 OZJT AU 
FAPT 

40 	RCB-11 	YG OC-ADS 	.1 OZ/TAU 
FAPT 

40 	RCB-12 	YG OC-ADS 	.08 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

40 	RCB-13 

40 	RCB-14 

40 	RCB-15 

200 RCB-16 

200 RCM-17 

200 RCT-18 

40 
	

SL1B-1 

40 
	

SL1B-2 

40 
	

SL1B-3 

40 
	

SLIB-4 

40 
	

SL1B-5 

40 
	

SL1B-6 

40 
	

SL1B-7 

40 
	

SL1B-8  

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-GCE 
ME 

YG OC-GCE 
ME 

YG OC-GCE 
ME 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG, OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT  

.11 OZ/TAU 

<.025 OZ/T AU 

.09 OZIT AU 

Visible AU - some pyrite- AU mostly 
placer -some torn that could be hackly 
9 placer with two of those smeared by 
crusher - 3 torn flakes that could be 
placer- two hackly that could be from one 
hackly flake - one other flake that was a 
gold colour but looked like gilded iron. 
Two visible flakes both hackly- one flake 
looks like crystal trying to grow at one 
end. 
Six flakes visible - two placer- two placer 
with torn edges - one piece that looks 
like one of the torn off pieces- one 
hackly. 
.03 OZ/T AU 

.03 OZ/TAU 

.07 OZ/T AU 

.05 OZ/T AU 

.170Z/TAU 

LOST-BROKEN CRUCIBLE 

LOST-BROKEN CRUCIBLE 

LOST-BROKEN CRUCIBLE 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

SL1B-9 

SL1B-10 

SL1B-1 1 

SL1B-12 

SL1B-13 

SL1B-14 

SL1B-1 5 

SL1B-16 

SL1B-17 

SL1B-18 

SL 1 B- 19 

SLIM-1 

SLIM-2 

SLIM-3 

SLIM-4 

SLIM-5 

SLIM-6 

SLIM-7 

SLIM-8 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT  

.13 OZFAU 

.1 OZFAU 

.05 OZ/T AU 

.06 OZ/T AU 

<.025 OZ/T AU 

.06 OZIT AU 

.13 OZ/T AU 

.08 OZ/T AU 

.05 OZiT AU 

.16 OZ/T AU 

.11 OZFAU 

.09 OZIT AU 

.14 OZIT AU 

.09 OZ/T AU 

.03 OZFAU 

.07 OUF AU 

.22 ozrr AU 

.13 OZFAU 

.08 OZIT AU 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

40 SLIM-9 	YG OC-ADS 	.12 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SL1M-10 	YG OC-ADS 	.18OZITAU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIM-11 	YG OC-ADS 	.06 OZJT AU 
FAPT 

40 SLIM-12 	YG OC-ADS 	.09 OZf AU 
FAPT. 

40 	SLIM-13 	YG OC-ADS 	.12 OZf AU 
FAPT 

40 SLIM-14 	YG OC-ADS 	.08 OZf AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIM-15 	YG OC-ADS 	.11OZ[FAU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-1 	YG OC-ADS 	<.025 OZfl: AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-2 	YG OC-ADS 	.04 OZf AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-3 	YG OC-ADS 	.04 OZJT AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-4 	YG OC-ADS 	.03 OZf AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-5 	YG OC-ADS 	<.025 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-6 	YG OC-ADS 	.08 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 SLIT-7 	YG OC-ADS 	.04 OZf AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-8 	YG OC-ADS 	.11 OZf AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-9 	YG OC-ADS 	<.025 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SL1T-10 	YG OC-ADS 	.03 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-11 	YG OC-ADS 	.07 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-12 	YG OC-ADS 	.04 OZa: AU 
FAPT 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

40 	SLIT-13 	YG OC-ADS 	.1 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-14 	YG OC-ADS 	.05 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-15 	YG OC-ADS 	.09 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

100 SL1B-20 	YG OC-GCE 	No visible AU 
ME 

100 SL1B-21 	YG OC-GCE 	7 Visible flakes- 5 placer-two hackly 
ME 

180 SLIM-16 	YG OC-GCE 	4 Visible flakes - two hackly - one placer 
ME 	-one white flake with hackly look - 

microprobe = crusher pollution 
100 SL1T-17 	YG OC-GCE 	2 flakes- both placer one other flake but 

ME 	 lost in attempt to recover 
100 SL1B-21a 	YG ADS-ME 	TRACE 	Acid clean of tailings from 

FAPT 	 gravity cons - no visible 
gold -assay of insol. 

100 SLIM-16a YG ADS-ME 	TRACE 
FAPT 

100 SLIT-17a YG ADS-ME 	TRACE 
FAPT 

40 	SLIT-17c 	YG ADS-FAPT .06 OZ/T AU Assay of cons. 
40 	SLIM-16c YG ADS-FAPT .14 OZTF AU 
40 	SL1B-22c YG ADS-FAPT .09 OZTF AU 
40 	SL2B-1 	YG OC-ADS 	.06 OZTF AU 

FAPT 
40 	SL2B-2 	YG OC-ADS 	.1 ozrr AU 

FAPT 
40 	SL2B-3 	YG OC-ADS 	.04 OZ/T AU 

FAPT 
40 	SL2B-4 	YG OC-ADS 	.09 OZrF AU 

FAPT 
40 	SL2B-5 	YG OC-ADS 	.24 ozrr AU 

FAPT 
40 	SL2B-6 	YG OC-ADS 	.06 ozrr AU 

FAPT 
40 	SL2B-7 	YG OC-ADS 	.03 ozrr AU 

FAPT 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

40 	SL2B-8 	YG OC-ADS 	.11 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

40 SL2B-9 	YG OC-ADS 	.03 OZ,T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SL213-10 	YG OC-ADS 	.07 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SL213-11 	YG OC-ADS 	.15 OZ/TAU 
FAPT 

	

40 SL2B-12 	YG OC-ADS 	.05 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SL213-13 	YG OC-ADS 	.08 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SL213-14 	YG OC-ADS 	.05 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

	

40 SL2B-15 	YG OC-ADS 	.03 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

	

40 SL2M-1 	YG OC-ADS 	.1 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

	

40 SL2M-2 	YG OC-ADS 	<.025 OZIF AU 
FAPT 

	

40 SL2M-3 	YG OC-ADS 	.04 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

	

40 SL2M-4 	YG OC-ADS 	.07 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

	

40 SL2M-5 	YG OC-ADS 	.06 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

	

40 SL2M-6 	YG OC-ADS 	.03 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SL2M-7 	YG OC-ADS 	.09 OZ/T AU. 
FAPT 

	

40 SL2M-8 	YG OC-ADS 	LOST- CUPEL FLAW 
FAPT 

	

40 SL2M-9 	YG OC-ADS 	38 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

40 	SL2M-10 	YG OC-ADS 	.04 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SL2M-1 1 	YG OC-ADS 	.08 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 

40 	SL2M-12 	YG OC-ADS 	.08 OZ/T AU 
FAPT 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

SL2M-13 

SL2M-14 

SL2M-15 

SL2M-16 

SL2T-1 

SL2T-2 

SL2T-3 

SL2T-4 

SL2T-5 

SL2T-6 

SL2T-7 

SL2T-8 

SL2T-9 

SL2T-10 

SL2T-1 I 

SL2T-12 

SL2T-13 

SL2T-14 

SL2T-15 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT 

YG OC-ADS 
FAPT  

<.025 OZIT AU 

.07 OZ/T AU 

.04 OZ!F AU 

.13 OZ/TAU 

.17 OZ/T AU 

.1 OZ/TAU 

.11 OZ/TAU 

.04 OZ/T AU 

.06 OZ/T AU 

.03 OZ/T AU 

.13 OZ/T AU 

.1 OZ/TAU 

.<.025 OZ/T AU 

.04 OZ/T AU 

.03 OZ/T AU 

.14 OZ/T AU 

.09 OZ/T AU 

.05 OZF AU 

.<.025 OZ/T AU 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

200 SL2T-16 	YG OC-GCE 	.05 OZ/T AU Three flakes of hackly gold 
ME-ADS 	 - one torn or 
FAPT 	 smeared on corner- 

one has copper 
edge 

200 SL2M- 17 	YG OC-GCE 	.13 OZ/T AU 11 flakes AU- 9 placer 
ME-ADS 	 with 2 of those smeared 
FAPR 	 2 flakes hackly with one 

having striations or linear 
crystaline structure need 

• better magnification-maybe 
SEM. 

200 SL2B-16 	YG OC-GCE 	.08 OZTF AU 14 flakes AU - two flakes 
ME-ADS 	 white metalic- 7 hackly 

FAPR 	 AU- four of those smeared 
two torn pieces from 
placer(?) and 5 placer. 
White flakes dissolve in 
AND. 

40 HC-21 	YG-L OC-ADS 	.06 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

40 HC-22 	YG-L OC-ADS 	.03 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

40 HC-23 	YG-L OC-ADS 	.04 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

40 HC-24 	YG-L OC-ADS 	.09 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

40 HC-25 	YG-L OC-ADS 	.04 OZTF AU 
FAPT 

100 WPC-1 	YG OC-ADH 	.11 OZ/T AU 
ADF-SCPT 

100 WPC-2 	YG OC-ADH 	.08 OZ/T AU 
ADF-SCPT 

100 WPC-3 	YG OC-ADH 	.1 OZJT AU 
ADF-SCPT 

100 WPC-4 	YG OC-ADH .04 OZIT AU 
ADF-SCPT 

100 WPC-5 	YG OC-ADH 	.07 OZ/T AU 
ADF-SCPT 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

100 WPC-6 

100 WPC-7 

100 WPC-8 

100 WPC-9 

100 WPC-10 

100 WPC-11 

100 WPC-12 

100 WPC-12 

100 WPC-13 

100 WPC-14 

100 WPC-15 

500 WPC-16a 

120 WPC-16b 

120 WPC-16c 

120 WPC-16e 

120 WPC-16f 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG-M OC-ADH 
ADF-SCPT 

YG OC-GCE 
RT-ADS-
FAPT 

YG OC-GCE 
RT-ADS-
FAPT 

YG OC-GCE 
RT-ADS-
FAPT 

YG OC-GCE 
RT-ADS-
FAPT 

YG OC-GCE 
RT-ADS 
FAPT 

.03 OZ/TAU 

.03 OZ/TAU 

.09 OZTF AU 

.04 OZTF AU 

.06 OZTF AU 

TRACE 

.1 OZ/TAU 

.04 OZTF AU 

.05 OZ/TAU 

.04 OZIF AU 

.04 OZIF AU 

.09 OZ!F AU 30 Kg. sample raw = .5 Kg. 
con - split for assay 

07 OZTF AU 

.07 OZTF AU 

.1 OZ/TAU 

.09 OZIF AU 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

120 WPC-17 

40 	WPC-17a 
120 WPC-18 

40 	WPC-18a 
120 WPC-19 

40 	WPC-19a 
120 WPC-20 

40 	WPC-20a 
120 WPC-21 

40 	WPC-21a 
120 WPC-22 

40 	WPC-22a 
120 WPC-23 

40 	WPC-23a 
120 RCM-18 

40 	RCM-18a 
120 RCM-19 

40 	RCM-19a 

YG OC-RT 	..09 OZ/T AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	GCE-TAILS 
YG OC-RT 	.42 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	GCE-TAILS 
YG OC-RT 	.21 OZ/TAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	GCE-TAILS 
YG OC-RT 	.25 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT <.025 	GCE-TAILS 
YG OC-RT 	.19OZTTAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-.FAPT TRACE 	GCE-TAILS 
YG OC-RT 	.32 OZTT AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT <.025 	GCE-TAILS 
YG OC-RT 	.23 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	GCE-TAILS 
YG-L OC-RT 	.18 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	GCE-TAILS 
YG-L OC-RT 	.22 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	GCE-TAILS 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

120 RCM-20 	YG-L OC-RT 	.22 OZ/T AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

40 RCM-20a YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 

120 RCM-21 	YG-L OC-RT 	.13 OZ/T AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

40 RCM-21a YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 

120 SL2M-18 	YG-L OC-RT 	.07 OZ/T AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

40 SL2M-18a YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 

120 SL2M-19 	YG OC-RT 	.09 OZ/T AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

40 SL2M-19a YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 

120 SL2M-20 	YG OC-RT 	.09 OZ/T AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

40 SL2M-20a YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 

120 SL2M-21 	YG-L OC-RT 	.06 OZ/T AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

40 SL2M-21a YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 

120 SL2M-22 	YG-L OC-RT 	.07 OZ/T AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

40 SL2M-22a YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 

120 HC-26 	YG-L OC-RT 	.07 OZ/T AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

40 HC-26a 	YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
120 HC-27 	YG OC-RT 	.09 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

40 HC-27a 	YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

120 HC-28 

40 	HC-28a 
120 HC-29 

40 	HC-29a 
120 HC-30 

40 	HC-30a 
120 HC-31 

40 	HC-31a 
120 HC-32 

40 	HC-32a 
120 HC-33 

40 	HC-33a 
120 HC-34 

40 	HC-34a 
120 HC-35 

40 	HC-35a 
120 HC-36 

40 	HC-36a  

	

YG OC-RT 	.09 OZIF AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 

	

YG OC-RT 	.08 OZIF AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 

	

YG OC-RT 	.1 OZTF AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 

	

YG OC-RT 	.6OZIFAU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 

	

YG OC-RT 	.1 OZTF AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-RT TRACE 

	

YG OC-RT 	.08 OZTF AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT <.025 OZIF AU 

	

YG OC-RT 	.09 OZIF AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAP.T 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.14OZTFAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.08 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

120 HC-37 

40 	HC-37a 
120 RCT-19 

40 	RCT-19a 
120 RCT-20 

40 	RCT-20a 
120 RCT-21 

40 	RCT-21a 
120 RCT-22 

40 	RCT-22a 
120 RCT-23 

40 	RCT-23a 
120 RCT-24 

40 	RCT-24a 
120 RCT-25 

40 	RCT-25a 
120 RCT-26 

40 	RCT-26a  

YG OC-RT 	.08 OZIF AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.03 OZJT AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.09 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.3OZrrAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT <.025 OZ/T AU 
YG OC-RT 	.IIOZ/TAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.1 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.1 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.08 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.IIOZ/TAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

120 RCT-27 

40 	RCT-27a 
120 RCT-28 

40 	RCT-28a 
120 RCT-29 

40 	RCT-29a 
120 RCT-30 

40 	RCT-30a 
120 RCT-31 

40 	RCT-31a 
120 RCT-32 

40 	RCT-32a 
120 RCT-33 

	

40 	RCT-33a 
120 RCT-34 

	

40 	RCT-34a 
120 RCT-35 

	

40 	RCT-35a  

YG OC-RT 	.1 OZ/T AU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.09 OZIF AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.14 ozrr AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.11OZIFAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT ,.025 OZ/T AU 
YG OC-RT 	.11OZ/TAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.13OZrrAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.22 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.11OZIFAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 
YG OC-RT 	.09 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 

TAILINGS 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

40 	RCT-36a 
120 RCT-37 

120 RCT-36 

40 	RCT-37a 
120 RCT-38 

40 	RCT-38a 
120 RCT-39 

40 	RCT-39a 
120 RCT-40 

40 	RCT-40a 
120 RCT-41 

40 	RCT-41a 
120 RCT-42 

40 	RCT-42a 
120 RCT-43 

40 	RCT-43a 
120 RCT-44 

40 	RCT-44a 
40 	RCT-44b 

YG OC-RT. 	.120Z/TAU 
GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
YG OC-RT 	.1 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
YG OC-RT 	.140Z/TAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
YG OC-RT 	.11 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
YG OC-RT 	.08 OZ/T AU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
YG OC-RT 	.1IOZ/TAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
YG OC-RT 	.140Z/TAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
YG OC-RT 	.120Z/TAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
YG OC-RT 	.IOZ/TAU 

GCE-ADS 
FAPT 

YG ADS-FAPT LOST - BROKEN CRUCIBLE 
YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 

COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

EVALUATION OF VIBRATING TABLE AS CONCENTRATOR 

120 RCT-45 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 
GCT-ADS 
FAPT 

40 	RCT-45a 	YG ADS-FAPT ,.025 OZ/T AU 	TAILINGS 
120 RCT-46 	YG OC-RT 	.05 OZTF AU 

GCT-AD S 
FAPT 

40 RCT-46a 	YG ADS-FAPT .05 OZ/T AU 	TAILINGS 
120 RCT-47 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 

GCT-ADS 
FAPT 

40 RCT-47a 	YG ADS-FAPT <.025 OZ/T AU 	TAILINGS 
120 RCT-48 	YG OC-RT 	.04 OZTF AU 

GCT-ADS 
FAPT 

40 RCT-48a 	YG ADS-FAPT .03 OZ,T AU 	TAILINGS 
120 RCT-50 	YG OC-RT 	.04 OZ/TAU 

GCT-ADS 
FAPT 

40 RCT-50a 	YG ADS-FAPT <.025 OZ/T AU 	TAILINGS 
120 RCT-51 	YG OC-RT 	.28 OZ/T AU 

GCT-ADS 
FAPT 

40 RCT-51a 	YG ADS-FAPT .03 OZTF AU 	TAILINGS 
120 RCT-52 	YG OC-RT 	.04 OZ/T AU 

GCT-ADS 
FAPT 

40 RCT-52a 	YG ADS-FAPT TRACE 	 TAILINGS 
120 RCT-53 	YG OC-RT 	.12 OZ/T AU 

GCT-ADS 
FAPT 

40 RCT-53a 	YG ADS-FAPT .04 OZTF AU 	TAILINGS 
120 RCT.54 	YG OC-RT 	.03.OZIT AU 

GCT-ADS 
FAPT 

40 RCT-54a 	YG ADS-FAPT <.025 OUT AU 	TAILINGS 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 
COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 
50 NT1-1 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 NT1-2 	YG OC-RT 	<.025 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 NT 1-3 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 NT1-4 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 

AD 5-FAPT 
50 NT1-5 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 NT 1-6 	YG OC-RT 	<.025 OZrF AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 NT1-7 	YG OC-RT 	<.025 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 	NT1-8 	YG OC-RT• 	<.025 OZIT AU 

ADS-FAPT 
25 	NT1-9 	YG OC-SCR 	.03 OZIT AU 
25 	NT1-10 	YG OC-SCR 	.03 OZ/T AU 
25 	NT1-1 1 	YG OC-SCR 	<.025 OZ/T AU 
50 NT2-1 	YG OC-RT 	<.025 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 NT2-2 	YG OC-RT 	.04 OZIT AU 

AD 5-FAPT 
50 NT2-3 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 NT24 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 NT2-5 	YG OC-RT 	<.025 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 NT2-6 	YG OC-RT 	<.025 OZIT AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 	NS1-1 	YG OC-RT 	.04 OZIT AU 

AD 5-FAPT 
50 	NS 1-2 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 	NS 1-3 	YG OC-RT 	.07 OZ/T AU 

ADS-FAPT 
50 	NS 1-3 	YG OC-RT 	.05 OZIT AU 

ADS-FAPT 

I 
I 

1 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
I 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SHEET 
COST NUMBER LAB ANALYSIS RESULT COMMENTS 

50 	NS 1-4 	YG OC-RT 	.05 OZ/T AU 
ADS-FAPT 

	

50 NS2-1 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 
ADS-FAPT 

	

50 N52-2 	YG OC-RT 	.04 OZ/T AU 
AD 5-FAPT 

	

50 N52-3 	YG OC-RT 	.05 OZ/T AU 
AD 5-FAPT 

	

50 N52-4 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 
ADS-FAPT 

	

50 NS2-5 	YG OC.RT 	.04 OZ/TAU 
ADS-FAPT 

	

50 NS2-6 	YG OC-RT 	.04 OZ/T AU 
AD S-FAPT 

50 	N53-1 	YG OC-RT 	.04 OZ/T AU 
AD 5-FAPT 

	

50 N53-2 	YG OC-RT 	.05 OZ/T AU 
ADS-FAPT 

	

50 NS3-3 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 
ADS-FAPT 

	

50 NS3-4 	YG OC-RT 	.03 OZ/T AU 
AD 5-FAPT 

50 	NS3-5 	YG OC-RT 	.04 OZ/T AU 
ADS-FAPT 

50 	N53-6 	YG OC-RT 	<.025 OZ/T AU 
ADS-FAPT 

	

30 RCI 	YG SED 	NO AU 
30 	RC2 	YG SED 	1 VIsible FLAKE 

	

30 RC3 	YG SED 	NO AU 

	

30 RC4 	YG SED 	4 FLAKES 

	

30 RC5 	YG SED 	1 POSSIBLE FLAKE - COPPER? 

	

30 RC6 	YG SED 	NO AU 

	

30 RC7 	YG SED 	2 FLAKES 

	

30 RC8 	YG SED 	NO AU 

	

30 RC9 	YG SED 	NO AU 

	

30 WM1 	YG SED 	NO AU 

	

30 WM2 	YG SED 	NO AU 

	

30 WM3 	YG SED 	IFLAKE 

	

30 WM4 	YG SED 	IFLAKE 

	

30 \VM5 	YG SED 	NO AU 
30 \VM6 	YG SED 	I FLAKE AU ONE WHITE FLAKE 

30 WM7 	YG SED 	NO AU 
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DIAMOND INDICATOR MINERAL SEARCH 
COST TILL AND SEDIMENT HEAVY MINERAL INVESTIGATION 

1 
I 

I 

500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 

Dli 
D12 
D13 
D14 
D15 
D16 
Dl7 
DIS 
D19 
D110 
Dlii 
D112 
D113 
Dli 4 
DI15 
D116 
D117 
D118 
D119 
D120 
D121 
D122 
D123 
DI24 
D125 
D126 
D127 
D128 
DI29 
D130 
D131 
D13 2 
D133 
DI3 4 
DI35 
D136 
D137 
D138 
D139 
D140 

YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 
YG-M T 

NIL 
NIL 
CR-G 
G 
G-CR 
G-CR 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
G 
NIL 
G-CR 
NIL 
CR 
G 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
G 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
CR 
G 
G-CR 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
G 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
NIL 
ML 
NIL 
NIL 
G 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

( 

I 
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DIAMOND INDICATOR MINERAL SEARCH 
COST TILL AND SEDIMENT HEAVY MINERAL INVESTIGATION 

I
D141 	YG-MT 	NIL 

500 D142 	YG-M T 	NIL 
500 D143 	YG-MT 	NIL 

I 	
500 D144 	YG-M T 	NIL 
500 RC1DI 	YG-M SED RE-EXAMINE HEAVY MINERAL TESTS 
500 RC2DI 	YG-M SED G 

I 	500 RC3DI 	YG-M SED G 
500 RC4DI 	YG-M SED G 
500 RC5DI 	YG-M SED G-SP 

I 	500 RC6DI 	YG-M SED G 
500 RC7DI 	YG-M SED G-SP 
500 RCSDI 	YG-M SED G 
500 RC9DI 	YG-M SED G 
500 WM1DI 	YG-MSED SP 
500 WM2DI 	YG-M SED G-SP 

I 	500 WM3DI 	YG-M SED SP 
500 WM4DI 	YG-M SED G 
500 WM5DI 	YG-M SED G 

I 500 WM6DI 	YG-M SED SP 
500 WM7DI 	YG-M SED G-SP2 

I TOTAL $69,080 

I 
I 

:1 

I 

1 
1 
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Bad Heart Formation Multiple Sample Locations 
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and 
Diamond Indicator Mineral Sample Locations 

Legend 
Dl# - Diamond Indicator Sample Location 

- Bad Heart Formation Multiple Sample Location 
* 1 ll'.TCP, 1NCPS, WP-E, WPET, WPEM, WPEB, PF, WPNT, WPNM 

*2 INCPR 

*3 WRS, SCB,SCM, SCT, 

*4 RCT, RCM, RCB 

*5 HC 

*6 SLIB,SL1M,SLIT 

* 7 SUB, SUM, SL2T 

*8 NT1,NT2 

*9 NSI,NS2,NS3 
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i 
1 	PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF OUTCROP SAMPLE, 

BAD HEART FORMATION 

PETROGRAPHIC SUMMARY 

Three thin-sections from a single outcrop sample were submitted for petrographic 
examination. Because of swelling clay problems, requiring preparation of thin-sections 
using oil-lubricated abrasive, the sections generally were over-thick except at the margins. 
This reduces the quality of the photomicrographs used in the report. 

The sample is an oxidized chamosite ooid, g!auconite peoid Ironstone" with a water- 
sensitive swelling-clay matrix (not analyzed - would require XRD). The nuclei of most 
of the chamosite ooids are smaller chamosite fragments, but about 10 per cent of the 

I 
ooids are nucleated on detrital quartz grains (both monocrystailine and polycrystalline 
types). Detritol feispars, mainly of orthoclase type, also form a few ooid nuclei. Quartz 
grains lacking chamosite envelopes also are present. 

1 	Chamosite is a complex hydrated Fe-Mg aluminosilicate that has precipitated at the sea 

• 	floor directly on free, wave-agitated nuclei. Later oxidation has altered much of the 

- ' 	chamosite to iron oxides, probably including goethite and other varieties. During early 
diagenesis, chamosite ooids characteristically undergo mineralogical conversion and 
shrinkage. The latter is particularly apparent if the surrounding matrix has become 
cemented prior to shrinkage, so that it outlines a cast of the original grains. The newly-
created pore space formed by shrinkage commonly is infihled by calcite cement (this 
sample), or by other digenetic minerals including authigenic clays. 

1 	Glauconite peloids, a common accessory of chamosite grainstones, form a small 
percentage of the present sample. They are recognized by their ovoid shape, desiccation 

• 1I 	

fabrics, and microcrystalline day texture. Glauconite peloids generally are a reliable 

I 	indicator of a depositional environment with marine influence, either fully marine or 
estuarine-like. It should be noted, however, that berthierine peloids, very similar in texture 

J to glauconite peloids, may be misidentified as glauconite, and are indicators of more 
brackish-water environments. Recrystallization and oxidation of peloids often obscures 
identification as originally glauconite or berthierine. The matrix of the chamosite ooids 
is a water-sensitive swelling clay impregnated with iron oxides, and containing a high 
percentage of oxidized siderite crystals in fusiform to microspheroidal or microrosette 

P 
habit. Locally, where the matrix is absent or has been replaced, patches of zoned iron 
oxide cements are present. In thin-section, the cements appear bright red in transmitted 
light; they may be haematite or related crystalline iron oxides. 

P 	The chamosite ooid ironstone facies identified in thin-section from the Bad Heart 
Formation (note: spelling as two words, not Badheart, is based on usage in the CSPG 

P 
Lexicon of Canadian Stratigraphy, Vol. 4, by D.J. Glass, 1990) is developed 
characteristically north of Hines Creek in the Clear Hills region of the Peace River area 
of west-central Alberta. Although references have not been examined, there apparently 

U 
1 



are several papers on the geochemistry and other aspects of the Bad Heart ironstones 
by G.B. Mellon in the 1960's; the GSC library may be able to locate these reports if 
required. In the set of illustrative photomicrographs, two examples of sideritic chamosite 
ooid ironstones from the Triassic of Alaska, overlying the main Prudhoe Bay reservoir 
section, have been included for comparison. These chamosite-rich rocks also contain 
glauconite peloids, and show similar diagenetic fabrics to the Bad Heart ironstones. 

Environmentally, the chamosite ooid-glauconite peloid fades is interpreted to be the 
product of precipitation of Fe, Mg and K-bearing hydrous aluminosilicates at the seafloor 
or sediment-water interface in an overall marine setting (possible seasonally variable) 
under conditions of low sedimentation rates/low dilution by external siliciclastic sources. 
Modern analogues have been documented on the Holocene shelf in front of the Niger 
Delta of the north-eastern South Atlantic, with glauconite-dominant fades in deeper and 
colder outer shelf settings, and chamosite-rich fades in shallower and warmer shelf 
settings. In the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin setting for the Bad Heart ironstones, 
a similar intermediate shelf setting with condensed or low-sedimentation rate conditions 
is suggested, shelfward of a source of fine detrital clays and associated Fe oxides (deltaic 

source to the east). 

Chamosite ooid ironstones in other basinal settings (Sverdrup Basin, Canadian Arctic; 
Jura sc-Cretaceous, offshore east coast of Canada) commonly overlie unconformities, 
recording transgressive systems with low sedimentation rates (condensed section) --
whether there is a similar relationship to an unconformity in the Bad Heart formation is 
undefined. 

Examination of the sections reveals no recognizable evidence for a volcaniclastic 
influence or source. The detrital siticiclastic grains are dominated by quartz, with only a 
few feldspars. Swelling clay matrix may reflect an altered ash fall, but there is no specific 
geological reason to support this possibility. 
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SELECTED PHOTOMICROGRAPHS 

IA. 	Chamosite ooids (red arrows) enclosed in water-sensitive clay matrix (yellow in transmitted light) with abundant 
oxidized fine crystalline siderite (green arrows). Some of the ooids have been leached or have been washed out 
during the sample preparation process, and now are impregnated by blue epoxy. x 20. 

I B. 	Same as IA at higher magnification showing dominance of chamosite ooids, some of which have detrital siliciclastic 
(mainly quartz) nuclei (red arrows). Many of the ooids show typical "shrinkage" fabrics of early diagenetic origin, with 
intragranular shrinkage fractures filled by calcite (blue arrows). Note that because the thin-section was difficult to 
make due to of swelling clays, it is overthick -- this causes overexposure of optically-clear quartz during 
photomicroscopy (losing internal textural detail of these components). Note the pervasive siderite crystals in the clay 

matrix (green arrows). x 40. 

IC. Two examples of oxidized chamosite ooids (now mainly goethite or related iron oxides), some with quartz nuclei 
+D. (red arrows), with associated altered glauconite peloids (blue arrows). The glauconite and chamosite are common 

associates in this type of environmental setting. x 100. 
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SELECTED PHOTOMICROGRAPHS 

Two examples of monocryStalline and polycrystalline quartz grains (red arrows), some as nuclei of chamOSite ooids, 
same as uncoated detrital grains. Although a few feldspars, probably orthoclase in composition, were noted, most 
of the sUiciclastic grains in this sample are quartz. Note the red stained siderite crystals in the enclosing clay matrix, 

which appears yellow in transmitted light due to iron oxide impregnation. x 100. 

egnation) iron oxide clast (red arrows) in chamosite ooid host. x 20. 
Larger microporouS (blue epoxy impr  

Siderite crystals, probably of early diagenetic origin, enclosed in clay matrix. Crystals show microrosette or 
microspheroidal fabric typical of many early diagenetic siderite fabrics. x 200. 
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SELECTED PHOTOMICROGRAPHS 

Two examples of chamosite ooid fabrics showing localized intergranular cement or replacement (green arrows), with 
some indication of crystal growth zoning within the cement. Strong red colour of the crystals under transmitted light 
indicates dominance of an iron oxide composition -- the mineral may be haematite or a derivative. Note the incipient 
circumgranular shrinkage cracks or micro fractures around several of the chamosite ooids (blue arrows). x 100. 

Two examples of highly altered and oxidized chamosite-glauconite peloid samples from the Triassic of Alaska, 
overlying in the main Prudhoe Bay oilfield section, showing similarity in some features to the submitted sample. 
Similarities include sideritic matrix (green arrows), but also with blue-stained ferroan calcite cement, and shrinkage 
fabrics with inflil of shrinkage pore space by calcite and authigenic clays (red arrows). x 40. 
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PETROGRAPHY OF SAMPLE RB#1 FROM NW ALBERTA 

stracI 

The sample comprises one large hand specimen and five very small chips. The large rock and 

two of the chips are different sedimentary rocks in which there is no evidence for a volcanic origin. 

One constituent, which is present but not common, in the large specimen may represent glassy 
ash, among other possibilities. The three other very small chips are composed of hypabyssal 

5jjnec t %nopyroxene-phlog0p1te minette but do not appear to relate to the other parts of this 

sample. No features were observed to suggest that any of these rocks are lamproites (or 

kimberlites). 

1.0 	iffRpDUCT10N 

This sample was given by a prospector to Brad Wood of Moriopros in Grande Prairie who then 
submitted to Scott-Smith Petrology for a petrographic investigation. The sample was apparently 

collected from near Peace River in NW Alberta. It is reported that the sample is of volcanic origin 

and that it contains lamproite fragments. No other information was supplied. 

2.0 ?IROGRAPHY 

Macroscopic examination 

The sample comprises one fairly large hand specimen and five very small ('0.5mm) chips which 

were submitted separately in a small vial. 

The large sample (A) was examined prior to sample preparation. It has an overall orangy brown 

colour. The rock appears altered. The sample is mainly fine grained with most constituents less 
than 0.25mm in size. The rock appears to be finely laminated. The sample does contain the 

occasional coarser pebble like clast which range in size up to 1.5cm. These clasts are not 

common and their nature is difficult to discern. They appear to comprise similar fine grained 
altered material to the host but individual constituents are difficult to discern. The host rock 

appears to contain abundant clay minerals which may form the matrix to the coarser constituents. 

Quartz appears to be an important constituent of the rock. Other white and black grains must 
represent other minerals. No olivine or its pseudomorphs or any other mantle-derived minerals 

were observed. Some areas of the sample appeared to contain abundant ovoid oolith-like 

structures about 0.5mm in size. No mica or possible lamproitic fragments were observed. There is 

no evidence to suggest that this sample is of volcanic origin. It seems more likely that it is of 

sedimentary origin. 

This large rock sample (A) was submitted to Vancouver Petrographics for the preparation of a 

series of polished slabs through the sample which were to be cut perpendicular to the lamination 
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Two thin sections were also prepared. It was considered that further thin sections should be made 

of carefully selected areas of any volcanic constituents that were observed on the polished slab. 

A total of four polished slabs about 1cm thick were prepared. Both cut surfaces of these slabs 

were polished. The polish of these stabs could be improved but in the interests of time the 

samples were not re-submitted. It was considered that this did not mask the presence of any 

constituents. The main constituent of the rock appears to be well sorted fine (<0.2mm) grains of 

quartz which appear to have a fairly uniform distribution through most of the rock. The quartz 

grains may be ctast supported but they are not closely packed. The matrix to the quartz appears 

to be composed predominantly of orangy brown coloured clayey material which disintegrates 

when wetted making the macroscopic examination difficult. Fine stringers of rusty brown probable 

iron oxides occur in the rock. These parallel and may define the lamination observed in the rock 

prior to sample preparation. This lamination is not so evident on the polished slabs. Some of the 

areas where the stringers occur appear to be finer grained and composed of more abundant clay 

minerals and less quartz. The rock resembles an iron oxide-rich sediment. The occasional 

rounded to well rounded pebble-like clast occurs in this rock (<1 or 2 per polished slab). They are 

generally more grey and less orangy brown in colour than the host rock. Some of them appear to 

be composed of quartz and resemble sandstone. Other finer examples may be finer grained 

sediments. Another example appears to contain common ooliths. There is no evidence for any 

other clast being present. No constituents of this rock suggest a volcanic derivation for this rock. 

Also no inclusions resembling the small mica-bearing chips submitted in the vial were observed. 

Accompanying the main rock sample was a small vial containing five very small (<6mm) rock 

chips. One of the chips (chip C) has an orangy brown colour and resembles the main sample and 

it contained some of the oolith-like structures. Another chip (chip 0) appear to be composed of 

fine grains or poorly sorted quartz grains which are cemented by dirty looking black-brown 

material. Neither of these chips appears to be of volcanic origin. Three of the small chips (chips E, 

F and G) have an overall grey colour. They are likely to be small pieces of an igneous rock. They 

contain abundant grains of very dark brown mica. The matrix to the mica is mainly light coloured 

but it appears to include some pate green grains which could represent a mafic mineral such as 

clinopyroxene. The remainder of the matrix is very light in colour but its nature cannot be 

discerned. These fragments resemble a lamprophyre but no classification can be made based on 

such small pieces of rock. Some phiogopite lamproites might be termed lamprophyre but there is 

no reason to suggest that these chips are lamproite rather than much more common mica-bearing 

lamprophyres, such as minettes. The very leucocratic matrix to the mica may suggest that they 

are not lamproite. 

I 	
All the small chips were submitted to Vancouver Petrographics for sample preparation. It was 

requested that a thin section of the small chips be attempted although it was realised that this may 

not be successful 

I 
Microscopic examination 

Two thin sections of the large rock sample were prepared. They are numbered A and B. Thin 

section A is described first. This rock is composed mainly of colourless grains set in an orangy 
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I 	

brown matrix (Plate 1). Most of these grains are <02mm in size although a few coarser grains are 
present. These grains, therefore, appear to be relatively well sorted. Most of the grains are very 

angular but some rounded grains are present. Most of the grains appear to be clear 

I 

	

	
monocrystalline quartz (Plates 3 and 4). Most of these grains display non-uniform or undulose 

extinction suggesting that the quartz has been deformed. Less abundant fine polycrystalline 

- 	 grains of probable quartz are also present (Plate 4). Common, but less abundant than the quartz 

I 	described so far, are grains which have slightly turbid appearance (Plate 3). These grains are 

finely poly- to crypto-crystalline and are probably composed of quartz (Plate 4). Other non- 

colourless grains similar in size and shape to those already described occur throughout the rock 

I 

	

	but are not abundant. Some of these are turbid and pate grey to yellowy in colour (Plate 3). They 

are often isotropic and they could represent fine grains of glassy ash. This is, however, difficult to 

I
:  confirm in grains which are so small. On the other hand these. grains could be some other material 

such as collophane. Other grains are composed of cryptocrystaUlne material which could 

represent altered glass or secondary material after another primary constituent. Rare grains of 

feldspar with polysynthetic twinning are present. Rare grains of mica are also present. These 

constituents are clast supported but not closely packed. 

I 	
Frequent but not common ooliths occur in this rock (Plate 2). They are mostly <0.5mm. They 

typically have a thin rim which is now composed of rusty brown iron oxides. These rims enclose a 

variety of material most of which have been replaced by secondary iron oxides. Some of the cores 

I
to these ooliths appear to be grain aggregates. Rarely the ootiths enclose a grain of quartz similar 

to that found in the host rock. 

I 	The matrix to the constituents described so far is composed mainly of browny and rust red brown 

material (Plate 3). The former is cryptocrystalline and appears to be composed of clay minerals 

(Plate 4). Although the quartz and associated grains have a fairly uniform distribution throughout 

I 	the rock, there are patches which appear to be devoid of these grains and composed mainly of 

the probable day minerals. Some of these patches may represent concentrations of the matrix 

I 	
material while others could be 1U defined lithic fragments. One patch contains an inhomogeneous 

distribution of quartz grains as found in the host rock as well as more common ooiths and one of 

the pebble-like clasts. This sub-rounded pebble is composed of a slightly darker brown coloured 

I 	
clay mineral and a non-uniform distribution of quartz and other grains which are different from the 

host rock. 

I 	
The other main matrix constituent of the main rock is bright orangy brown coloured dear material 

which is presumably composed of iron oxides (Plate 3). This material appears to totally replace a 

few grains which form some of the quartz-like grains as well as forming part of the inter-grain 

I 	
matrix together with the clay-like material just described. Fine granules(<0.1mm) of this material 

can occur in the clay-rich patches. This material also partly to totally replaces some of the ocliths. 

In addition this material occurs as vein-like stringers which occur in discontinuous zones 

I 	
throughout the rock (Plates 1 and 2). These stringers have a sub-parallel orientation in the 

samples. There is no apparent systematic change in grain size in this rock so there is no 

suggestion of bedding. The lamination observed macroscopically appears to derive only from the 

• 	 vein-like stringers of secondary iron oxide material. 

I 
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Only one other well defined pebble-like clast occur in this thin section. It is 3.5mm in length, well 

rounded with an ovoid shape (Plate 5). It is composed of very fine grained quartz set in abundant 
clayey matrix. There may be a concentration of quartz in one layer which suggests that this 

material may be bedded. This clast is transected by a series of the iron oxide stringers. 

Thin section B of the same rock is obviously very similar to that just described. No other 

noteworthy features were observed. 

The third thin section comprises the five small chips which were submitted in the small vial along 

with the main rock sample. The thin sectioning of this material was successful. The orange brown 

chip (C) is composed of common iron oxides as found in the large rock sample. It contains some 

concentrically zoned ooliths which are composed mainly of iron oxides (Plate 6). No quartz is 
present which dearly distinguishes this chip from the large rock sample (A). Apart from the ooliths, 

the other constituents are poorly sorted and often finer grained than found in the main rock 

sample. These grains are totally replaced by iron oxides but have elongate,. cuspate and other 

shapes (Plate 6). The nature of these grains is not understood but they are very different from the 

main rock sample. Some of the cuspate fragments could represent fragmented ootiths. They could 
equally be organic in origin. The matrix to these constituents described so far is relatively clean or 

clear carbonate (Plate 6). The latter also distinguishes this chip from the rock sample. No clay 

minerals occur in the matrix. 

As observed macroscopically, chip D is different from rock sample A and chip C. It is composed of 

very poorly sorted grains of quartz ranging in size up to 0.5mm in size (Plate 7). The sorting is 

quite different from the main rock sample A. The occasional grain of polysynthetically twinned 

feldspar is present. The larger grains are mainly sub-rounded to rounded. Many of the smaller 
grains are angular in shape. The quartz mainly shows non-uniform extinction. Some 

polycrystalline grains are present. A few very altered grains of probable mica are present. Some 

of the constituents which are similar in size to the quartz grains appear to be composed of 
cryptocrystalline material. Other brown altered indiscernible constituents are present and they are 

mainly fine grained. All these constituents are set in a dirty looking darkish brown matrix which 

probably contains clay minerals (Plate 7). This matrix is different from that observed in rock 

sample A. 

As observed macroscopically. chips E, F and G are very similar to each other. These chips are 

composed of a fairly fresh porphyritic igneous rock composed of three main constituents: mica, 

clinopyroxene and feldspar (Plates 8 and 9). Mica and clinopyroxene occur as phenocrysts as 

well as somewhat smaller probable groundmass grain and they occur in approximately equal 
amounts (perhaps 40 and 30 modal % respectively). The mica ranges in size up to 1mm. The 

larger grains occur as stubby laths, have sieve textures in their cores, can contain common 
inclusions of very fine grained opaque cubic grains of probable spinel and can be altered to a 

greeny brown material (Plate 8). The grains of 0.5mm and less occur as more slender lath-like 

grains which have a pale brown colour (Plates 8, 9 and 11). The rims are pleochroic to a darker 

brown mica. None of the mica is twinned. The large clinopyroxene grains appear to be equant and 

range in size up to 1mm in size (Plate 9). They are often intergrown with or replaced by mica 

which is similar to that occurring as phenocrysts (Plate 9). These grains are twinned and probably 
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zoned. Some of the smaller clinopyroxene grains have more lath-like shapes. Some of these 

grains are clearly zoned. 

The mica and clinopyroxefle grains are set in a matrix which is composed mainly of clear fresh 

colourless feldspar (Plates 8, 9 and 11). The feldspar occurs as a mosaic of intergrown grains 

which are interstitial to the other minerals. Although many of the grains are anhedral, some of the 

grains approach a euhedral shape and they usually have lath-like shapes. Some of these grains 

show simple Carlsbad twinning. No polysynthetic twinning was observed (Plate 10). These 

features strongly suggest that the feldspar is sanidine. Some very fine grained spinels occur within 

the interstitial feldspar (Plate 11). A few grains of interstitial carbonate are also present. It is 

notoriously difficult to establish if carbonate is primary but its mode of occurrence in one chip 

suggests that it is primary. Rare grains of a greeny-rosy brown pteochroic mineral have a basal 

600  cleavage to show that they are amphibole. Minor interstitial areas are composed of 

cryptocrystallifle material which are more likely to represent secondary alteration than devitrified 

glass. 

3.0 	SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The large rock sample (A) appears to be a sedimentary rock composed of well sorted 

predominantly angular grains of quartz, possible grains of glassy ash, rare feldspar, and mica set 

in a matrix which appears to be dominated by clay minerals and iron oxides (Plates 1 to 4). The 

latter also replaces primary constituents in the rock as well as occurring as discontinuous sub-

parallel secondary vein-like stringers throughout the rock. The latter probably give the sample its 

laminated appearance. There is no suggestion of sedimentary bedding. The rock is clast 

supported but not closely packed. This rock is an immature matrix-rich fine sandstone which 

contains ooliths and abundant iron oxides and the occasional rounded pebble. Iron oxides may be 

sufficiently abundant to term this rock an ironstone. The pebbles appear to be sedimentary lithic 

clasts (Plate 5). The main rock may contain some common, but not abundant grains, of possible 

glassy ash (Plates 3 and 4). This interpretation is difficult to confirm in such small grains, 

particularly as no vesicles were observed. These could equally represent other constituents that 

could include collophane or others which have been replaced by secondary minerals. There is no 

evidence or reason to suggest that these grains, if volcanic, are of lamproitic or even lamprophyric 

origin. Basaltic (sensu lato) and other ash types are much more common and may well occur in 

the sediments found in NW Alberta. 

Chip C shows certain similarities to the main rock sample in the presence of abundant iron oxides 

and ooliths. The absence of quartz and the presence other constituents, although totally replaced, 

are both very different from the main rock sample A (Plate 6). This shows that this chip may have 

undergone similar alteration to the main rock sample A but that it is not directly related to, or 

derived from, the large rock sample A. There is no evidence that can be used to suggest a 

volcanic origin of any of the constituents of this rock. It is possible that some of the altered 

cuspate fragments could be glass shards but there is no real reason to make this suggestion as 

there are other more likely options. If they were glass shards they are unlikely to be of lamproitic 

origin. Such constituents have not been observed in lamproitic pyroclastic material by this author. 
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Chip 0 is a poorly sorted immature medium sandstone (Plate 7). This chip contains abundant 

quartz but it is poorly sorted and the presence of rounded grains show that it is different to rock 

sample A. The nature of the matrix is also different and no iron oxides or ooliths are present With 

I 	
both the primary and secondary nature of this rock being different to that of rock sample A and 

chips C and D. this sample is not obviously related to any of them. Also there is no evidence that 

I 	
suggests that any of the constituents in this very small chip have a volcanic origin. 

In stark contrast to the rock sample and chips described so far, chips E, F and G are all similar 

relatively fresh porphyritic igneous rocks which are very likely to have derived from the same 

I 	
source. They are composed of phenocrysts of clinopyroxene and phiogopite set in a relatively 

coarse grained groundmass composed of similar clinopyroxene phiogopite, probable sanidine, 

I 	
rare amphibole and minor amounts of another, possibly secondary, material (Plates 8 to 11). The 

latter is unlikely to be glass. The rosy colour of the amphibole is somewhat reminiscent of that 

found in Iamproites. The zoning in the clinopyroXene, the colour and lack of twinning in the 

I 	
phlogopite the twinning in the sanidine, the presence of probable spinel and the absence of 

leucite and priderite distinguishes this rock from lamproites. All these features, however, are 

typical of hypabyssal minettes. There is no reason to suggest that this rock is a lamproite rather 

I 	
than the much more common rock type minette. In the very unlikely event of this rock sample 

being a lamproite it should be noted that it would be classified as a sanidine-cliflopyroXene 

phlogopite lamproite and that it contains no olivine. Such rocks, to date, have not been shown to 

I 	
contain economic quantities of diamonds or to carry significant 'kimberiltic' indicator minerals. 

Lamproites with such mineralogies are rare. Even those which are somewhat similar (e.g. Leucite 

Hills) show significant differences. 

I 
4.0 	çQNCLUSlON 

	

I 	The large rock sample and two of the small chips appear to comprise different sedimentary rock 

types. The alteration of one chip is similar to the large rock sample, but otherwise there is no 

	

I 	evidence to show that these rocks are related. No observed features can confirm that any of the 

constituents of these rocks are volcanic in origin. Some minor constituents in the large rock 

	

I 	
samples could be of volcanic origin but other possibilities also exist Even if these grains were 

shown to be volcanic ash, there is no reason to suggest that they are related to any lamproite 

rather than much more common volcanic rock types. 

	

• I 	In stark contrast to the main rock sample and the two chips described above, the other three chips 

are different coloured fresh porpliyritic igneous rocks. They are classified as hypabyssal minette. 

	

I 	
There is no evidence to suggest that they have any lamproitic affinities. There is also no reason to 

suggest that this sample is related to either the main rock sample or either of the other chips. 

I 5.0 EuRTHER WORK 

	

I 	
Although the results of this investigation do not suggest any lamproitic affinities to any of the rocks 

examined, some additional work could be undertaken to support the conclusions of this report. 

I 
7 

I 



(1) 
Treat a large amount of this material for kimbertitic" indicator minerals. It should be noted 

that even if this rock were a lamproite it is unlikely that abundant or any high interest 

grains would be found. 

(2) 
Sedimentary rocks are not within the expertise of this author. These samples and thin 

sections could be examined by another geologist who is experienced in such rock types. 

(3) 
The classification of the igneous fragments could be verified by obtaining compositions of 

the primary minerals in this rock. If undertaken, this must include grains of the different 

generations as well as determinations of their compositional zoning. 

(4) 
Only two thin sections .of the main rock sample were initially prepared as it was 
considered that any further sections should be made from carefully selected areas of the 

potential lamproitic material encountered in the polished slabs. This has not been 
undertaken as no such material could be identified. Further random thin sections could be 

cut and examined. 

(5) 
Examination of further samples of the igneous material with more detailed background 

information should ideally be undertaken to provide support for the classification based on 

three very small chips. 

(6) 
More background information or an examination of the field relations of the different 

components of this sample, the general geology of the area and the nature of the country 

rocks is required to both understand their relationship and to allow further comment 

I 	6.0  

I 	
This report presents the best professional opinion of the author based on the limited information at 
the time. There may be other information not available to the author which may change this 

opinion. 

I 
I 
I 
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Plate 1 

Large rock sample - A. Field of view =4mm. This photomicrograph illustrates the main features of 
this rock. The sample is composed of well sorted fine colourless grains. Many of these grains 
have angular shapes. Other more coloured grains are also present. These constituents are set in 
a brawny matrix. The sample is cut but sub-parallel discontinuous veins of browny iron oxides. 

Plate 2 

As Plate 1. Field of view = 4mm. This area of the sample includes some coliths which are 

composed of brown iron oxides. 

I 
1 	
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I 
I 
I Plate 3 

Large rock sample A. Field of view = 1 .6mm. PPL. A typical area of one of the thin sections which 
shows that it is composed mainly of colourless angular grains. Some other coloured grains are 
also present. The matrix to the grains is composed of two main constituents. The darker brown 
material appears to represent secondary iron oxides while the Lighter brown material appears to 

contain clay minerals. 

1 	Plate 4 

As Plate 3, Crossed nicols. It can be seen here that most of the grains are composed of quartz. 
Non-uniformextinction can be observed in some of these grains. Other grains are polycrystalline 
or cryptocrystaLline while a few are virtually isotropic. Some of these grains could be glassy ash 
although this cannot be confirmed in these thin sections The contrasting nature of the different 
consitituents of the inter-clast matrix can also be observed 

I 
1 
I 
I 
U 
I 
I 
I 
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Plate 5 

Main rock sample A. Field of view = 4mm. Here the main rock (as in Plates 1 to 4) contains a 
rounded pebble which is translected by secondary veins of iron oxides. The pebble is composed 
of very fine quartz in a clayey matrix. Some of the quartz appears to be concentrated in a layer 
which may represent a bed The pebble is most likely to be a sedimentary rock 

Plate 	-- 

The orange brown chip C. Field of view = 1 .6mm. This photomicrogrpah was taken with 
condensed light. This chip is composed of poorly sorted fine constituents which have all been 
replaced by iron oxides. Nine of these con sitituents appears to have been quartz but they do 
include octiths similar to those observed in the main rock sample. These constituents are set in a 
colourless matrix of carbonate. The nature of the clasts and the inter-clast matrix clearly shows 
that this chip is different from the main rock sample shown in Plates 1 to 4. 

ii 



Plate 7 

The dark brown chip C. This chip is composed of poorly sorted grains of quartz as well as the 
occasional feldspar and mica grains. Some of the quartz grains are more rounded than foun in the 
main rock sample. The matrix appears to contain clay minerals which have a dark brown colour in 
contrast the the matrix of the main rock sample A This photomicrogrpah clearly shows that this 
chip is different from the main rock sample A shown in Plates 1 to 4. 

I II 

Plate 8 

Chips 0 to F. Field of view = I 6mm. These chips are contain phenocrysts of mica which enclose 
some fine grained spinel. The latter is coarser than that found in the groundrnass. These micas 
are greeny in colour which shows that they are partly altered. These micas also appear to have 
sieve textured cores. The rest of the rock is composed of laths of phiogopite, clinopyroxene and 

colourless feldspar. 

12 
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Plate 9 

Chips D to F. Field of view = 1.6mm This photomicrograph shows part of one of the clinopyroxene 
phencrysts. It is either intergrown with or partly replaced by phlogopite. The rest od the rock is 
composed of laths of phogopite, clinopyroxene and colourless feldspar. 

Plate 10 

As Plate 9. Crossed nicots, This photomicrogrpah illustrates the simple Carlsbad twinning in the 
groundmass feldspar laths. 

13 
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Plate 11 

Chips D to F. Field of view = 06mm This plate illustrates the nature of the groundmass which is 
composed of brown phiogopite, clinopyroxene ans colourless feldspar with minor amounts of very 
fine grained cubic probable groundrriass feldspar The green core to one grain of mica shows that 

it is partially altered and zoned 

14 
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I 	From: Rick Walker 
	F' ax= M 

Dynamic Exploration Ltd. 
1916 - 5th Street South 
Cranbrook, BC V1C 1K4 

Phone: (604) 489 - 2255 
Fax: 	(604) 426 - 8755 

I 
	

To: Marum Resources Inc. 	 Date: April 11, 1994 

Attention: Rick Boulay 
	 Time: 12:15 pm 

I 	Total Pages (with cover page): 5 
As requested, a composite description of three thin sections 
supplied to Dynamic Exploration Ltd. by Marum Resources Inc. 

The material was described as coming from an oolitic sedimentary 
unit, having a small proportion of enigmatic granitoid clasts. 
The thin sections supplied support the interpretation of a 
oolitic lithology in which the majority of the ooliths are cored 
by alkali feldspar grains. This observation, coupled with 
laiuprophyriC/lafllPrOitic inclusions supports the possibility that 
there may be a proximal source of igneous material. 

7EO 
T. 	 OfE S1 

R. T. 	"L'KE'R 
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Rick Walker 
Dynamic Exploration Ltd. 
1916 5th  Street South 
Cranbrook, BC V1C 1K4 

Phone: (604) 489 - 2255 
Pax: 	(604) 426 - 8755 

April 11, 1994 

Rick Boulay 
4606 5th Street S.W. 
Calgary, Alberta 
T2S 2E5 

Re: Three thin sections of Clear Hills material 

Upon examining the thin sections supplied I would have to agree 

I 	with the interpretation that they are oolitic in origin. In hand sample, the lithology is comprised of fine (<1 mm), reddish 
coloured, spherical grains in an orange brown matrix. This 

I 	
observation is evident in thin section. The grains consist of a 
nucleus, generally comprised of a limited variety of silicate 
grains, with finely laminated, concentric layers. The concentric 
layers are now almost exclusively comprised of an iron-rich 

.I 	material, tentatively identified as haematite. The oolite has a • 	bimodal population consisting of subequal proportions of 
spherical and elliptical ooliths. All the silicate minerals 

I comprising the nuclei of the ooliths are angular to sub-angular, 
excepting the tentatively identified olivine grains which appear 
to have a relict euhedral, aggregate morphology. 

The vast majority of the ooliths have a silicate nucleus, 
consisting of (in order of abundance): alkali feldspar and quartz 
t olivine ± Ca-pyroxene (diopside). The alkali feldspar grains 
are tentatively identified on the basis of low interference 
colours (first order gray to yellow), undulose extinction, weakly 
defined cleavage (may or may not be present), weakly defined 
zoning (may or may not be present), twinning (may or may not be 
present) and ubiquitous weak to moderate alteration. Cleavage, 
zoning and twinning are features which would not occur in quartz. 
Furthermore, alteration effects would not be expected in quartz. 

Twinning is weakly defined but instances of tartan twinning and 
lamellar twinning were observed. In addition, several grains had 
parallel cleavage in evidence. Finally, grains having a 

S 
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urn Resources Ltd. 
April 11, 1994 
lie 2 

Atinctly lath-like crystal morphology were observed. All of 
the above observations suggest alkali feldspar is present and 

I
l

ely comprises the predominant population of the silicates 
ing  the ooliths. 

eration of the alkali feldspar imparts a patchy appearance to 
grains in both plain and polarized light. In plain polarized 

ight interference colours range from gray to reddish brown in 
cessively altered areas while in crossed polarized light the 
ered patches range from gray to black. The alteration product 
too small to identify in thin section but is interpreted to be 

sericite (white mica), a common alteration product of alkali 

iartz grains are present, characterized by equant grains having 

l
l

y  to yellow (first order) interference colours and straight to 
uloss extinction. In a subordinate number of grains, 
ycrytalline, strained quartz is present. 

ighlysubordinate population of ooliths have an unaltered 
bonate nucleus, around which a concentric haematitic rind has 

.veloped. In addition, in some instances, a carbonate mantle is 

Vatit ic
ent surrounding silicate grains within a concentric 

 rind. 

'highly altered olivine grains are tentatively identified on 
basis of 2nd  order interference colours, lack of cleavage and 

* ict grain morphology. 

l matrix is composed of green, amorphous material in plane 
arized light. In crossed polarized light, however, very fine 
ained laths or plates appear to be present, probably of a 
ysy material. It is very difficult to identify and is 
erpreted as chamosite "a monoclinic mineral of the kaolinite 

Coup, 	 An important 

:'

stituent of many oolitic ironstones" (paraphrased from the 
tionary of Geologic Terms). In addition, there are orange-
wn, irregular grains suspended in the matrix and in small 
gregates, which are translucent and apparently isotropic in 

I5d1 
polarized light. 

TERP1ETATIQN 

contrast to the material provided previously, this material is 
t described as an oolite. However, the predominance of alkali 

eldspar identified coring the majority of the ooliths is 

1 
I 



Maruin Resources Ltd. 
April 11, 1994 
Page 3 

I 
consistent with proximity to an igneous source. It is curious 

I 	
that the possible lamprophyric to laniproitic material identified 
in the concentrate was not present, or at least not identified in 
the thin sections. 

The angular to sub-angular texture of the grains comprising the 
nuclei of the ooliths suggests very little transport, again 
consistent with a proximal source. The great predominance of 
alkali feldspar is also consistent with an alkaline igneous 
source (including lamprophyre and lainproite). Larger grains 
(pisoliths) present in the hand samples may represent the igneous 
material described in the raw fractions previously supplied. 
However, positive identification was not possible, possibly due 
to hasmatitic rinds present on the grains. 

Breakdown of laraproitic and/or lamprophyric igneous material 
could supply the alkali feldspar grains coring the ooliths. One 
problem with this interpretation is the lack of ooliths cored by 
biotite-phiogopite grains but this may be a function of specific 
gravity in the environment in which the ooliths formed. 

ECOMMPAT IONS 

The source of the igneous material must be addressed before much 
additional work is carried out on the deposit. The concentrate 
previously supplied has undeniable igneous material, recovered 
with very little processing of the bulk sample (treatment with 
HC1 and HF). The thin section examined contain no lamprophyric 
and/or lamproitic inclusions. However, the ooliths are cored 
predominantly by tentatively identified alkali feldspar. While I 
feel relatively confident of this interpretation I cannot get 
optic axial figures to verify a biaxial (vs. uniaxial - quartz) 
nature. One relatively easy procedure to verify the presence or 
absence of alkali feldspar would be to stain the thin sections or 
a slab of rock with potassium cobaltinitrate, which would stain 
the feldspar yellow. Alternatively, or in addition, descriptions 
of the thin sections by unbiased third parties has been suggested 
by Rick Boulay, President of Marlint Resources Ltd., might verify 
the presence of alkali feldspar. 

T 	It is further 
1 	 examined for 

I the proposed 
• 	independent t 

Finally, one 

I 	processed for lamproitic in 

1 

recommended by the author that outcrop exposures be 
inclusions and/or clasts of igneous material from 
source. Such examination can wait or be subject to 
hird party verification of an igneous component. 
large, complete sample of the material should be 
recovery and verification of the lamprophyric/ 
clusions, to specifically address the possibility of 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
'I 
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Marum Resources Ltd. 
April 11, 1994 
Page 4 

contamination. The author has been informed that the issue of 

	

-I 	possible contamination has already been addressed by Rick Boulay and that the concentrate previously supplied is free of 
contamination. 

I CONCLUSIONS 

It is the authors opinion that the concentrate and thin sections 

	

I 	supplied by Maruta Resources Ltd. to data represent samples of an 
oolite, comprised of numerous ooliths having predominantly alkali 
feldspar nuclei. Larger grains (pisoliths), which may also have 

	

I 	
a concentric rind of haematite., are present consisting of a 
matrix having biotite-phiogopite phenocrysts. 

There is sufficient evidence to support the original 
interpretation proposed by the author proposing a proximal source 
of alkaline igneous material. This possibility should be pursued 
to determine its validity. If igneous material is confirmed by 
independent sources, then the oo.lita should be examined in the 
field in an attempt to determine the position of the proposed 
source for the igneous material. In addition, the oolite should 
be evaluated for Rare earth Elements, Platinum Group Elements, 
base and other precious metals, as well as possible diamonds. 

T. 

T. WALKER 
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Date: March 29, 1994 

Time: 2:15 pm 

Total Pages (with cover page): 1 

As requested, a discussion of material examined in two samples 
supplied to Dynamic Exploration Ltd. by Marurn Resources Inc. The 
first sample is identified as CH-1 (HC]. and HF) and consists of 
approximately one teaspoon of concentrate. The second sample is 
identified as CH-1 (HCI) Coarse and consists of approximately one 
tablespoon. 

The material was described as coming from an oolitic sedimentary 
unit, having a small proportion of enigmatic granitoid clasts. 
The following interpretation documents my reasoning for 
considering oolite to be a misnomer. I believe the sample 
represents up to three separate and identifiable alkaline igneous 
phases, possible associated with (a) diatreme(s) of lamprophyric 
or lamproitic affinity. 

(7 	(f4i;:A (1. WALKER)  
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From: Rick Walker 

Dynamic Eçploration Ltd. 
1916 - 5tn Street South 
Cranbrook, BC V1C 1K4 

Phone: (604) 489 - 2255 
Fax: 	(604) 426 - 8755 

To: Marum Resources Inc. 

Attention: Rick Boulay 

I 
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Rick Walker 
Dynamic Geological Consulting 
1916 - 5th Street South 
Cranbrook, BC V1C 11(4 

Phone: (604) 489 - 2255 
Fax: 	(604) 426 - 8755 

March 29, 1994 

I 
:1 

Rick Bou1y 

-I 	4606 - 	Street S.W. 
Calgary, Alberta 
T2S 2E5 

Re: Samples CH-1 (HC1) Coarse and CH-1 (HC1/HF) 

I have examined both samples supplied and interpret them to be 
hypabyssal intrusive to extrusive igneous material of 
lamprophyric to lamproitic composition. 

Sample CH-1 (HCI) Coarse consists of approximately one tablespoon 
of concentrate while sample CH-1 (HC1/HF) consists of 
approximately one teaspoon of concentrate. Therefore, the 
interpretations based upon the following observations must be 
considered in the context of the outcrop from which they were 
derived. 

CH-1 (HCl/I*) 
The sample consists predominantly of individual mineral grains 
and fragments with subordinate brown coloured (Fe- stained) 
aggregate material. There are also partial relict moulds 
consisting of disaggregated rinds of haematitic (7) material, 
which elsewhere coat grains and fragments. Diopside (possibly 
low to moderate chrome content) are present as fragments and rare 
columnar crystals. Rounded to sub-rounded spinels (non-magnetic 
- possibly chromite), glassy black magnetite fragments and black 
ilmenite grains are evident. Many rounded, red-brown 
haematite(?) coated pellets are also present. There are a 
variety of glassy, vitreous minerals that may include: quartz, 
plagioclase and/or nepheline. In addition, white, translucent 
minerals may be alkali feldspar grains and fragments. Glassy 
moderately orange coloured grains may be rutile but are more 
likely garnet fragments. Finally, numerous euhedral biotite-
phiogopite grains are present, up to 2 mm in diameter across 
their basal section. 

I 
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Page 2 
Marum Resources Inc. 
March 28, 1994 

CH-1 (MCI) Coarse 
The coarse fraction examined is essentially bimodal in 
composition, comprised of dirty yellow coloured aggregates and 
grey coloured, hypabyssal to extrusive igneous material. 

The dirty yellow portion, upon closer examination, consists of 
two phases, namely the hb oOlItiC u fraction and a matrix fraction. 
The "oolitic" fraction is a misnomer as it is certainly not 
oolitic. Treatment with MCI has not dissolved the sample, 
therefore it is not calcareous in composition and there are very 
few instances of concentric structure to the grains. The 
'oolites" are actually rounded to sub-rounded pellets comprised 
of a nucleation site (a pre-existing grain or mineral fragment) 
and a haematite(?) rind. The matrix containing the pellets 
contains fine-grained, euhedral biotite. The second phase 
(arbitrary identification) of dirty yellow material consists of 
fine-grained (microphenoCrySts?) biotite_phlOgOpite in dirty 
yellow matrix (composition currently unknown). No phenocrysts 
are present in the several small samples identified. 

The yellow colouration appears to be a result of alteration of 
haematite into goethite and/or limonite. The matrix contains 
minerals identified above in the previous sample, implying a 
genetic link between the three phases identified in the sample. 

The gray material contains euhedral biotite-phlogOpite and 
subhedral to euhedral (green) diopside. Biotite-phiogOpite 
crystals are predominant, with diopside crystals slightly 
subordinate. Bi o tite-phlOgOpite is also present as a matrix 
phase. The matrix consists of clear, vitreous silicates which 
may include some or all of the following: quartz, plagioclase 
and/or nepheline. 

One large phenocryst of columnar, euhedral diopside (probably low 
chrome) was identified in this fraction. 

INTERPRETATION 

The fact that matrix is still evident after treatment with HCI 
indicates that the matrix is comprised largely of silicates, 
carbonate is either absent or sub-ordinate. This is inconsistent 
with an "oolitic" origin unless substantial replacement has 
occurred. This possibility is considered remote due to the lack 
of any indication of concentricity in the vast majority of the 
pellets examined. In addition, the abundant occurrence of 
igneous minerals suggests an igneous origin for this sample. 
Furthermore, the euhedral nature of biotite-phiogopite crystals 
as phenocrysts and in the matrix, and euhedral diopsides suggests 
a proximal source. The predominance of biotite-PhlOgOPite 
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Page 3 
Marum Resources Inc. 
March 28, 1994 

crystals with slightly subordinate diopside suggests an alkalic 
composition similar to a lamprophyre or possibly a lamproite. 
The presence of two phases of biotite-phiogOpite (phenocrysts and 
in groundiTtass) suggests the possibility of a madupitic lamproite. 

I 
I 
I 
I 	Such an interpretation is 

available, both observable 
and the reported presence 

I 	
clasts would be difficult 
as would the abundance of 

consistent with the information 
and reproducible in the concentrate 
of granitoid clasts. Such granitoid 
to reconcile with an oolitic package, 
igneous material. 

Furthermore, the pellets may represent igneous material re-worked 
in a sub-aqueous environment of limited extent. One possibility 
would be within a water filled crater associated with a diatreme. 
An iron-rich brine is the probable source of the baematitic rind 
developed on the mineral grains and fragments. In order for the 
extensive haematitiC rinds to be precipitated, a restricted 
volume of iron-rich brine is required. Alternatively, the 
samples may represent portions of a pyroclastic apron associated 
with a proximal vent or vents, again deposited within a 
restricted basin. Finally, the igneous material may have been 
altered in the subsurface by an iron-rich brine. 

RECONMENDAT ION 

This deposit should be evaluated for diamond potential. 
Furthermore, with the possibility of a proximal source, Platinum 
Group Element and Rare Earth Element potential should be 
considered. In addition, base and precious metals may be 
present. 

- 	 Information available to the author indicates potential as an 

I 	iron deposit, currently sub-economic. It may be that if this 
igneous material was sourced proximally then potential may exist 

'14-Z I 	 making a mine feasible. for £UU.L 	 S---- 	 - 
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Marum Resources Inc. 
207, 525 - 11th Avenue SW 

Calgary, AB, T2R 0C9 
Tel: (403) 243-9500 
Fax: (403) 243-9517 

May 24, 1994 

Dr. John Duke 
SLOWPOKE Reactor Facility 
3118 Dentistry Pharmacy Building 
Univ of Alberta T6G 2N8 

Dear Dr. Duke: 

Please find enclosed two sealed centrifuge tubes, each labelled "IC-100 Aqua 
Regia", and a plastic bottle of sediment labelled "10-100 Solids". The tubes contain 
Aqua Regia (3 HCL to 1 HNO3) and represent the leach liquor from a 300 gram 
samples of ironstone material. The solids represent the residue from the leaching 
process and have been thoroughly washed with water. Acid precautions should be 
used with the Aqua Regia, no precautions are necessary with the solids. 

The materials were prepared as follows: 

Solid chunks of ironstone were crushed in a plastic bag with a hammer. 

300 grams was measured into a large contained and mixed. The material was 
distributed into 10 beakers and covered with Aqua Regia. 

The beakers were placed on a rotary shaker and shaken for 36 hours at 
medium speed. Every 12 hours the material was hand stirred. 

After 36 hours the material was poured into six centrifuge tubes and 
centrifuged at high speed for 20 minutes. The liquid was poured off into two 
clean centrifuge tubes and centrifuged again at high speed for 10 minutes. The 
liquid was then decanted into the two tubes labelled "IC-100 Aqua Regia", then 
sealed. 

The solids were collected in a container and rinsed thoroughly with distilled 
water twice and with tap water three times. 

I did not recombine the liquids from the two sealed tubes and suggest that you 
do so before extracting a sample for INAA. I would also like to run a sample of the 
solids for reference. Please use your discretion as to how many samples of the liquid 
and the solids should be run. 

Yours truly, 
Marurn Resources Inc. 

I 
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Richard A. Boulay, President 



I 
To: John Duke 

I From: Rick Boulay, Marum Resources 

Handling: Tube #11 contains HF, all others contain either Aqua. 
' 	 Regia or HCL. 

Ironcap fines curshed in ball mill for 8 hours. Samples treated in 
acid for 30 hours. 

I 
30 gms Ironcap fines +lOOml HC1 

1 5 gins brushings from rods + lOOml Aqua Regia 

I 50 gms hard residue from rod mill, crushed by hammer + lOOml 

I
Aqua Regia 

IC-101-7 
30 gms Ironcap fines + lOOml Aqua Regia 

I 5 gms Ironcap fines + lOOml AquaRegia 

I 	ic-oi-i 
30 gms Ironcap fines + 150m1 HF 

I 
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M. John M. Duke (1992) 

I 	
Nnuton Activation  AflaIY- 

Neutron activation analysis 
(NAA) involves the production of radioisotope s from stable 

I
nuclel for the purpose of elemental analysis. The principles of the technique were developed and 

tested by von Hevesy and Levi some fifty years ago. However It 
was not until the development 

of the nuclear reactor that the technique could be used in a routine manner. Over the last four 

decades the Increased availability of research-tYPe nuclear reactors (together with the 

I 
development of semiconductor detectors and complementary solid-state electronics capable of 

tive method of 
collecting and reducing complex spectra) has made NAA an extremely attrac  

elemental analysis At present the sensitivity, precision, generally non-destructive, and multi-

element nature of NAA makes .it a competitive means of. analysis when access to a nuclear - 

1  reactor Is 
available. The following is a brief introduction to the theory of NAA. For a more 

complete coverage of the technique and its applications see Rakovlc (1970), Kruger (1971), De 

Soete etal.. (1972), Muecke etal., (1980), Amniel etal., (1981), Erdtmaflfl and Petri (1986), and 

Parry (1991). 

Unlike many techniques commonly used for elemental analySiS. NAA is based on the. 

modification of the nucleus and not -the orbiting electrons of the atom. Nuclei of stable atoms 

(making-up the sample to be analyzed) are irradiated with neutrons and some of the nuclei 

absorb or capture neutrons producing radionuclides (equation 1). - 

I e.g.. 

	

+ In 	N 4. tX 	> N+ly 	 .........". ...............(1) 

z 	0 	Z 	 1+1 

"Al + I  = 29A1 --- p---> 28S1 
13 	0 	13 	i)2.24n'n 14 

These radionuclides decay according to a well-defined time constant (termed the half-life, TY2) 

with the emission of high energy beta particles (1. in addition, the decay of many such 

radionuclides Is accompanied by the emission of gamma-rays characteristic of the radionudlides. 

Detection and counting these gamma-rays affords the means of elemental analysis; the energy 

of the gamma photons being used to Identify the radionuclide, and the intensity or number of 

detected gammas being directly proportional to the mass (and hence concentration) of the parent 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I element. 

I 
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tuclear 

A supply of 
neutrons is obviously essential for neutron activation analysis. Invariably, 

a 

 reactor Is used to generate the high neutron flux necessary for practical analyses. The 

niversity of Alberta has a small research-type pool nuclear reactor called the SLOWPOKE 

apable of producing a maximum thermal neutron flux of 1 x 10
12  n cm2 s. in comparison to 

fly 
other nuclear reactors the SLOWPOKE produces both a very stable and reproducible 

neutron  flux which are Important features for the most precise analyses. 

INAA 
has several advantages over many other analytical techniques Including, for example 

:-

high sensitivity (using a SLOWPOKE reactor sensitivities for some 70 elements range 

from 10-4
to  10.11 g) 

- multi-elemental In nature (e.g.. 
some 35 - 40 elements; are routinely determined in 

geological materials) 

- simple sample preparation. 

- low contamination risk 

generally matrix independent 

- ease of calibration (very wide dynamic range) 

- most analyses can be performed non.destrUCtiVetV 

- nuclear reaction (therefore Independent of chemical state) 

No technique Is without Its disadvantages for NAA examples includes.  

- - --' --------- 	 iii 	niiined laboratory C. $1.0 M) 
- cost nucie' ILLUI QIU 	 iy 	 -  

• not all elements have isotopes that readily become radioactive 

- extra precautions are necessary for handling radioactive materials 

i i . . 

I 

I 

1 
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PART ONE: GEOLOGY, COMPOSITION, AND RESOURCES 

Location and Access 

The Peace River iron formation is located in the Clear Hills district of 

northwestern Alberta, about 300 air miles northwest of Edmonton (Fig. 1). 

The southern margin of the deposits is about 35 miles from a spur line of 

the Northern Alberta Railway which extends from the town of Peace River to 

Hines Creek. These deposits are within 5 to 20 miles of an all-weather 

gravelled road which extends northwestward from Hines Creek along the 

southern margin - of the Clear Hills to Fort St. John, British Columbia. 

A small-scale map showing the precise location of assessed areas is given 

in figure 2. 

Geology and Terrain 

I 	The Clear Hills form a gently sloping upland which extends between the Peace 

River on the south and east and the British Columbia border on the west. The 

I 	
hills rise gradually from the surrounding wooded plains, and attain a maximum 

elevation of about 3,600 feet near their southwestern margin. Local relief 

is in the order of 1000 feet along the southern margin of the hills; to the 

north and east the hills slope gradually into the wide glaciated valleys of 

the Notikewin and Whitemud Rivers and their tributaries (Fig. 2). 

The Clear Hills region is underlain by nearly flat-lying sandstone and shale 

formations of Cretaceous age, covered in most places by unconsolidated glacial 

deposits of variable thickness (Kidd, 1959;  Green and Mellon, 1962). Bedrock 

exposures are scarce and discontinuous, being confined to some of the small 

streams which form a radial drainage pattern about the hills. The upper 

surface of the hills, beneath the glacial deposits, is capped by the Upper 

Cretaceous Wapiti Formation,. which consists of sandstone and shale with thin 

coal (lignite) and bentonite interbeds. The iron bed is intercalated among 

dark grey marine shales of the Smoky Group which underlie the lower slopes of 

the hills and the surrounding lowlands (Fig. 3). 

I 
I 

I 
I 

1 
I 
I 
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FIGURE 2. Location of assessed iron ore resources, Clear hills district. 
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FIGURE 3. Schematic cross section through the Clear Hills showing the 
atratigraphic position of the oolitic iron formation. 

The iron formation consists of dark brown to black oolitic sandstone with 

thin lenses and interbeds of hard sideritic (FeCO 3 ) "ironstone" and greenish 

grey mudstone. Near the outcrop margin the sandstone has been oxidized to 

form a soft, compact, reddish brown aggregate with harder carbonate-cemented 

lenses. Where present, the formation ranges in thickness up to 30 feet and 

forms a series of northwest-trending sandstone bodies which are exposed 

in places along the flanks of the hills at elevations between 2500 and 

2700 feet. The mineable deposits are restricted to those areas near the 

outcrop margin where overburden is thinnest. The thickest and most widespread 

deposits underlie the northeast slopes of the hills, and thinner less ex-

tensive deposits have been found along the southern slopes north of Worsley 

(Fig. 2). 

Scattered showings of oolitic sandstone also have been found in the northern, 

less accessible part of the Clear Hills, but these have not been explored in 

detail (Green and Mellon, 1962). 

Composition 

The Peace River iron deposit is an oolitic sandstone grossly comparable 

in mineral composition and texture to certain sedimentary iron formations 

in other parts of the world. The sandstone consists of densely packed 

oolites 0.5 to 1 mm in diameter, large nodular rock fragments, and angular 

quartz grains in a finely crystalline "matrix" composed of hydrated silica 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
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PLATE 1. Peace River iron ore(Swift  Creek deposit), transmitted light, 
magnification approim;eiy 25. Ore consists of dark brown 

ooliths

and large siZtu rock fragments in a greenish-brown 
opaline (siliceous) matrix. Ouartz arains (white) are present 
as nuclei in some of t:e oo4;72S and as smaller silt grains in 
rock fragments. 

I 

	

1 	 PLATE 2. Peace River t2'0V1 O1't (.':. J' 	I;i), reflected iigit, 

	

Li 	 magnificati;n r 	.r:: :. . 	 ; s consist of a n'..cLeus 
(whitish 	art 7:"::.. 	': 	:: to slack rock fragments) 
about 	ic 	 : .. 	f goethite (Fe 9O.H2O) 
and opa 	(.:': :.: 	 .. 	 . 	 :. ited. 	The recroh 
intergra:.4 	• .: . 	 . 11 	::ed with pa hoc 
"clay".  	:ii of.  

	

1 	the 
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I 
(opal), siderte (iron carbonate), and "clay" (Mellon, 1962). The ooljte 
content (and hence the iron content) is highest in the upper part -of the 

bed, decreasing progressively towards the base of the sandstone which grades 
into underlying dark grey shale. 

The major iron-bearing minerals are goethite (Fe 2 03 H2 0) and siderite 
(FeCO 3 ); small arnounts.of pyrite. (FeS 2 ) and glauconit' (Fe silicate) are 

found in some samples. Silica (5102) is present as discrete quartz grains 

and as an amorphous opaline substance which forms part of the intergranular 

'matrix". This opaline substance (or "cement") is also a constituent of the 

iron-bearing ooUtes, having been co-deposited with goethite to form the 

outer concentric shells of the oolites (Plates I and 2). 

Chemical analyses show that the various deposits are relatively uniform in 

average composition (Table 1). The salient features revealed by the analytical 
data are: 

(1) Total iron (Fe) content averages between 32 and 36 percent. 

The Worsley deposits contain lower iron contents than the 

thicker deposits to the northeast (Swift Creek, Whiternud 

River, see Fig. 2). 

(2) The silica content is relatively high, and the alumina content 

is correspondingly low. 

(3) The phosphorus content is higher than desirable for a conven-

tional iron ore. However, the sulfur content appears to be 

consistently low. 

(14) The lime (CaO) content of the Swift Creek deposit is lower than 

that of the Worsley deposits. This may be caused by partial 

oxidation of the Worsley deposits in which siderite (FeCO 3 ) 
has reacted with groundwater solutions to form goethte 

(Fe 203 H20) and calcite (CaCO 3 ). 

(5) The water content is unusually high due to abundant opaline 

1 	"cement". 

:1 
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Table 1. Chemical analyses of Peace River iron deposits 

I 
I 

Constituent 

Iron 	 Fe 

Silica 	Si 02 

Al um 	A1203 

Manganese MnO 

Magnesia 	MgO 

Lime 	 COO 

Phosphorus 	P 

Sulfur 	S 

H20 
Ignition loss CO2 

Deposit 

Worsley 1 	Swift Creek2 	
Swift Creek-3  

Whiternud River 

32.65 
	

35.44 
	

32.98 

25.67 
	

26.49 
	

29.26 

5.53 
	

4.95 
	

5.47 

0.16 
	

0.16 
	

N. A. 

1.25 
	

1.02 
	

1.60 

3.2.5 
	

1.90 
	

N. A. 

0.69 
	

0.67 
	

0.45 

0.11 
	

0.07 
	

N. A. 

14.36 
	

13.78 
	

11.91 

N.A. not available. 

'Weighted averages of borehole samples (block "A", Fig. 2). Unpublished report by 
N.S. Edgar on Iron Prospecting Permit No. 17. 

2Weighted averages of borehole sonsples (block "B", Fig. 2). Unpublished report by 
N.S. Edgar on ITOTS Prospecting Permit No. 16. 

3Weighted averages of borehole scrnples (blocks "B' and "C", Fig. 2). Given in 
Kidd, 1959 (Res. Coun. Alberta Prelim. Rept. 59-3). 

In summary, the Peace River oolitic deposits can be described as a low grade. 

highly siliceous iron ore with complex mineral composition and texture. 

Because of. the complex intergrowth relationships of the different mineral 

constituents, the deposits are difficult to upgrade by conventional beriefi-. 

dat ion procedures. 

Resources 

Estimated resources and grades for the Peace River deposits are summarized 

in table 2. The estimates are based on the results of drilling programs 

carried out between 1959 and 1965 on four areas explored under iron pros-

pecting permits held by Peace River Mining and Smelting Ltd., Edmonton, 

Alberta. The programs were supervised by N. S. Edgar, consulting mining 

engineer, whose reports subsequently were submitted to the Alberta Energy 

.1 
.1 
I 
I 



Average 
No. of Thickness 

Driliholes Iron Bed 
(ft) 

	

120 	8 

	

115 	22 

	

8 	17 

	

2 	II 

Maximum 
Grade Overburden 
(%Fe) Thickness 

(ft) 

33 	65 

34 	130 

- 	200 

- 	200 

 -Il - 

and Natural Resources. Copies of the reports are now kept in the Industrial 

Minerals Files, Alberta Research Council (Edgar, 1961,  1962, 1964, _ 1965). 

The distribution of areas for which resources have been calculated is shown 

in figures 2 and 1•  The areas are situated along the southern flank of the 

Clear Hills 5 to 6 miles north of Worsley (block A), and along the southeast 

margin adjacent to the Notikewin-Eureka River forestry access road (blocks B, 

C, D). 

The degree of precision associated with the resource estimates varies sub- 

	

II 	stantially among the four areas: the resources for blocks A and B have been 

calculated from more than 100 borehole intersections in each area, whereas 

those for blocks C and D are based on only 8 and 2 borehole intersections 

respectively. Consequently, the resource estimates in table 2 are classified 

	

• 	
as "proven", "probable", and "possible" according to the data available for 

	

L I 	each area. 

The total resources of iron ore inferred to be present in the four blocks are 

In excess of 1.1 billion tons grading between 32 and 36 percent total iron (Fe). 

About 227 million tons of this are considered "proven" and underlie blocks A 

(Worsley) and B (Swift Creek). The remaining 897 million tons are classed as 

"probable-possible" and underlie blocks C and D. Additional drilling is 

necessary to confirm the extent and grade of the iron bed in blocks C and D 

and to determine the exact thicknesses and composition of overburden deposits. 

Table 2. Reserves and grades of sedimentary iron ore, Clear Hills 
district, northwestern Alberta 

- I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I I Reserves (tons) 

Block - 
I 	Proven 	I 	Probable 	I 	Possible 

A 	25,750,000 
	

8,225,000 

B 	201,000,000 

C 	 - 
	

684,000,000 

D 	 - 
	

205.000,000 

• Total 	226,750,000 	692,225,000 	205,000,000 

LI 
(I 
I 



Table 1. Succession of Strata in the Clear Hills Area, 

I (from Green and Mellon, 1962). 

ROCK UNIT 	
THI,ESS 	 LITHOLOGY 

I 

Wapiti Formation 

Puskwaskau Formation 

1 
I Bad Heart Sandstone 

0 
L 

C., 

>- 

I 	upper member 
Kaskapau 

I Formation 
lower member 

I Dunvegan Formation 

.1 
.I

upper member 

Shaftesbury 

I 	Formation 

lower member 

l 

I 
I:  

soft, whitish sandstone; 

	

0-120 	
grey, blocky, carbonaceous 
shale; thin coal seams 

(continental) 

dark grey, fissile shale 

	

90-180 	
(marine) 

green, ferruginous, oolitic 

	

0-9 	sandstone and mudstone 
(marine) 

dark grey, fissile shale 

	

1,5-125 	 (marine) 

whitish sandstone; grey, 

	

12- 1 7 	sandy shale; oolitic siderite 
(marine) 

soft, grey sandstone with 
I 

	

 150-235 	
caic. concretions; grey, 
silty, carbonaceous shale 

(deltaic) 

grey, silty shale; thin, 

	

90-170 	laminated siltstone 
(marine) 

black, fissile shale; 

	

180-320 	numerous fish scales 
(marine) 
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FIGURE 3. Schematic cross-section through the Clear Hills, 
showing stratigraphic setting of the iron formation. 
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Table VI 

Tp4cs1 OlmcI-SkIppth$ 504 Coocesoedog Iroc Ores 

Tp. of Deposit and Lacioo. 	Om Mce,sI, Age 	Aisodarad 	 Cbsaiicsl Compss.doo per cool 	
Annual 

Stocks 	P. 	Mn 	P 	S 	5.0, 	A1203 	CoO 	Motors. 	(Loog Toss) 	(L.a.4 roost 

Scdumeousy 
OoUoc 

CI.oi kIlts. 	 geethlIs 	Late 	siodiboc. 

Alra 	(I) Silk Oak 	.idettii 	Cretaceous 	sbus 	31.5$ 	0.1$ 	0.45 	0 	23 	6 	1.5 	10 • 12 	cii 	 1.5 baluom 

chamoilti 	 0.1 
go.Ihtts 	tans 	mac dews. 

(2) walsley 	oldsdca 	Cricocas. 	•bals 	30 	0.31 	0.3 	0.0*3 	33 	6 	 3 	4 -4 	aLl 	 ItO maUoos 

cbomoilc, 
Umastode 	 0.25 • 	 0.5 • 	to 6 	 sinai 

Iinuiagbcii. kiabsml 	bemadne 	SlIrataa 	*bale 	32 • 65 	0.23 	1.5 	0.05 	2 -23 	1 • S 	$ .20 	3.0 	millIoc 	 Dillies 	 () 

bomsdc. 	 am to" 	 1 cc 3 	 4010.  

WMoS. Neiloocdload 	sidute, 	O,dovtcftu 	sbals 	5* 	0.13 	0.86 	0.04 	U 	$ 	3 	 1.5 	c011ies 	 ,sIIl.ios 

cPuniiIii 
std.flta 	 0.07 - 	0.04 • 	2.10- 	2.62 • 	1.9 • 	 Il to 20 

Casual Eahaad 	 ckom7iIW 	Jun16 	,bal. 	 2.21 	1.2 	0.74 	32.7 	*6.4 	33.35 	1$ 	 mallbes 	 3 billion 

Loaoia. MLcstt. 	 public 	 obals 	- 	 0.3 . 	 J2 to $4) 

P.1cc.. Lsisombonrg 	 b,uadla 	Jetulic 	send cue 	3Q 	0.3 	1.4 	0.2 	/.20 	5 	3 • 12 	II • *9 	milUon 	 billion
2  

and  AnsI Gsnn'ay 	 oIds,iW 	 Umescoos 
Early 	sLcd,tOOS 

$uLeglocn. West Gonoccy 	ald.Acc 	Cancococtia 	obale 	25 • 33 	0.2 	0.4 	• 	31 • 30 	7 • I 	4 -7 	• 	 3 m,II,ae 	 I billion 

SIdeala 
.,idcotls 	 bonded 	 I 10 4.3 

Mgoma. Octado 	 pyntra 	?I.Comlca the" and 	35 	3 	0.02.2 	2 6 	3 • 4.2 	1.12 	3 • 1 	0.74 	cxultaos 	 300 mllboc 
pyntla 
volcialc 
rock, 

Tacosbia. 
17.1 • 	0.03 - 	.0.013 • 	 0.10 • 	0.01 - 	0.13 • 	3 to 1 

Lake Sanp.flra cgbos 	 n.Ipsdt. 	Fiecambiso LacooJis 	36.7 	0.9 	0.056 	• 	 35 .56 	1.41 	1.07 	11.0 	mlllio 	 m a ny billion 

Otbac 
dtuoLIc.ocas 	 2 10 10 

Chorea. MacLana 	 m.çondco 	Ctscocnco.a 	sandstone 	44 	0.5 	0.02 	0.05 	Il 	5.2 	1.6 	• 	 nil 	 willie, 

Maldeil 
hecnato 	Lab. 	banded 	 0.03 - 	 25 to 50 	 LUTIOCI 

Lake S..çenten N4100 	 goedUc. 	?i.c1wsn cbocl 	50 -62 	5 	.0.25 	to. 	7 - 12 	2 	0.5 	1* 	 c011ies 	 esMuStod 
augledts 
hemauce 	l..ana 	bacded 	 0.05 - 	0.057 m 	0.01 - 	 0.22 	. 	 . 

Labrador and Usgs... 	 ,oeibIca 	r,ecamtttcn cMct 	50-61 	4.0 	0.13 	0.03 	3$ 	1.5 	. 	 10.0 	120411100 	6iZ utlilos 
Qiasbec 	 dololTitla 

boc.odts 	Lace 	• dotocdla 	 03 . 	63 • 	 9.4 - 	Ito3 	 oes 
Slap Rock. Osnedo 	 goothic. 	rstcauca We 	53 	0.15 	0.25 	0.4 	1.1 	5.4 	- 	9.7 	c011ies 	 300 mulUoc 

formadom 
volcanic 
Cocks 

herniaL. 	 s.cp.odn. 	 0.5- 	 eaalsbIs 	 ,e.ec&1 
CeDe 	 Urnonic. 	 Iaiiul1c 	54 	0.9 	0.01 	0.4 	5.7 	10 - IC 	• 	25 	 0.2 million 	bacth,d 

magnedl. 	 (1953) 	 gultloc 

R.pIscernecn 
£.i.ly 	gconlz. 	 - 	0.01 • 	0.03 • 	 LS • 	(.4 - 	 4 to 5 	 ppssIbly' 

Adijoodick,, New York 	wagoners 	PslrozoIcl 	goal 	33 -53 	 0.2 	0.9 	4 .37 	7 	3.5 	 milUcs 	 1.5 kittIes 
Post- 	Uwssnno. 

Cornesli. rg=LsltwwLa 	wap.do. 	.Carnkilau 	skim 	29 -43 	• 	0.016 	2.00 	16 	S 	4 	 • 	 * cOillm 	soc heoe. 

41.3.0. 
Urn.sbm. 	 . . 	 0.2 to 

T.oade tstaad. MOoD 	maputra 	music 	sham 	41 	• 	0.03 	1.44 	4 -6 	2 	I • 4 	• 	 0.5 million 	tee 
Cotuonki. 

tLrn.,w.. 	 0.004 - 	 0.410 
Vancouver Island. 	 sc.goedto 	jwslc 	stain 	50-43 	- 	0.121 	0-3 	312 	• 	• 	. 	 1.3 coLlilos 	not kawana 
P.lSsb Colunbis 

ccapodla 	 peIsses 	 0.04 • 	 one 
Mania. Osuilo 	 bec.ulta 	Prewsmbrtoa mothS. 	25-47 	• 	0.13 	0.05 	21 - 	• 	• 	- 	 millioo 	 20 mIlbos 

Coipsird born wony, 
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Table 2. Reserves and grades of—sedimentary Iron ore, Clear Hill's 
• 	 district, northwestern Alberta 

R.,.rv.i (tons) 

7 	- 	
Block 	

P,ov.n 	 Probable 	 Poi,bI. 

( 	
A 	25.750.000 	8,225,000 	 - 

/ 	
3 201,000,000 	 - 	 - 

C 	 - 	 6e4,000.000 	 - 

- 	 705.000,000 

TtoI 	726,750.000 	697.225,000 	705,000.000 
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Maximum No. of Thickness 	Grad. Ouburd.n 
Dilihol., Iron Bed 	(% F.) 	Thickness 

(h) 	 (It) 
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.FIGURE 6 

CORRELATION OF MCDOUGALLS CORE HOLES AND PHILLIPS'CNO.IWELL 

SWIFT CREEK AREA ,CLEAR HJLLSALBERTA 
Horizontal Scale in Mile. 
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A leach that is fast, powerful, inor-
çanic, sale, and cheap—what more 
could a miner ask for? 

it started with a computer program 
from Finland that allows the user to do 
years of chemical mathematics In a 
matter of minutes. At the speed of light 
It flashes through thousands of chemi-
cal species In the database, selects the 
appropriate figures and fits them Into 
the equation. In capable hands this 
program will calculate: reaction equa-
tions; heat and material balances; equl 
librium balances; electrochemical cell 
equilibrium; formula weights; phase sta-
bility diagrams; and Pourbaix diagrams. 

From the previous list the Pourbaix 
diagram Is the most helpful, for it gives 
a visual picture of what happens and at 
what point it takes place chemically. 
Without the help of computers It takes 
months for a person to calculate and 
then draw one of these diagrams. ASAT 
Is using a 395-SX with a math cc-
processor and it takes the computer 
from ten to thirty minutes to calculate 
some of the diagrams that we will use in 
explaining how this leach works. 

The Starting Point 
Simplicity seems to be a concept 

that Is difficult for the human mind to 
accept. If we cannot determine exactly 
what is happening In nature we auto-
matically start looking for the complex 
and/ordlfficult A common thread seems 
to move through the chemistry of gold 
and that Is the use of salt to stabilize 
reactions. What happens If we startwith 
salt alone? 

Three hundred fifty grams per liter 
(2.92 lbsfgal,) of rock salt will do the 
job. Now let's hit It with some nitric acid, 
toes In a piece of gold, and see what the 
computer says. 

.Au.M.NI.flO.Sy1...sIZIC  

When there Is no notation at all follow. 
Ing the formula It states that the com-
pound Is in solid state. This diagram 
was drawn with chlorine as the elemen-
tal behavior sought and any reaction 
with gold Is our prime Interest. 

Unlike most Pourbaix diagrams the. 
ones that we have requested do not 
stop at a pH of 0; they continue as 
negative numbers representing one 
mole acidic per number. in looking at 
the diagram it is apparent that there is 
little need for the solution to be over 1.5 
Molar acid and the reduction/oxidation 
need not exceed 1.00 volts.. Our prod-
uct will be sodium chloroaurate which 
will remain in solution until the pH 016.2 
or higher has been reached. 

There is one important part that the 
computer program cannot as yet calcu-
late: that is the dynamics of the chem-
ical reactions. The next step Is to check 
on those dynamics—at 25 degrees con-
tigrade we have a pH of 1.2 and an ORP 
of 450 millivolts which is not enough to 
do It, or should I say that It does not look 
like enough to do it. Nitric acid slowly 
oxidizes the salt water and, as the loose-
ly formed bond breaks, the chlorine is 
momentarily nascent. This 'newborn 
chlorine Is, for a small fraction of a 
second, 100 times more powerful than 
elemental chlorine gas. In aqua regia 
the chlorine soon finds a second chlo-
rine and becomes elemental chlorine, 
losing Its power. Within the saltwater 
complex the chlorine combines with 
whatever is available and, if nothing Is 
avaIlable, It reunites with sodium. In this 
way the chlorine is Still there and can be 
triggered again and again. Couple this 
phenomenon with the fact that the reac-
tion of chlorine with gold is exothermic 
and suddenly we have a self-sustaining 
chemical engine pumping heat directly 
Into the spot where it is needed. 

At this point we knew that the olu-
tion would leach gold but whether it was 
a valid and useful method had yet to be 
proven. We performed ten tests using a 
measured gold plate and setting the 
time at thirty minutes. As the tests pro-
gressed It was noted that the quantity of 
gold going Into solution Increased with 
each time the solution was used. The 
only variables that we were not control-
ling was a slight Increase in tempera-
ture and the Increasing gold content 
within the solution. We noted this fact 
and graphed the function. As we had 
already decided upon the first series of 
tests we continued, this time using 18K 
gold to represent 750 fine. The same 
curve appeared for the total metal re- 
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SSN: A Powerful but Friendly Leach 
by Walter Lashley 

American Society for Applied Technology 

Ii 	- -•4..__ - -. 	00(4) 
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When reading a Pourbaix the (a) 
indicates that the complex is in solution 
and (-a) states that the Ion is negative. 

SOUTH AMERICAN GEMS 

EXPLORATION, INC. 
We are offering ALL GEMS at Dealer's cost! 

Send $50 plus $5 shipping to receive one of the following gems: 

10 CT SWISS BLUE TOPAZ 
	

RETAIL VALUE $200.00 
10 CT AMETHYST 
	

RETAIL VALUE $200.00 
10 CT GARNET 
	

RETAIL VALUE $200.00 

ALL GEMS ARE GEM GRADE, CUT AND POLISHED 
100% Money Back Guarantee 

, 	 For all 'your Gemstone Needs, 
Call 1-800-553-6505 

Sales & Lab Identification Services 
S.A.G.E., Inc 

P.O. Box 20456 
Sarasota, FL 34276 
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moved with the gold being proportion-
ate. This suggested that temperature 
was the cause. 

Beck to the Computer 
Computers can be very cooperative 

If you know how to pose your question, 
so let's ask for the same chemistry at 80 
degrees centigrade with the printout 
only Involving the gold reactions. To 
keep It clean and simple, let's use only 
the positive voltages and pH no higher 
than pH 8 and down to 4 molar acid (the 
last is Just for printing room). This gives 
us the upper left quadrant where the 
reactions of Interest lie. 

GM 

'I 

,.$ 

,4Ae 	
A.103 

UT...
NO Mai 

MW V&VdMA4-F 	- 

Required redox voltage dropped to 
just below 900 millivolts and the point of 
wasted chemistry begins at pH 0. In 
fact, the diagranT Implies that any pH 
less than pH 8.2 will dissolve gold. We 
tried it with the pH at 1.3 and 80 degrees 
C. Our test plate was 1.4 grams of 750 
line gold. Ken watched In fascination as 
the gold plate vanished In a matter of 
minutes. When he reported Ws, some 
larger pieces of pure gold were quickly 
chosen and Inserted In the solution. 
They, too, vanished in minutes. Seven 
milliliters of solution dissolved a total of 
4.5 grams of gold in fitly minutes. The 
solution was by no means saturated 
with gold but taking It to an end point 
would not gain Information of great val-
ue. 

Metallic copper Is very slightly solu-
ble in hydrochloric acid but it dissolved 
readily in the chlorates and perchiora-
tes that are present in this leach. By the 
rules the solubility of gold In the pres-
ence of metallic copper should be nil 
but when both gold and copper are 
present in the same beaker neither 
metal seems to suffer a loss of llxMa-
lion. Another observation during the 
test series was that regardless of how 
violent the reaction at the surface of the 
gold the odor of emitted chlorine was 
absent. This suggests that it re-com-
bines with sodium rather than forming 
chlorine gas. 

All eighteen minerals of gold are 
insoluble in both aqua reQia and aIkaU 
cyanide which means that they escape 
recovery in many situations. Of these 
minerals the t,o most troublesome are 
aurocuprite aid cupoaurlte, both of 
which are corrpounds of gold and cop-
per. SSN will l4ach both  of these miner-
als. By the tim this article has gone to 
press we will have  checked the remain-
ing sixteen m!nerals of gold. For the 
time being Ietsave a look at palladium, 
platinum and rod!um. 

'.4  1 FL_~_ P&G 

Ns2P) 

LA 
L___j 

Pd 

flb.Wd-. ., 

Diagram #3 suggests that  palladium  
wlfl leach at an 'redox above 4.00 m ill i-
volts and at an pH between pH 0 to pH 
6. When fired alumina with palladium 
bonded to the surface was placed in 
SSN leach the eaction was Immediate 
and quantltati a. Massr'e palladium 
went into solu Ion as rapidly as sliver 
would in nitric acki. SSN is an excellent 
solvent for this ( metal. Palladium Is the 
least noble of he PGM family so let's 
move on to olatinum.  

b.(f.d14 

'1 

IA 

I., P.01 

'N 

Platinum is more noble than palladi-
um and Pourbalx diagram #4 shows 
that the window of solubility has begun 
to close. Redox is up to 650 millivolts 
and pH has narrowed to 4.5 or greater. 

In an effort to check really against 
theory, our tests involved both massive 
platinum and finely divided platinum. In 
both cases the lbdvlatlon time was equal 
to that of gold. 

'1 

I.& 

• 	I., 

AA 

Ii 

e ..ia,.ø4.Lgp 	 pH 

• With a raised eyebrow we ask the 
program for the Pourbalx diagram of 
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rhodium In SSN liquor. In all honesty, 
we felt that this was pressing our luck a 
little far. It takes about 60 seconds for 
the computer to respond for a goo 
situation. Sixty seconds later the crunch 
continued and we waited for another 
twenty minutes before the screen 
cleared and began to write. As you can 
see, we have a diagram stating that 
rhodium will dissolve in the SSN leach. 
The window has closed to pH 2 but It Is 
still there. 

Finely divided rhodium dissolved as 
easily as gold but the larger particles 
were a little slower. It Is rare In nature 
that these metals would be found in a 
pure state and for that reason we pro-
duced a pea-sized bead of gold, palla-
dium, platinum and rhodium equally 
proportioned. The solubility was total 
and the time was rapid. 

Without running the Pourbaix dia-
grams we compounded a bead with all 
six PGEs present and tried again. This 
one was a failure, just as we anticipat-
ed. The insolubility of osmium, rutheni-
um and Iridium blocked off the reaction 
with only the surface metals becoming 
Involved. 

Leaching Recovery 
Flexibility Is one of the virtues of this 

leach. SSN may be used for a weep 
type heap leach, flooded pit leach, or 
batch leach. The reaction time may be 
controlled by the temperature and/or 
the amount of nitric acid used. When 
the acid content Is at Its maximum effi-
ciency the solution will not harm the 
skin, making the handling of the solu-
tion quite safe. 

When used with pyrite and arsenopy-
ritet the free gold dissolves before the 

There is no secret for-
mula, no proprietary infor-
mation, Just a simple 
straight-forward leach... 

pyrites have totally digested. In the 
case of entrapped gold the pyrites may 
be totally digested. 

Recovery of the metals from solution 
posed no problem, for we used Butyl 
Diglyme to recover 999.99 gold and 
zinc cementation for the pallacium, plat-
Inum and rhodium. We should add that 
we have a member on the East Coast 
that Is developing a resin structured 
from thiourea for use in low level leach 
situations involving SSN leaching. 

SSN has proven to be an excellent 
method of assay when the filters are 
folded In test lead and cupelled. Their 
results for both gold and PGEs are not 
only proven and weighable but a meth-
od of recovery demonstrated simulta-
neously. These assays may be of any 
size required from one to ten assay ton. 

There Is no secret formula, no propri-
etary Information, just a simple straight-
forward leach; saturated saltwater trig-
gered with a small amount of nitric acid. 
Without the cooperation and financial 
support of the membership, ASATwould 
not be able to provide this Information 
for the Industry at large. If you find this 
information interesting and useful we 
could use your support as well. Call or 
write ASAT, P.O. Box 1705, Silver City, 
NM 88062-1705, phone (505) 388-
5654. 

BLM Extends Comment Period 
on Desert Management Plan 

The Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) has extended the comment pe-
ilod for the Northern and Eastern Cali- 
fornia Desert Coordinated Management 
Plan and environmental Impact state-
ment(EIS)to June 111, 1994, 

This comprehensive multi-agency 
planning effort Is designed to protect 
threatened and endangered species 
and their habitats within a 5.5 million. 
acre area in eastern San Bernardino, 
Riverside, and Imperial Counties. The 
BLM, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USIWS), California Department of Fish 
and Game, and Joshua Tree National 
Monument are seeking the involvement 
of local, state, and federal agencies, 
private organizations, interest groups, 
and the public to identify issues and 
management actions that should be 
addressed In the draft management 
plan and EIS. 

The management plan will direct fu-
ture public land use decisions and the 
activities of cooperating local, state, 
and federal agencies. When completed 
and approved, It will provide specific 
guidelines for such uses as recreation, 
grazing, mining, and wilderness. The 
plan also will serve as the regional 
guidance document in the Implementa-
tion of the USFWS' Desert Tortoise 
Recovery Plan. 

Public comments will be accepted 
through June 11, 1994, at BLM's Cali-
fornia Desert District Office, 6221 Box 
Springs Blvd., Riverside, CA 92507. 
For more Information contact Dick 
Crowe at (909) 697-5218. 
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*Domestic (U.S.) legal services 

(including mineral patents). 
•Overs.aa assistance In acquiring 

mining concessions, with 
emphasis on Latin America. 

RICHARD KEITH CORBIN 
Mining Lawyer 

(916) 44$-OOLD 
300 Capitol M.fl Suite 1225 

Sacramento, CA 95514 
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TO LOCATE 
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Partners for Gold Exploration 
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Leoti, KS 
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L. 2 1JLA( L.EACt EMAMBLI COt.!) 

(BUG) 

OR 
ULK CYAN10E HET1IO1 

. method I.e bsec3 on  the 

 

se lective dtl60LUtt0I of guld, • tivst and soi of 
 potassium 

their tQOpOUfldI by dL.ULS ae rated .otuttO' of sodium.;01tCt 	r 

cyanide. Cold and iec are pt$cipttit 	
from he tyanids 50tutton by either 

.Lnc dust or acti1att 
carbon. 

Onc.e the gold has been concentrated by pr.ctptt$tiOfl 

its 	
is oeternth 	by MS after zinc or carbon 

La removed b fire 

a6MAYor other chemical means. 
The method wac df signed to 

try to overcome the 901;1
p0pulitL0t affects that 

occurs in low 

 
level gold •amplC5 

by being able to treat very large asmples end 

eiitr*Ct all the gold from the simple' 
The normal sample 

weigh t  is approximately 

5kgi end the QfllY pvepar*.i0 t%c airY is toscreen the 
sample to about 2ff 

before submit 	to the 
leboretQCY for n.1yILa. 

t(OWSVer, like all methods 

there itS odventag" and di&adV&flt*' 
with this method. Before 

VS 

ariOL$ stages in a LLG analysis' 
these let us look at the v  

A) Dissolution 

if the dt55olUtO1 tit regard 
	a. a electr° 	micil 

urroIioI 	then 

he geld may be considered to be going 
intO solution it the anodic 

eeai of  the 

gold psttiC. 	while oxygen is reduced at 
the cathodic areas, and •ls;tt0 	•t* 

transferred through the 
ta.taL from the endiC to the cathodic sites 

ta. at gnadicl  
2 Au 4 4 C 	• 2 ku((.$ 2) i 2c 

at cathodic" 

02 	2 	
2a 	1202 4 20K 

0 	 4CN 2 	
2o- 

2 2  14 0 	 GOLD 	

l 

t1 10 2  

20t1_ 

	

Considuring the above 	
it can be s een the!. a number of ft9t5 

are important th  ensuring  that the gold prssent in the •&tpt$i oe$ into ioiuttOfl' 

(t) OXYGEN in 

	

Oxygen in solution is all 
11 

	for 
the 

dissolution of gold in iqusoul 

solutions at Qr4tflaY teicpStat*I 
	The 

samples are normally roads up to 50% 

icltdi with tap w
ater as the first stage in the 0p.itiOfl. 

Tap water contains 

between 5-loppm 4j150lvSd 
oxygen  and this cencentr*tt01 is cU 

that is required to 

ensure diI,VtUtt0. During the dissolutiOn state it Is 
uivat to agtt$tS the •.epttp 

this not only fiIUtS1 th a t the solution remains saturated with 
ozygefli but also 

that gold particle 1 
come in toflt&Ct with the cyanide and oxygen. Pto 

attempt need 

be mmdi 
to Increase the partial prsssUre of oxygen 

evsr the solution s.g. by using 

hi gh pr(CPUrC sit on oxygen, in •ttoiad 
vessels 

itntSOflCS the conc,ntrlttofl of 

dissolved oxygen exceeds 25ppm the 
diSiOlUttQfl rate dscr.sst 

I 
I 

I 
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(2) CJI0E IM SOLUTION 

The samples are made up to 50% Solids with W water and the yaMd Is 
added. A concentrat0fl of be'ietfl 0,10 • 0,20% CM is used ir most laboratories. 

Cyanide i consumed or lost during the dissolution In a number of ways. 

(a) if the pH Ii allowed to drop 
the N&CN Is hydrolysed to 14CM which is 

volatile and poisonouS. For this 
reason a pH of about 10.5 Is required 

throughout the opr&tlOfl to orvent hydrclyif$ 

ç b) Iron sulphideS, pyrrhotlte and to a 	sser extent pyrite form ferrocyanides. 

ci Copper minerals are readily soluble 1 	yanlde solutions, with copper 

.1bonstes e.g. malachite and 
azurite ca• 'q tre largest cyanide ConsumPtion. 

(d) Arsenic and antimony minerals form 	ie colexeS and reduce the 

dissolution rat. 
Because ,of the above "are will be cyanide CoMumPtl0fl during the di$sQ1Uti' 

and so it is necs'• 	
the laboratory to clossly monitor the cyanide 

strength In solutior 	st the concentration when necessary.  

(3) PARTICLE SIZE 

If a Solut1on rate 3mg/Cm2  hr is taken as a rough average of the olutiOfl 

rates met with in practice, it may be Shown that a spherical particle 44um 

diameter (325) would 
take 14 hourS to dissOlve while a 149um sphere (150#) 

would 
take 48 hours. This emphasisCS the importance of not 

us i ng  this method 

If visible gold can be seen In the sample 
 when collecting it. 

After the sample has been In contact with the cyanide for a set time, usually 

babeen 1Z44 hours depending on the laboratorY, floculating agent; are 
added 

to assist In clarifying the 
çolutiofl. A set weight of liquor is then extracted 

and the process then proceeds to the precipitation stage. 

(4) PRECIPITATION * 

As mentioned earlier several methods are available for precipitation 9016 

and silver from cyanide 
solutions. At present precip1ttiQfl with zinc dust Is 

by far the most comon technique used by laboratories doing BUG work and so 

we will  consider this technique in more detail. 
Gold and silver are quickly and completely cemented from çy&nid 

	lut1QflS by 

zinc according to fllowinQ equation 

Zn + ZAu(CH) • 2 Au + Zn(CN) 

Copper is partly precip1tatednumerous side re,ct4on$ occur which 
laid to 

consumption of zinc and or contamination f the preclpit&tC. Zinc dissQlVIS 

readily In cyanide solution in the presence of oxygen so the solutions are 

daereted before precipitation. 
Lead, in small amount;, Improves preci 	 Is usua l ly added o very slo4 pitation by fori1ng a lead • zinc cvple, 

and for this reason lead acetate or 'lead mitrate t  
and so 1. - 5ppm lead in solution Is the maximum used. 

When precipitation is complete. usually 30 • 60 minutes th e  vacuum Is removed 

and the sample Is then filtered and the precipitate containing gold and silver 
on zinc is recovered. 

() OETMlNATl0N OF AU CONCENTRATION 

Laboratories that util1 	a fire asss finiSh thin dry the precipitate, mix 

with 
suitable fluxes and then go through the fire assay process 

AS dliCuLLtd 

•arlies. As the smount of gold in the final prill Is likely to be very low 

all laboratories do the gold concentration determination by MS. 
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I 	_ 0 oor&torles using a wet chsmf cal means disSolve the zinc in h
ydrochloric acid. 

After the zinc is dlsIlQved aqua rtlS Is added to 
diSIQlVI.thq gold and this 

I 	
is 

then extracted into an organic solvent usually 
M.I.O.K. and read on an AAS. 

This then 1$ briefly the OutlinB of the method. Lot 
US rtI1 coMider the 

advan tages and disadvantages of the method. 

(A) ADVANTAGES 

(1) BecauSe very large Samples can be treated and all the gold extracted from 
the sample, very low detection limits can be ota1red, Most laborstoriat 

quote a detection limit of 
about 0,05ppb on 50 ppt, cared with 5ppb by fire 

as sly. 
(2) Because the method treats the 

whole sample, the problem of 0bte1fl1c o 
laboratory representative subsample Is not encountered. As a 

rs%ult, accuracies  

such 
that one or two gold particles in the 5Kg iample should be detected. The 

method therefore overcomes the "gold population 
CffCCt$s lB low level samples. 

(3) 
Since no sample prep&r&tloi' is reQuired, the only cost involved Is that 

of the analysis. Most laboratories chargearound $30.00 for this type of 

analysis. 

(B) 0ISAVITAGS 

(t) The method Is designed for grass 
roots stage exploration. It should be used 

to define target areas after which conventiOnal exploration t 
	

for the 
tech 	 i.e. pan 

concentrates and sieve analyses are employed. It is not designed  
eveluatlof' of known exploration targets since the gold value Obt&ifld is not 
totLi gold as btb4ned by fire assay, but rather cyanide extractable gold. 

(2) If visible gOld 
Is present In the sample, the method should not be used 

since not all the gold will be dissolved In the extraction time. 

(3) 
Since each laboratory doing the method has different operation parameters 

e.9 extraction time, preciPt8ti 	
method etc. results from one laboratory 

will not be comperabli with those from anothe huld maintain using that 
r laboratory. For this reason if 

you start a program with one laboratory you  

laboratory  throughout the program. 
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THE REDUCTION OF CLEAR HILLS IRON ORE BY THE R-N PROCESS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of an iron and steel industry is of prime consideration in theindustri-

al growth of any nation or area. This statement is no less true for Alberta, and as a consequence 

the Research Council of Alberta has throughout its entire history been actively interested in the 

development of this v ita l basic industry. Indeed, the Research Council was established as 

consequence of geological investigations on iron ore deposits in Alberta by Dr. J. A. Altcrn 

during the First World War. The interest and activity of the Research Council in this field has 

been particularly marked in recent years culminating in its participation in the semicommercial 

demonstration plant tests on the reduction of Peace River iron ore by the R-N process at Birming- 

ham, Alabama. 

This report traces the developments leading to the R-N testing program, and also 

offers a description of the tests and an analysis of the results. 

II. HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PEACE RIVER IRON ORE DEPOSIT 

In 1953 geologists of the Phillips Petroleum Company and of the Ofl and Gas Conser-

vation Board noted the presence of iron during the examination of core from a Phillips Petroleum 

Company well (Phil C No. I well). Subsequently the iron-bearing materials were found in three 

other Phillips  wells. 

In May, 1954, D. B. McDougall obtained an iron prospecting permit covering 

100,000 acres in the Clear Hills area. He drilled 1 I holes in the Swift Creek deposit and a 

report was written on the results of this work. For this investigation the chemical analyses were 

performed by W. E. Harris and K. B. Newbound at the University of Alberta, and the mineralogi-

ca
l analysis by C. P. Gravenor of the Research Council of Alberta. A bulk sample was sent to 

the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines and Technical Surveys. Later in 1954 a surface 
geological party was sent in by McDougall and a report was prepared by H. S. McColl of his staff. 

This report carries the first mention of outcrops along Swift Creek. 

In 1956 mineralogical and age dating reports were prepared by A. C. Lenz at the 

University of Alberta under the direction of C. P. Grovenor. This was the first comprehensive 

report on the co
nstituents of theiron-bearing material. In the same year the Research Council of 

Alberta sent R. Green and D. J. Kidd up to examine the Swift Creek deposit. Also in 1956, 

Premier Steel Mills Ltd. obtained a report from McDougall on his findings and took out several 

permits on the Swift Creek deposit. 

In 1957, Premier Steel Mills Ltd. continued their investigations, working southwards, 

and along with a local farmer (Anderson) located the southern Clear Hills deposit. Also in 1957, 

G. L. Colborne, graduate student at the University of Alberta, examined the Swift Creek oc-

currence for Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company and wrote a thesis on this material. 

In 1958, D. J. Kidd of the Research Council mapped all the outcrops along the 

southern Clear Hills indicating the best areas for further p
rospecting. Kidd made an estimate of 

130 million tons available for strp-mining operations. At the some time, Premier Steel Mills Ltd. 

continued their operation in an examination of the Worsely occurrence by stripping operations. 
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Table 2. Chemical analyses of iron-rich samples, southern Clear Hills 
(after Kidd, 1959) 

-- 

I

Weight per cent 

13 	 14 	 15 	 16 

Total Fe 	 27.33 	 41.47 	 38.10 	 20.90 

Mn 2--_ 	0.25 	 0.29 - 	0.29 	 0.18 

	

'2 	
41.74 	 18.84 	 25.32 	 39.46 

A1 2 03 	 5.94 	 6.63 	 6.02 - 	3.97 

coo CJv 	0.63 	 0.52 	 0.95 	 9.19 

	

o 	 0.83 	 0.82 	 0.48 	 1.05 

Ti 02 	 0.24 	 0.34 	 0.23 	 0.17 

P 	7-f 	0.377 	 0.353 	 0.536 	 0.278 

S 	 0.007 	 0.012 	 0.008 	 0.032 

C 1L-) 	 0.65 	 0.66 	 0.58 	 2.55 

Combined water 	6.84 	 8.79 	 7.60 	 5.37 

.1 
I 

11 

17 

18.49 

0.16 

55.68 

5.10 

3.40 

0.90 

0.27 

0.120 

0.015 

1.10 

3.27 

Sulphur content ranges from zero to 0.03 per cent (Kidd, 1959). The five analyses of the samples 
from the southern Clear Hills show an average of 29.2 per cent iron. 

The silica and phosphorus content would appear to be high for long-established North 
American smelting methods but apparently a concentrate can be prepared which is suitable For 
blast furnace operation (Kidd, 1959). The percentages of other constituents such as sulphur are 

within metallurgically acceptable limits. 

In the absence of a detailed drilling program it is difficult to give an accurate as-
sessment of reserves. Based on available data, Kidd (1959) has suggested 1.5 billion tons for the 
Swift Creek deposit and 136 million for the southern Clear Hills deposit. In terms of strippable 
reserves the Swift Creek estimate might have to be reduced due to the heavy overburden on 
certain parts of the deposit. 	 - 

Other ferruginous Cretaceous sandstone deposits in the Peace River region have been 
reported from the Dunvegan area, Spirit River Town, and the Smoky River (Kidd, 1959). Some of 
these deposits are similar petrographically and chemically to those described from Swift Creek but 
very little is known about their extent. 
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that steel plants totalling a capacity of 400,000 tons per year have been established in the four 

western provinces. In addition, the centrifugal casting plants of Anthes-Imperial at Calgary and 

Griffin Wheel Company in Winnipeg require an additional 40,000 tons of iron per year. Recent 

	

I 	
years have witnessed the amazing growth of pipe mills and their combined capacity is in excess of 

,000,000 tons per year. With the exception of the Saskatchewan plant the skeip for remaining 

plants is imported into Western Canada. 

I While the iron needs of the present rolling mills have been met by scrap supplies, the 

future expansion of the iron and steel industry together with the requirements for the pipe mills is 

raising the question of a basic source of supply of iron. The Consolidated Mining and Smelting 

I 
Company of Canada Ltd. are already producing pig iron from their iron-rich tailings. Interest is 

also being shown by various groups in the Kelsey Lake deposits of Saskatchewan, the Peace River 

deposits, the Burmis magnetic sands, and the magnetites of Dillon, Montana. 

V. STEPS LEADING TO R-N TESTS 

I 
	

Metallurgical Investigations 

It was early apparent to Premier Steel Mills Ltd. that the Peace River iron ore was 

I 	unsuitable as a blast furnace feed and the company began investigating various methods of process- 

ing low-grade ores. 

At Watenstedt, Germany, a plant was in operation on a large scale utilizing low 

grade ores. The process in use was the Krupp-Renn process, a rotary kiln method using low-grade 

coal for reduction and oil or powdered coal for fuel. In 1956, samples of the ore and of Alberta 

coal were sent to Germany for pilot plant tests. Following satisfactory results on the test, Premier 

Steel Mills Ltd. sent a technical team to Germany to observe the commercial operation at 

Watenstedt. The basic conclusion arrived at by the team was that the process was satisfactory but 

that the product was unsuitable for anything but blast furnace charge material. 

It was then recommended by Dr. Colciough of the British Iron and Steel Research 

Association, W. Voice of the British Iron and Steel Research Association, and P. E. Cavanagh of 

the Ontario Research Foundation that further work be done toward concentration of the ore. As a 

result, Cavanagh of the Ontario Research Foundation was commissioned to carry out a program of 

investigation involving flash roasting and magnetic concentration. Preliminary tests indicated that 

a concentrate running 54 - 56 per cent iron which was suitable charging material for a blast 

furnace could be produced. 

I
Following these laboratory test results which indicated that the Peace River ore could 

be concentrated up to a grade of 54 - 56 per cent iron, it was decided that further work should be 

done on the geological and mining end of the project, and in 1958 a program of development was 

I 
initiated calling for the drilling of closely spaced holes to definitely prove tonnage, grade, and 

overburden. Unfortunately, great difficulty was encountered in recovering reliable samples by 

standard drilling techniques and the program was abandoned until a suitable technique could be 

developed. In the meantime, some large bulldozer cuts were made into the deposit and bulk 

I 	samples were taken for further metallurgical work. In late 1959, a dry drilling technique using an 

air blast to bring up the sample was tested and found to work successfully, and by March 1960 

25,750,000 tons averaging 32.65 per cent iron had been proven. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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below the melting point of the materials, and with subsequent concentration and brquetUng of the 

metallic iron. The process had been successfully demonstrated during five years' operation of the 

R-N pilot plant, Birmingham, Alabama, on a great variety of ores and concentrates with iron 

contents from about 30 per cent iron to 70 per cent iron, and with ore particle sizes ranging from 

about 20 mesh to about 1 inch. Even very fine-grained ores and concentrates with particle size 

less than 200 mesh have been successfully treated after pelletizing the material before processing. 

As the process is corned out below the melting temperature of the materials, the process is suitable 

to bask as well as acidic ores. Thus the versatility of the process as regards ore grade and ore 

particle size has been thoroughly established. 

A similar versatility has been established with respect to the fuel requirements of the 

process. The fuel requirements consist of: 

1. Solid carbon for reducing agent 

The solid carbonoceous matter is mixed with the ore and acts.os reducing agent for the 

iron oxides, forming COwhch is combusted above the ore bed in the rotary kiln. A wide variety 

of carbonaceous matter as, for instance, coke breeze, anthracite and char with low as well as high 

sulfur and ash contents, have been used successfully for this purpose. 

2. Additional gaseous fuel for heating the kiln load 

For this purpose, it has been established that natural gas, mineral oils (heavy as well 

as light), coal char gases, and other industrial gases of similar composition can be used. An ex-

tremely important development in this respect is the development of special processes for charring 

coking as well as noncoking coal - processes which can be integrated with the R-N reduction kiln, 

producing char for reducing agent and hot char gas as fuel for the kiln. Thus, coal, coking or 

noncoking, can be used as the sole source of fuel required for the process. The possibilities of the 

R-N process are thereby greatly enhanced and expanded, especially for locations and countries 

which lack coking coats for conventional steel production or where gaseous fuel is costly. 

Description of the R-N Pilot Plant 

I
The R-N plant consists primarily of a large, rotary kiln similar to a cement kiln. Ore 

mixed with a  solid reductant such as coke breeze or coal char is fed into the kiln which is fired by 

oil or hot combustible gases as, for instance, char gas or partially combusted natural gas. The 

I 	
material travels through the kiln, is heated up and reduced to metallic iron progressively in 

counter-current to the kiln gases. The discharge from the kiln is cooled, separated from excess 

coke, ground and magnetically separated for removal of gangue, leaving o high-grade metallic 

iron concentrate which is pressed into briquettes suitable for steel melting stock. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The rotary kiln is 150 feet long with 9 feet OD and 7 1/2 feet ID. Spaced along the 

length of the kiln and penetrating the kiln wall are 6-foot-long, open-end air inlet tubes, extend-

ing to the axis of the kiln. Through these tubes regulated amounts of air are introduced for pro-

gressive combustion of the combustible gases in the kiln. Each tube acts as an inverted burner, 

admitting air into a stream of combustible gas. instead of one strong, high-temperature flame, as 

in the case of only one burner at the end of the kiln, there are as many smaller flames as there are 

air tubes. This system of heating provides very precise control of the temperature profile over a 

major portion of the kiln, with corresponding increase of capacity and with relatively low flame 

temperatures in the kiln, minimizing the danger of clinkering. 

For temperature control, ten thermocouples are mounted in the kiln. Thermocouple 

No. 1 measures the temperature in the stationary precombustion chamber at the discharge end of 



1 
I 	Natural Gas 

17 

The heat value of the gas was 1,042 B.t.u. per Cu. ft. Its analysis was: 

I 
I 

CH4 

C2 H6  

C3H 8  

C4H 10  

Cn H n  

93.8 % 

2.6% 

0.6 % 

0.25% 

0.25% 

I 
In the combustion Chamber of the kiln, the gas is partially combusted and the resulting hot Com-

bustible gases are passed into the kiln. 

Limestone 

I limestone is normally mixed with the feed to effectively minimize the sulfur Content of 

the R-N product which usually contains less than 0.05 per cent sulfur, even when relatively high 

sulfur, content ores and fuels are used. In the first part of the test, a locally available limestone 

I 

	

	with particle size minus 3/16 was used. Later the addition of limestone was discontinued as the 

amount of lime in the ore itself seemed to be sufficient for sulfur removal. 

Water 

Water is used for cooling the kiln bearings, for indirect Cooling of the kiln discharge, 

and for wet grinding, classification, and separation. 

Operation 

During the period from August I to October 9, 1960, two tests were made in the R-N 

pilot plant on 5,285.60 net tons of Clear Hills ore, supplied by Premier Steel Mill Ltd., Edmonton, 

AIbeita, Canada. The first test was made on 3,486.05 net tons of ore from August 1 through Sep-

tember 2, and the second test on 1779.55 net tons of ore from September 17 through October 9. 

The purpose of the tests was to demonstrate the amenability of the Peace River ore to 

treatment by the R-N process under conditions to allow realistic, economic projection to com-

mercial scale. For any ore tested in the pilot plant, a "run-in" period is required to reach the 

optimum conditions, before a so-called "steady state" period can be established, during which 

complete operational data and heat and material balances are obtained as a basis for the com-
mercial projection. 

In the first test run, the ore "as received" was crushed to 5/8 inch prior to feeding to 

I the kiln. The amount of fines in the ore "as received" and as created by crushing and handling 

was considerable - at times, the ore, as fed to the kiln, contained as much as 70 per cent minus 

6 mesh. As the amount of fines varied, it was difficult to maintain an even load in the kiln. 

I 	Besides, the presence of the fines necessitated a very close temperature control on the kiln in order 

to avoid sintering when operating so close to the softening temperature of the ore fines. Although 

sintering deposits on the walls were not formed, considerable difficulties were bxperienced with 

loose sinter deposits of fine particles on the thermocouple protection tubes requiring constant ex-

change and cleaning of thermocouples. In the latter part of the test run, some of the ore fines 

I 

I 
1 
I 

I 
I 
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As further research on the concentration circuit seemed to be needed, four one-

thousand-pound samples of concentrate were shipped to the following laboratories for study: 

Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa 

Ontario Research Foundation 

Department of Mining and Metallurgy, University of Alberta 

Wright Engineering, Vancouver, B.C. 

Test II was carried out from September 16 to October 9, 1960. An additional 1800 

tons were received and treated in this period, with the procedures evolved towards the close of 

the previous period. The ore for Test II had been exposed to heavy rains in transit and on the 

stock pile and presented more feeding problems due to sticking in the bins and passages. However, 

the last fourteen days of operation were satisfactory and gave an average metallization of 90 per 

cent. The "steady state" period ran from October 3 through October 7 and is presented as basis 

for commercial projection. 

Observat i on 

The R-N Corporation welcomes observers representing their clients. The supervisory 

personnel of the corporation were most cooperative and willing to discuss all aspects of the oper-

ation and to answer any questions. Photostatic copies of daily data sheets were made available to 

all observers. All observers were impressed with the complete openness and objectivity with which 

the R-N personnel discussed all matters. The following observers were present during various 

I 
	

phases of the tests: 

Dr. C. S. Sams, Professor of Metallurgy, University of British Columbia, representing 

I
Premer Steel Mills, Ltd., Edmonton. 

Mr. L. R. Cuniinghm, Premier Steel Mills, Ltd., Edmonton. 

Mr. John Gregory, Research Council of Alberta, Edmonton. 

I 

	

	
Mr. George Sibkin, Mta!!urgst, Steel Company of Canada, Ltd. Hamilton. 

Mr. George Vers, Head, Pyro-merallurgical Section, Department of Mines and 

Technca! Surveys, Ottawa. 

Dr. John DortneU, representing Steworts and Lloyds, England. 

I 

	

	Mr. G. G. Ridley, represenng Stewaifs and Lloyds, England. 

Mr. P. A'idee, Stec! Comp.ny ol Coud Ltd., Hamilton. 

Mr. D. K. Picket, Depo.tmer of Mines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa. 

VII. R-N CORPORATION TEST RESULTS 

The test results were compiled by the R-N Corpoco1or1 and presented to Premier Steel 

Mills in reports entitled: 

I 	() Sptildng Pilot Mont Test Report, Premier Steel W! H Ltd., Canada, August Ito October 9, 

1960 
(2) R-N Report No. 179, R-N Commercial Facility Projection of Premier Steel Mills Ltd. Peace 

I River Ore, Cases 1 & 2 

Summary 

The "steoy stare" period from O.:tober 3 throg October 7 is representative of 

stable, controlled operations of thB pilot port on this o:e. The results and data obtained during 

I 
I 
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Peace River Ore 

2nd Test - 3tedy3tte 

3-Oct. 7, i9 

a111.'it.IOn 90.6o Recovery 74.22 ,4 actuL, 33.17T.,corrected Met 

	

Ratural 	. 	Dr-i 	 Tons 	* 	Tons 	* 	Tons 	* 	* 	* 

Item 	 Tons 	Water 	Tons 	Iron 	Iron 	Silica Silica Carbon Carbon 	Ash 	Met. 	23 CaO 	P 

RAW MATERIALS 

Ore (plus pellets) 	527.89 	114.51 	1451.28 	140.17 	1828 	18.50 	83.148 	1.65 	7.143 	- 	- 	7.1451 	3.661 	0.69" 

Fresh Coke 	 110.35 	13.145 	95.51 	3.53 	3.37 	9.23 	8.82 	76.314 	72.91 	21.04 	- 	- 	- 	- 

Recycle Coke 	 177.91 	19.53 	1143.17 	5.35 	7.66 	9.79 	114.01 	73.53 	105.27 	25.52 	314.77 	- 	- 	- 

Limestone 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

TOTAL IN 	 816.15 	15.146 	689.96 	28. 145 	196.31 	15.141 	106.31 	26.90 	185.61 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

CONCENTRATE 

Final Concentrate 	121.21 	7.814 	111.71 	90.00 	100.514 	3.56 	3.98 	0.25 	0.26 	- 	914.10 	2.31 	0.76 	0.29 

Special Sample 	 14.05 	37.45 	2.53 	50.1.3 	1.28 	26.28 	0.66 	2.19 	0.06 	- 	- 	- 	- 

Filter Cake to Pellets 	92.52 	15.38 	78.29 	62.00 	48.514 	114.65 	11.147 	3.1.6 	2.71 	- 	76.71. 	- 	- 

WASTER 

First Stage Tailings 	51420.00 	97.01 	162.12 	21.18 	314.314 	39.68 	64.32 	7.78 	12.62 	- 	146.51 	- 	- 	- 

Second Stage Tailings 	5001.00 	99.143 	28.35 	18.10 	5.13 	39.26 	11.13 	0.53 	0.15 	- 	28.86 	- 	- 

Kiln Tailings 	 6329. 00 	99-73 	17.09 	19.78 	3.38 	19.02 	3.25 	38.15 	6.52 	- 	36.13 	- 	- 	- 

Stack Less (Est.) 	 9.55 	- 	9.55 	23.88 	2.30 	15.71 	1.50 	23.12 	2.20 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

Spillage 	 1.22 	13.91. 	1.05 	50.148 	0.53 	10.48 	0.11 	14.76 	0.05 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

Total Waste 	 - 	- 	218.16 	20.91. 	45.68 	36.81 	80.31 	9.87 	21.51. 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

Recycle Coke 	 177.91 	19.53 	11.3.17 	5.35 	7.66 	9.79 	114.01 	73.53 	105.27 	25.52 	314.77 	- 	- 

TOTAL OtTt 	 - 	- 	553.86 	- 	203.70 	- 	110.1.3 	- 	129.86 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

	

Gas 	 Power 	Recycle 	Kiln Gas - average Analysis - 	Dy Volume 

	

MCF 	 KWH 	Coke Ratio CO 	CO2 	CHI 	2Z 	22 

	

2119 	116,000 	1.50 	3.0 	15.5 	1.9 	0.7 	1.2 

1(1121 TEMPERATURES, DECREER F. 
WEATHER 

Kiln 
Speed 	

Kiln Cooler 	Avg F 

	

. 	Avg. 

	

PR 	.1!. ... j . 	. J. 	#5 	#6 	#7 	#8 	#9 	F.E.R. Stack Disc. 	Disc. Temp. ' 	Rum. * 

Avg. Gas 	5:39 1885 19614 1976 1962 1960 19143 1936  1915 1910 	- 	9014 	507 	1169 	- 
73 	82 

Avg. Bed 	- 	- 	1907 1095 1006 18130 1069 1064 1817 1568 	- 	- 	- 	- 	288 

	

"Fur ore included only - for composition of ore plus pellet feed, see following page. 	 - 

-zr 
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Footnotes: 

(1) The moisture content of the ore, as processed during the test, was higher than expected for 

commercial conditions. 

(2) This lower value of heat in the unburned gases is approximately one million B.t.u. per ton of 

concentrate more than was actually obtained from the heat balance calculations of the period 

August 3 to August 10 and is equivalent to 3.5 per cent combustibles in the exhaust gas. The per 

cent combustibles for this period was just over 2 per cent as compared to over 6 per cent for the 

"steady state" period. During the "steady state" period no particular effort was made to reduce 

the combustibles in the exhaust gas since the reduction of iron was of prime importance. 

(3) During the latter part of the test it was necessary to borrow a magnetic separator from the lo-

cation in the circuit where the initial separation is made. Single separation instead of the usual 

double separation was thus employed. Consequently, more carbon was carried into the milling 
circuit and thus lost in the first stage tailings. These units of carbon would have normally been 

reclaimed with the recycle coke. This condition increased the physical carbon loss. It is esti-

mated that the pelletizing of all the fine ore will further reduce the physical carbon loss to approxi-

mately 2.0 million B.t.u. per ton of concentrate. 

(4) The heat input needed to balance with the reduced heat requirements (output) is made up with 

coke and gas at the some ratio as actually used during the "steady state" period. 

I 	Actual Iron Recovery 

	
Iron Recovery Calculations 

I The actual iron recovery, as determined for the daily and period summaries in this 

report, are based on the amount of iron in the final concentrate yielded from the amount of iron in 

the ore only. The calculation is made as follows: 

Tons of Fe in Concentrate 
- x 100 = % Fe Recovery 

Tons Fe in Ore 	Tons Fe in 

Including Pellets* - Filter Ca ke * 

*Pe ll e t s  included ore and filter cake. The filter cake is 

composed of kiln collector dust and recirculated 

milling circuit material, and therefore does not contribute 

new units of iron. 

For this "steady state" period this method of calculation gives: 

100.54 
x 100=74.22% 

185.28 -48.54- 1.28* 

*Units of iron removed from circuit for special 4 x 10 b011 

feed sample. 

Spillage Free Recovery 

Another method for expressing iron recovery is by assuming a spillage free operation. 

This value is practical in commercial projection since large scale continuous operations would have 
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d,lc 1. Sniiiiiiary of alteratkHl and iiiineralbation in the four different rock units from Fort Mackay, Alberta, Canada 

,ck type 	 Ii (Iwlogic SC(IUCJICC 	 alteration 	 metallic minerals 	Au related iiictal 1k phases 

licred graiiitoids 	Proterozoic bascinciit 	cpidote, chlorite, 	 hematite, Pc, Ti, and Cr 	Au, Au+Si, and Ag, Ag silicate, AgCI 

CcPO4, CeCO3, calcite 	oxides, pyrite, Fe- 	Pb, PbCl2, PbCO3, PbSb, and, Cu 

qualiz veining 	 chloride and minor PbS 	CaW04, Sb203, Sn02 

native sulfur, and (K,Na)Cl 

;mile \Vasli' aiitl 

(l-lC(l S811(lStoIIe 

.IlJ)I I (C Se(l(IcIICC 

l'alcosols 811(1 

red sandstone, reddish-

green si ltstouc, and 

gypStIIfl thin bed 

Middle Devonian 

CcCO3, Cel'04, (K,Na)Cl 	hematite. Fe, Ti, and Cr- 	Ag, Cu, AgCl, PbC12, l'b, (Cu, Zn)C12, 

biotitc, native sulfur 	 oxide, Ni oxide 	 Cu-Zn alloy 

Fe-Chloride 	 trace Au, Sb203, Sn02, PbSh, 

(Cu,Fc)S, CaWC)4 

:;tei hilt l.akc 

I t11( loll 

Ones 

argillaceous liiiicstonc, 

fossiliferous limestone 

do lostoi ic 

Upper Devonian 

calcite, quartz, illite, 

chlorite, CcPO4, CcCO3, 

NaCl, KCI, barite, native 

sulfur, biotite 

hcuiatitc,pyri(e, Ni- 	Au+Ca, Au+Al, Au+Si, Au, Au+Ag. Au+ 

oxide, ilmite 	 Cd, Au+Cu+Zn, Aui-Fe±Ni, Au-chlorides 

Cu, Cu+Zii, Fc+Cui-Zn, Cd+Zn. Zn,l'b, 

PbC12, PbCO3 
Ag, AgCI, Sb203, Sn02, lJi-chloride 

avcr River 

iids(oiic 

quartz cemented sandstone 	calcite, CcPO4, CeCo3, 

Lowcr Crctaccous 	 NaCl, KCI, chlorite 

hematite. Ni oxide, 

j)ylite, ilnlitc 

Cu, Cu+Zmi, Zn, Pb, Sb203, SbS, Sn, Au 

Au+Cd, Au+Si, Ag 
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Abstract 

DisseminatedAu-Ag 

-Cu mineralization has been discovered in the Western Canadian 
Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) at Fort MacKay, Alberta, Canada. The host rocks for the Au-Ag-Cu 
mineralization range from Proterozoic basement granitoids (-300 m underground), through to 
Devonian limestones and Cretaceous Beaver River sandstones at surface. The dominant gold 
forms, as detected by SEM backscatter imaging and energy dispersion X-ray spectrometer, are 
Au+Si and native Au alloys in the granitoids, and Au+Ca, Au+Al, Au, Au+Ag, Au+Cd, Au+Si, 
and Au+salts mixtures in the sediments. The Au-bearing minerals range in size from <0.2 to 400 
irn, but are dominantly 1-2 im. Associated alterations include calcite, quartz, salts, clay, and 
Ce-bearing minerals with abundant hematite and little pyrite. Other metallic elements, including 
Cu, Zn, Pb, Ag, Cd, Sb, Sri, Bi, and Ni, occur as (1) alloys (e.g .. Cu and Ag); (2) oxides (e.g. 

5b20 3); (3) chlorides (e.g. AgCI), and (4) carbonates (e.g. Pb-carbonate). The occurrence of Au-
Ag-Cu mineralization in the area is explained by a genetic model in which oxidized brines leach 
metals from the basal red-bed sandstone -evaporite sequences and basement rocks, which are later 
precipitated by reducing agents in host rocks and by brine mixing. The discovery of the Au-Ag-
Cu mineralization signifies a great opportunity for Au and other metal exploration in the WCSB. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I . 	The Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB), especially the Alberta portion of the 
basin, contains abundant petroleum resources and is the largest petroleum producing province of 
Canada. However, excepting the Pine Point Pb-Zn deposits (Anderson and Macqueen, 1982), and 

I  Ca, Li, and Mg potential from high salinity brines, there is no report of metallic mineral deposits 
in the basin (Edwards, 1988). Gold has been recovered from rivers in Alberta and Saskatchewan 
for over a century (Giusti, 1986; Edwards, 1988). The lack of known large-scale metallic 
mineralization in the basin may indicate an underdeveloped opportunity rather than a lack of 
geological potential because most geological studies in the WCSB have focused on energy 

resources. 

• I 	Recently, elevated Au, Ag, and platinum group elements (PGE) abundances have been 
reported for the Phanerozoic sedimentary rocks of the WCSB from Fort MacKay, Northeast 
Alberta, indicating possible mineralization. However, different assay methods have produced 

• 

	

	contrasting Au results, and there has been confusion over the existence of significant Au 
mineralization in the area (see for example, a series reports in the Northern Miner, 1993; 

I  
Abercrombie and Feng 1994). In this study, 32 rock chips, polished thin sections and rock slabs 
from (1) altered basement granitoids, (2) red-bed sandstone, and (3) Beaverhill Lake Formation 
(drill core and surface) near Fort MacKay have been examined by SEM using a backscatter 

I 

	

	
image and energy dispersion X-ray spectrometer (EDS). More than half of the samples examined 
contain various amounts of Au and other metallic phases. This paper reports these results. 

I 	
GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

Fort MacKay, Alberta, lies near the southwest edge of the Proterozoic trans-Hudson 
basement outcrop. (Figs. 1 and 2). Three broad rock sequences identified are: 1) basement; 2) 

I 

	

	
a Devonian sequence dominated by red-bed sandstone, evaporite, and carbonate formations; and 
3) a Cretaceous sequence of predominantly sandstones containing heavy oils (Carrigy, 1959; Figs. s. 

 and 2). Basement rocks buried underneath the Fort MacKay are Proterozoic granitoids that 

I 
form part of a 2.0-1.8 Ma magmatic belt (e.g. Ross et al., 1991). Paleosols developed on the 
basement granitoids are preserved and are called "Granite Wash' (Fig. 2). The northwest striking 
Middle Devonian sequences, the Lower and Upper Elk Point Groups, in this region 

I unconformably overlie basement. The Lower Elk Point Group comprises basal units of 
interbedded red sandstone, reddish-green mudstone, and evaporites which change upward into 
limestone and evaporites, forming a typical red-bed sequence (Meijer Drees, 1986; Fig. 2). The 
Upper Elk Point Group includes Winnipegosis Formation carbonates and Prairie Formation salt-
evaporates. The edge or "solution front" of the Prairie Formation salts parallels the basin-
basement boundary (Hamilton 1971; Fig. 2). The Beaverh.ill Lake Formation is the basal uait 
of the Upper Devonian and consists of a sequence of alternating Limestones and shales (Fig. 1). 
Other Upper Devonian rocks, including the Woodbend and Nisku carbonate formations are absent 

I 	
in the study area (Fig. 2). 

The Cretaceous Mannville Group (sandstones) was deposited on eroded Devonian rocks 
and contains the largest reserve of heavy-oil in the world (Fig. 2). Between the contact of 

I 
Devonian and Cretaceous rocks there is a unique sequence of quartz cemented sandstones (Beaver 
River sandstones) which also outcrops in the area (Carrigy, 1959: Martin arid Jamin, 1963). A 
northwest-southeast fault (Sewetakun fault) that may have affected rock units as young as 

I 
I 
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Devonian in age, was identified by Hackbarth and Nastasa (1979) based on geological, 

• 	geophysical, and hydrogeological evidence (e.g. Fig. 2). 
• 	 The regional hydrology of the formation waters in the northeastern Alberta basin has been 

documented by Bachu and Underschultz (1993). The pre-Prairie Formation aquifers, beneath the 

I regionally extensive impermeable Prairie salt aquiclude, are characterized by regional 
topographically-driven flow along stratigraphic layers and updip migration (Fig.2). At the edge 
of the Prairie Formation salt, along the trace of the Sewetakun fault, vertical cross formational 
flow occurs (Fig. 2). The post-Prairie Formation aquifers are characterized by transitional flow 
regimes between regional and localized flow (Fig.2). 

Figure 1. Bedrock geology, of Fort MacKay area, Aberta, Canada (After Carrigy, 1959). The 
Sewetakun fault was identified by Hackbarth and Nastasa (1979), the Muskeg River fault was 
inferred from topographic features and offset of magnetic anomalies. 

Figure 2. Schematic strarigraphic cross section of the Fort MacKay area, Alberta, Canada (after 
Carrigy, 1959) 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Figure 3. (A) Association of PbC11 and AgC1 grains on a fresh broken surface of an altered 
granitoid sample (B-1, core); (B) Disseminated AgC1 grains on a fresh broken surface of a 

I 
granitoid sample (number of AgC1 grains >1000; B-I); (C) Enlargement of AgC1 crystals in (B); 
(D) Ag+Si (Ag+Si EDS peaks) grains occur inside of Fe-epidote nodule in the altered granitoids 
(WS-1, core); (F) An aggregate of Au and Au+Si grains on a newly sawed granitoid surface, 

I 
more than five such aggregate and >100 Au grains were found in the sample (A31028); (F) A 
hexagonal Au+Si core is rimed by pure Au (A31028). All photomicrographs shown are 
backscattered electron images. The element sequence is arranged in declining EDS peak intensity 

I in all the figures. 

Figure 4. (A) A native Au grain on a freshly broken surface of a red-bed sandstone sample (Al-
RR). (B) Intergrowth of Au-bearing grains with salts (NaCI+KC1), calcite, and clay on the edge 
of the thin section (not in-situ). EDS peaks are Au+minor Cl+K+Al+Na for Au (T4-312.5, core). 
(C) Cd+Au+Zn+Pd alloys (1) grow on top of (2), a mixture of quartz+(Na,KCl+Au+Ag+Zn 
(EDS peaks: Si+Cl+Na+K+minor Au+Ag+Zn) (T4-312.5, core). (D) A group of fine Au grains 
(<2 p.m bright spots) in the fresh broken surface of limestone, EDS. peaks include Au+minor 
Ca+Al (number of Au grains >200; F20). (F) A large Au+Ag (9:1) grain (-400 pm), dark 
inclusion is mixture of clay and calcite. More than 30 grains of Au between 0.5-400 pm were 
found in the sample (T2-25.75). (F) A tongue shaped Au grain on the fresh surface of limestone. 
EDS peaks include Au+minor A1+Ca (F20). 

Figure 5. (A) Association of Au and Cu-Zn grains on the fresh broken surface of limestone 
(F20). (B) A group of Au-bearing grains: (I) Ag+Ca±Au; (2) Au; (3) Ag+Au; (4) Si+Au+Ca; 
and (5) Au+Cd in a polished thin section of limestone (Au grains >15; RR-40). (C) Au & Au-Fe-
Cd-Cu-Cr-Ni alloys occurs near cavity in the limestone and in fractures T2-25.75, core). The 

I 
I 

1 
I 



left corner shows Au scratch mark during polishing. (D) Zoned Au-bearing grain. At the two 
ends, the shaded parts are Au+Si, the bright centre is Au+Al (RR-40). (E) Au-bearing aggregate 
consisting of two parts on a polished limestone surface. Less bright part (I) is 
Ca+Al+Si+K+Cl+Au (less Au) and bright part (2) is Au+Ca+A1+Si+K±Cl (more Au) (Au grains 
>200; FIS). (F) A zoned Au-bearing grain in limestone; the less bright rim (1) is Ca+Au, the 

bright core is Au+Ca (Au grains >200; F02). 

Figure 6. (A) Au±Cd micro-grain, chlorite+illite, and calcite+clay aggregates occur within the 
same pore system in limestone, implying a genetic relationship (P02). (B) An Au±Ca grain 
occurs in the calcite vining network in the limestone (F02). (C) An Au+minor Cl+K grain and 
a cluster of KCI cubes embedded in a NaCl+KC1+caicite mixture matrix (Au grains >10, AgC1 

grains >200; RR-43A). (D) Au+Ag alloys occur on top of matrix material with 
O+Na+S±Cl+Ca+C EDS peaks (gypsum+salt+organic matter). The aypsum+salt+organic matter 
aggregates have erupted out of a flat surface (WK-14, limestone). (E) AgC1 micro-grains in 
limestone (RR-43A). (F) Native Cu in limestone (sample A) 

Fig. 7. Represent EDS peak patterns for Au- and Ag-bearing phases in the rocks from Fort 

MacKay area, Alberta, Canada. 

I DISCUSSION 
Similarities of mineralization in the different rock units 

I
The alteration and metallic mineralization of the four different rock units show some 

similarities (Table 1). They all contain Cc-bearing minerals, salts (NaCl and KC1), calcite, 
quartz, and clay. A unique metallic element association, including Au, Ag, Cu, Zn, Pb, Sb, Sri, 

I 
Cd, Bi, and W, occurs in finely disseminated form in all four rock units. All rock units lack 
sulfide except for some pyrite. Metallic minerals mainly occur as (1) alloys (e.g. Cu and 

Cu±Zn); (2) oxides (e.g. Sb0 3); (3) chlorides (e.g. AgC1 and PbC1 2), and (4) carbonates (e.g. Pb- 

I carbonate). Au, Ag, and Cu mineralization is related to calcite, clay, quartz, hematite, and salt 
alteration. All these features suggest that the alteration and mineralization in the different rock 
units may have been caused by similar fluid processes. 

I The slight difference in the degree of alteration and mineralization between the different 
rock units may reflect different physical-chemical conditions in the different host rocks. Pb and 
Ag chlorides and pyrite are relatively more abundant in the altered graaitoids near the "Granite 

I Wash" than in the sedimentary rocks above. The form of Au minerals is also slightly different 
among the different rock units. In the altered granitoids, Au+Si associated with native Au is 
observed, but in the limestone, Au+Ca and Au+Al associated with native Au are present, a 

I probable reflection of host rock composition. 

The forms of Au-bearing minerals 

	

LI 	Detailed EDS study indicates that Au±Ca, Au+Al, and Ai±Si grains in graritoids and 
sediments have little or no oxygen, which rules out the possibility that these mixtures are oxides 
or carbonates. Instead, Au may alloy with Ca, Al, and Si. These types of Au alloys do not 

I 

	

	appear to have been reported in the literature before, and their chemical properties are unknown. 
Another important Au form is related to halide salts. Au in the sediments shows associations 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
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with salts, and Au-bearing grains were identified to have Au+Cl±K±Na EDS peaks, suggesting 

that these Au-bearing grains may be in the form of chlorides. However, it is unclear what the 
proportion of Au-chlorides to the total Au is, since some of the Au-chlorides may be sub-micron 
in size and not detected by SEM. Au-chlorides are soluble even in cold water and may be 
volatile at <300 °C. This form of Au could easily be lost because of inapproprite assay methods. 
The combined effects of novel forms of Au mineralization, and the presence of hydrocarbons and 
salts in the sediments may in part account for the non-reproducible assay results for gold. 

Physical-chemical conditions of ore-forming solution 
A unique feature of the alteration is widespread Ce-bearing minerals in all rocks. Ce can 

only be decoupled from the rest of rare earth elements (REE) under relatively oxidizing 

conditions when Ce is removed as Ce 4 . This is consistent with abundant hematite and Fe-Ni-Cr 
oxide minerals, both of which are indicators of high Eh conditions. Calcite, salt, clay, and quartz 
as the main alteration minerals suggests that the ore-forming solution were enriched in Cl, C0 3 2 , 

Si, Na, and K. The presence of Au-, Ag- ;  Pb-, Bi-, Cu-, and Fe-chlorides, and the Au-salt 

association indicate that Cl is a major agent in the ore-forming solutions, indicating Cl-rich 
formation waters or brines as the mineralizing solution. The fact that most metallic minerals do 
not occur as sulfides, except some for pyrite, indicates that either S was not abundant in the ore-
forming solution or the ore-forming conditions were oxidized so that S existed in forms other 
than sulfide, or a combination of both. This is supported by the occurrence of a small amount 

of native S and barite. 
The small grain size of the metallic and alteration minerals, their disseminated 

distribution, the alteration mineral associations, the wide distribution of soluble bitumen within 
the host rocks, and burial reconstruction together indicate that the temperature of mineralization 
was probably not >120°C. In the altered granitoids, the alteration minerals associated with Ag, 
Pb, and probably Au mineralization are larger in size, probably indicating somewhat higher 
temperatures in the basement. The timing of the mineralization may be Cretaceous or younger, 
since the Cretaceous Beaver River sandstone and quartzites were also mineralized, but conditions 
for transportation of metals by oxidized Cl-rich brines may have existed since the Middle 

Devonian and continue to the present day. 

Au-Ag-Cu transportation and precipitation in the WCSB 
Au, Ag, and Cu must have been enriched by some process to form a deposit. Therefore, 

the source of the metals, their mobility, transport, and precipitation mechanisms have to be 
addressed. The solubility of these metals in natural waters is mairdy a function of Eh and fluid 
compositions (e.g. Maynard, 1983; Jaireth, 1992; Thornber, 1992, and references therein). 
According to these authors, Au. Ag, and Cu chloride, bromide, and iodide complexes are the 
most stable species in oxidized, neutral to acidic waters at low temperature. In the northeast 
Alberta basin, the formation waters contain abundant Cl, Br, and I, but relatively little or no H 2S 

(Hitchon et al., 1971; Hitchon, 1993). This makes Cl, Br, and I the most likely complexing 
agents to mobilize and transfer gold and other precious metals. However, these brines have 
relatively low Eh (e.g. Sverjenskv, 19S7; Hitchon 1993), therefore, Cl, Br, and I may not form 
soluble complexes with Au, Ag, and Cu (e.g. Maynard, 1983; Jaireth, 1992; Thornber, 1992). 

Sverjeasky (1987) and Bloom et al. (1992) have calculated the chemical evolution of a saline 
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brine during migration. If reducing formation waters react first with sulfate-rich evaporates and 
then with a typical red-bed assemblage, oxygen fugacities well into the hematite (jarosite) field 
can be attained. Under these conditions, Au, Ag, Cu and other metals are soluble as chloride 
complexes, and therefore may be leached out from the red-bed units or from basement rocks 
beneath (e.g. Fig. 8; Jaireih, 1992; Thorner, 1992). This is supported by the fact that formation 
waters from the "Granite Wash' have higher Fe and Mn contents than those from other aquifers 
(Hitchon, 1993). The metals would precipitate out from the solutions when encountering organic-
rich layers, or mixing with brines with different Eh, pH or salinities. 

In the context of the regional hydrogeology of the formation waters in the northeastern 
Alberta (Fig. 9), the generation of Au-Ag-Cu mineralization can be explained as follows. The 
formation waters or brines in the aquifers beneath the Prairie Formation were oxidized during 
their up-dip migration through the redbeds and "Granite Wash" (Fig. 9). The resulting oxidized 
brine then leached out gold and other metals from these rock units. The oxidized brines may also 
have circulated into basement and leached gold there, subsequently circulating back to the basin 

through faults (Fig. 9). Owing to the impermeability of the Prairie Formation aquiciude, the ore-
bearing brines could not flow vertically through the Prairie Formation salts, but rather flowed uç-
dip along the base of the Prairie Formation (Pi(,. 9). At the solution front of the ?raiñe 
Formation salts, vertical upward cross formational flow became possible. Faults in the rocks 
further facilitated the upward cross formation flow (Fig. 9). When these ore-bearing, oxidized 
brines reached reducing environments in the overlying limestones and shales containing abundant 
organic metter, or when the brines mixed with other brines of different salinities and Eh-pH 
conditions, Au and other related metals precipitated and local mineralization took place. 

In conclusion, the general geochemical environments and the possible genetic mechanism 
for the Au-Ag-Cu mineralization described here are very similar to those of so-called red-bed Cu 
deposits and the unconformity-related Au-PGE-U mineralization in the South Alligator mineral 
field, Australia (e.g. Sverjensky, 1987; Eugszer, 1989; Bloom et al., 1992). The discovery of Au-
Ag-Cu mineralization signifies a great opportunity for extensive exploration of metallic minerals 
in the WCSB basin, which has been overlooked for almost one hundred years. 
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A3STEACT 

The wealth of oil end gas found in Alberta since 1947 

Li 

has resulted in a greatly expended economy. This has produced 

a growing market for iron and it3 alloys in the western provinces, 

and has aroused the interest of several large international steel 

producers, consequently all known occurrences of iron in Alberta 

have undergone investigation of varying intensity during the 

past few years. 

This thesis sets forth the results of a study, from MMY 

approaches,. of one of the more promising possible commercial 

deposits, located in the Clear Hills area of northwestern Alberta. 

This is a fine exerle of an colitic iron deposit comparable, 

mineralogically, to many of the well kcotn sedimentary deposits 

of iron throughout Europe -and the United States of America. 

The field and laboratory evidence appears to substantiate 

the assumption that the oolitic iron in the Clear Hills has  

definite cocmercial posisibLlitiez as a low grade iron ore. The 

prospective (but not proven) tonnae appears to be capable of 

upportLng a large ecozioieical open pit operation. 
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General Stete 

There has been considerable interest shown in low-grade iron 

occurrences in Alberta during the past four years. This interest, 

although blunted by the recessional period in 1957-58, still has 

I; 
•1 

I. 

I 

I 

sufficient promise to be kept. alive for future investigation and 

development. 	. 

The iron  occurrences in question range from a low-grade 

ccmzoercial deposit to re traces in some sedimentary rocks. Geograph-

ically *, the known occurrences are confined to the foothill belts of 

the Rockies and the Clear Hills of the Peace River district; geologicafly, 

they appear to be most prevalent in the Upper Cretaceous marine sediments. 

The writer, under the 8pousorship of Cliffs of Canada Ltd. 

(Canadian Exploration Cocany of Cleveland Cliffs, U.S.A.), was 

comisaioned to examine all possible iron occurrences in the province 

of Alberta, so far as time allowed during the sumer of 1957. Several 

areas were visited but final emphasis was placed on the Clear thus 

deposit.. 

I 

The Clear Hills deposit presented the best cocrnercial 

possibilities and a problem in diagenesis and environment of deposition. 

The Clear fills deposit is of the oolitic type and probably ccxnareblc 

to similar deposits throughout the world. The writer will attet to 

sltow this relationship along with possible determination of source 

area, ago and environment of deposition. 
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I - The nature of oolitic iron of the Clear Hills area, both in 

grade and quantity, gives it priority over all other known occurrences 

in Alberta. The other areas examined will be treated briefly as a 

means of correlation with conditions of possible contemporaneous 

deposition. 

Location of Areas and Acceccibility 

All the areas investigated are located in the Province of 

Alberta, and Are; accessible by roads of high way calibre at least to 

their perimeters. The locations themselves can be reached by Alberta 

Forestry roads. The areas are located on the. index map of Alberta 

(Fig. 1, p. 3) and the following is a more detailed description of 

location of each area in order of decreasing importance. S 

1. Clear Hills 	T'wps. 87, 8, 89, 90, 91,-92 W6 

	

e3.4,5,6,7 	V  

2. Highwood River . 	Tw?. 16 	. . 	. 	w5 
Rge.5 

3. l3rule 	. 	- 	Twps. 50, 51 	 VS 
V 	

Rge. 27 . 

4. Mountain Park . 

	

	wp s. 
45 
 46 9  47  

Rgea. 22, 23 

The Clear Hills area on which eztihacis is being placed is 

located 300 air miles northwest of Edmonton (Fig. 1, p. 3). The 

	

east and south boundaries are accessible by road and rail, by the 	
V 

GrIashaw highway on the east end Elnes Creek, the- railhead, on the 

south.  

The erea lies between meridians of longitude 1180  O V and 

119°  00' W, and is bounded on the north and south by parallels of 
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57 0 CO., H an'i 560  30' N 	 This ui respectively. 	is qtcrangl8 includeo all 

or  parto of Toiship3 87 to 92 and Reeo 4 to 7westof the sixth 

iician (Fig. 2 in envelope on back cover). 

I 
	Culture 

I
: 	The chief occupations of the population in this area are 

ainiilar to those of the entire Peace River Block - agriculture, 

1 	suboidLry lumberin3, and the usual 'inter trappth. The farniug 

V 	
areas are confined to the perimeters of the Clear Hills and the 

1: 
	

remainder of the area in question is still .a veritable wilderness. 

I .. ibbited by a fairly large big-Sam population. 

The area in recent years has been literally gridded with 	V 

seiczic exploration cut-lines and roads, which are only pfssable 

when the ground is frozen. The Clear if ills proper are devoid of 

human inhabitants, except for rangers of the Alberta Department of 

Lands- and Forests during the "fire" season and trappers during the 

winter. 

EcoiCS is an important aspect of this thesis and it is 

therefore necessary to consider the population and density of V 

population for the  entire Peace River Block of Alberta. This would 

assume some importance ae to local labor supply if and when a basic 

industry is developed. There are acme 13 incorporated towns and 

villages in this area of approximately 34,000 square miles and the 

total population as shown by the 1951 census consisted of 54,102 

persons (Table I, p. 6).: At the time of the census this nber 

was approximately 5.75 per cent of Alberta's total population 

(Itvanffy, 1954). 
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The rate of increase in Alberta's populttion (table I) hao 

accelerated BiflCG 1941. Thin is aleo an i=, crtAnt factor in c-

ideration.of steel mrketi. in the western provinces and should be 

I. 	
related to density of populatton, as shown in Figure 3, page 5. 

TABLE 11 

I 	• 	 . 	

DEflSITY 0 7  PoPLIWLICLI ARFA  
* 	 Density Area  

csuS DIV. 15 	22 9 845 eq. miles 	 0.95 

• 	
C1SUS DIV. 16 ' 	11,100 eq. miles 	-. 	2.92 

33,945 eq. miles.. 	 . . 

• p0LIa (as of 1951) 

................. pegjyerB1bCk, Alberta •. 

I Cenaus Div. 15. - 21,663 	. 	 . . 
Census Div. 16 -.  

I . 	
S4lO2 	 . 

5J5eL .of Albeta's total in 1951. 

I Population of incorporated citie, towns, and villages as of 1951: 

1
: Beaverlodge 	514 	 Fairview 	: 929 

Valor 	575 	. . 	Grands Prairie 2664

564

I 	
Crishav 	••. 	 . 	

High Prairie 	1141 

Hythe 	•.• 342 	 KLUUGO 	 236 

1 McLennan . 	1074 	 Peace River 	1672 

I 
:Rycroft 	372 	• . 	Spirit River 	553 

Wly. 	•. 251. 	. 	 .. 

	

Population Alberta 	.• 	 1941 	. 	796,169 

• 

	

Population Alberta 	. 	 1951 	 939,501 

	

I Population Alberta 	 1953 	 1,002,000 

	

I

Population Alberta 	 1957 	 1 0 200,000 

• 	Population increase 66% since 1941. 

I 
I: 
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?resent Work 

The writer, eiiloyed by Cliffs of Canada, Ltd., under the 

I 
	

direction of Dr. W.L.C.Creer in Port Arthur carried out field- 

investigation of reported iron occurrences In Alberta durinG the 

field season of 1957, as complete as time would permit.-  

Sections of Cretaceous sediments with showings of iron were 

examined in the Highwood River, Mountain Park, Brule and Clear Rule 

1 :. ;. . 	areas (Fig. 1 p.3).,.: •.•- 	 . . . 	 .. 

Two areas showed some promise of grade and quantity: the 

Highwood area of southern Alberta and the Clear Hills area of north- 

western Alberta. The ençbasio was placed on the Clear Mills deposits 

and mot of the detailed work in the field and laboratory was carried 

out on this material. . . 

Samples were collected from all areas previously mentioned, 

with careful sampling of the two areas that were assessed to be 

actual prospective deposits.' The Clear Hills and the Kighwood River 

areas appeared to present the best possibilities. Thin sections of 

ssnçles from exposures exarined, including sections of the Clear Hills 

and Highwood samples, and key sections of samples 'from. other areas of 

lesser importance to be used in possible correlation, were prepared by 

a commercial laboratory. Crushed mounts were also prepared from the 

Clear Hills samples. Complete quantitative analyses were carried out 

on the Clear Hills samples and sanidine feldspar was separated for 

age determination. Further details of methods and results 

are described in their respective chapters. 

I!... 
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Prevlm,s Work 

The Peace River lies been a historic trade route across this 

part of northe2t Canada, and today the famous Alaska Highway passes - 

through the area. 

Earliest observations on the geology were generally confined 

I 
.---.•. to the banks of the Peace River - and its tributaries. The generally-

open character of the country a*de it possible for -se early explorers 

to carry out reconnaissance surveys overland. 

The earliest .report containing reference to the geology of 

the Peace River Block 13 that of Selwyn (1875-76) in a reconnaissance 

survey of areas in northeastern British Columbia and east along the 

I .. . 
:1 

1 •  
1•' 

I 

I 

Peace River. A later eurvey by Dawson (1879-60) covered the Peace 

River area in nore detail. He subdivided the Cretaceous of this area 

and assigned formational names, acme of which are still retained. 

McLesrn (1917-19) made a more systematic survey and study of 

the Cretaceous formations exposed along the Peace and .Smoky- Rivers. 

A general report on the geology of the Mackenzie River basin 

(Cansell at al, 1919) contains a summary of the geology along the 

Peace and Smoky Rivers on a small scale map and in very little detail. 

J.A. Allan examined the Cretaceous section along the Peace in 

1921 and at some points along the Smoky giver at a later date. The 

results of his observations appear in the Research Council of Alberta 

Reports for 1921 and 1924. 

In 1929 a detailed survey of the geology and water resources 

was carried out in parts of the Peace giver and Grande Prairie districts. 

1 
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This report coateined d tzile deEcriicn5 of foaticn examined - 

(Rutherford, 1940). Additional vork was carried out by J.A. Allan 

ex-id. C.R. Ste1c (1940) and again by C.R. Stelck (1941). These reports 

were concerned with the Poce Co-ape area but since there are forintior.sl 

correlations with the Peace River area they. have been included as 

references. The advent of the province-wide oil and gas ezploratio 

yea mainly responsible for the openiq3 up of this particular area. 

•In 1951 PhillipaPetrol.euza Co. Ltd. drilled a wildcat well 

in the Clear Hills e.re, located in Legal Subdivision 12, Section 29, 

Tomship 89, Range 4, west of the 6th princ1a1 ierLdian. The oolitic 

iron eber was encountered after passinG through 50 feet of glacial 

debris and 420 feet of the taskapau (Upper Cretaceous) formation. 

Thio vaø the first Indication. to the best Emowledge of the writer, 

thaten oolitic iron bed of this thickness was present in the 

Cretaceous (Iet 'venffy, 1954). 

In 1954 the Alberta Gcverent issued four exploration 

permits severing iron occurrences in the Clear Hills area. 

The McDougall-Sagan Syndicate, famed in 1954, reported that 

di=d drilling of their deposit on the east flank of the C1ea i11a 

in Tnships 84 to 95, Ranges 3 to 6, west of the 6th meridian, had 

indicated a flet-4yinG bed of oolitic iron averaging 10 feet in thick-

ness over an area 13 miles by 3 miles. A potential reserve of one 

billion tons of "ore" averarjing about 34Z iron wcr. reported (Janes, 157). 

Concentraticn tests carried out by the YJncs trench, Ottawa, 

indicated cettein pr6'Jlen3. In 1956 the Research C.rnci1 of Alberta 

I 
I 
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• undertook research into the benficatLon of the iron, with special. 

attention to thera1o3y and chemistry ef the depoalt (Grace, 1956). 

A reconnaissance of the Clear lulls area made by Research Couri1 

eoiogLete under the supervision of Dr. D.J. Kidd, 4uring the 

suer of 1956, disclosed that the arenaceous oolitic iron of Upper 

Cretaceous age outcropped along the valley walls of Swift Creek in 

the Clear Rule. The outcrop area straddles the boundary between 

Townships 90 and 91. Range 3, vest of the 6th uerLdLan, and-is: 

roughly forty miles north of the railhead at fines Creek. In July, 

1956, Premier Steel Co. Ltd., Edmonton, took over iron pàrixits 

that had been dropped by the McDougall-Segan Syndicate. During 

the fail of 1957 the writer carried out a field investigation of 

the Swift Creek areas. 
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I 	 FJJ?TER II 

GER11L CARACrEk OF THE AgE 

Geclocal Succession 

The consolidated strata underlying the area shown on the 

map, Figure 2, are all of Cretaceous age. Only the oclitic iron 

nether of. the Kaskepau formation is 8xP.O8d  and forms the valley .  

1 	walls of saw- of the streams* The Dunvegan and older -fornationa .............. 

are expàed outside the Lediate visp area (Rutherford. 1930, . 

I .. 
p. 19), in the valley of the Peace River and near Crimaba on the 

I .
Hackeuzie highway. A mantle of superficial Pleistocene and Reent 

deposits, varying in thickness from a few feet to approximately 

100 feet, covers most of the area. The Pleistocene deposits are 

thickest in the preglaciai valleys, where the continental ice sheet 

I deposited most of its debris load. In general the strata dip.to 

I the south and regional slope, as indicated by the drainage, is to 

the north. 	 . 

The general character of the forctIons in the area, nemos 

assigned to then and thicknesses as noted in the well log of 

I Phillips "C" No. 1, era as follows: 	. 	 . 

I 

I 
I 
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Li tho logy 

Till; lake and stream 
deposits of boulders, 
ravel sand, silt and 

clay. 

Dark to black shales 
of marine deposition; 
some fine-grained 
sandstones and oolitic 
iron. 

AlternRting sandscones 
and shales, brackish 
water deposItion; some 
sandstones up to 50 
feet thick. 

Dark blue to grey 
friable marine shales; 
ironstone concretions. 

Massive sandstones, 
with a lower shale and 
alternating sandstone 
members. 

ii 

12 

TABLE - 2- 

1 	TABLE 	OF FORMATIONS 

1 	: 

- 

Era 	Period or 	Formations and 
epoch 	thickness (feet) 1 	. 

I 	Cenozoic. 	Pleistocene-  0-100 feet 

Upper 	 Kaskapau 
• 	Cretaceous 	560 feet 

PIT 

Mesozoic 	 Dunvegan 

I 833 feet 

Shaftesbury 
644 feet 

Lover 

Peace River 'I 	Cretaceous 	P
251 feet - 

I 

1 
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• 	••. 	The Clcr ilills tea is part of the Gre Plains region of 

• I. 	western Canada. The area under discussion bsa beei toified by' 

glaciation and post-glacial laki (21. t,!3., p. 85) from a maturely 

1 	dissected tOpOgre1IY to a ythful tO?Ogr&?hy broken by the hig1d 

I .....-. 

expression of the forur...upsx4a .. 	. 	 -. 

This area of 1 rollt hills, vith a 	e1att above 

1 . sea level . of approximately 3000 feet (local relief of 300 to 400 feet), 

usc on the northeastern edge of the Alberta 	 :. P0GtCICtaceOUG 

I aouaduocks are respooeible for the hills, in prououued contract to 

the Eurdka.piain to the 	The surface expression is due inly 

to accia1ation of glacial debris in the form of end moraine r- ,  and 

riregiacial lacustrthe deposits. The area appeared a , definite high 

dwLng the Pleistocene and was probably responsible for the vagnation 

of the continental ice sheet in thi3 area. The ice steet co.ueci 

to the  formation of many of the landforts present today. 

Drainage 

The raters of the entire Peace River. area drain to the Arctic 

Ocean, by way of the Hack€uzie River system. 

- . 	. The Clear ELlis area is drained by stree.s flowing into the 

Peace River, whiCh flcicns a lcrarg the southern and eastern boundaries 

of the map sheet. The main stream s £10 across the area from west 

to east to the Peace Rivcr. Locally the drc.inage ettern is dendritic 

ar1 youthful in etae. 

I 
I 

I 

I 
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I 	The ejority of the stre-a1s are unerf it (too small to be 

I responsible fcr the valley they flow in) and flcri in glacial cebris- 

I 
I. 

.1: 
I 

I 
71 

choked pre1cia1 valleys.. The Notike1t1 River, laret in te are,. 

fcris the northern b zdry of the area ezs4red by thc t±ter. It 

exhibits wany splendid e,eles of o-bo lakes, c#e-andor scare, meander 

scrolls and cyclic terraces. There is good evidence hero of succeesive 

1 erin of the meltwater during the final wasting of the àoniuentai 

ice sheet. 

Some of the tres occupy prolaciel spillways in part and 

preIaciàl valley's ththughout thá reainder of their course;" while 

others have cut through the unconsolidated debris and are actively 

• 
cpttin3 the underlyinS Cretaceos bedrock. Ser rainfall ranges 

from 30 to 40 inches, consequently the dendritic drainage pattern in 

the unconsolidated glacial debris is very dense (Fig. 2). Springs 

are abundant on all slopes, indicating a very shallow water-table. 

The majority of springs carry iron in solution. 

£rlacial Topography  

Prior to glaciation this area is coueidered to have been a 

maturely dissected upland. The present topography has been modified 

to some extent by the erosive action of the continental ice sheet; 

the deep preglacLel valleys have been filled with glacial debris and 

proglacial lacuctrios depovitiz. The existing streaz are presently 

eroding down to preglacial base level &nd are flowing in the same 

direction as prelacial Gtrea3. 

I 
I 

'1 
1 

r. 

•1 

I 
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The drainage Vattern ind±cateo i strong east-west -lineation 

1 - •- °. 	and Ktlla. The hille are p lacLal, nodifie&by. glacial 

I 	
action and masked with a veneer of glacial dthric. - Proglacial spill 

ways have prided addtiol 6tre c1iele  end era used Ln part 

by: solae of the present streams._-  -. .... 	.• .•. -... 	. 	. 

• 	•• 

 

'Terminal. ainee in tumy localities occur on the preiacinl 

ridges, -restoring so-me-of the relief th,at was destroyed by the 

I 	
continental tee sheet 	-•• 	: 	• .. 	. 

•- 	'..- 
•-• 

 

'Forests and Woods 	 : 

• 	. 	
The uplands are the most hiavily wooded (Pt. I, A. . P. 85) 

and have not suffered fire damage in recent years. -Spruce  

are mast abundant and are efficte.nt in size and quantity to suppott 

several &iall ltber willa. There are several permanent planins mills 

in limes Creek and many portable mills were toted, well into the &p 

aria. The stands of spruce would serve a xining operetio& 6 needs 

for tfrcr.  

The flat areas to the south, wgh ich'include most of the settled 

districts, are in part open and in part wooded with poplar and. shrubbery. 

This is gradually being removed as the cultivation of the lend proteSSeS. 

I
:. it is also ncted that spruce era found mainly on the north 

slopes and the aspen, poplar and birch grovee are confined to the 

south. There appears to be very little mixing of coaiferouo and 

deciduous types. Forest reserves pl&y an i!Tc?ortant cart in the econo=y 

of this region. 

.
1  

I - 
I 
I 
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I 	 EAPER III 

r 

• 	 . • .; 	The Clear Hills area is situated on the east 11th of the 

"Alberta Syncline!'. Late Cretaceous and early Tertiary formations 

• In.filling the syncline are best developed in the southern half of• 

1 	
Alberta. The distribution -  of these forcations ifldic.àtea that the 

trendof the synclinal axis is to the northwest. The 5xi8 extends 

0,• 	

northwest and crosses the Peace River near the west boundary of 

i 	

.kiberta (Rutherford, 1930 • p. 13). 

Inclination of the strata forming the east limb of this 

syncline is generally swell throughout the province. This holds true 

for the Clear Hills area, where the beds are flat-lying or dipping 

gently to the south. 

I :........... The Clear Hills area has few outcrops. The only Upper 

Cretaceous bedrock examined in the field was the massive. oolitic Iron 

I member  of the Kcskapau formation. Any detailed study of structure 

from outcrop investigation is ix,ractica1. It in felt that the 

• I 	general structural features of the Peace River area ae noted by previous 

I.:. 
	workers (Rutherford, 1930, p. 14) holds for this area as well. Dips 

of lot, inclination to the south were observed in the oolitic iron 

I member; but further evidence of structure was lacking. The overlying 

shales had been eroded off and underlying shales are not, exposed. 

.TI. 
I ..  

:1 	
-. 	DESCRIPTIVE GEOLCCY 

I Structure 

1 
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Str&tiraphy 

- 	The names assigned to the formations occurring within this 

I:.. ... area are tabulated in Chapter II. Host of these formations belong - 	 .- 
to the Upper Cretaceous. Correlation of these formations has been 

I restricted to the Peace River and Athabasca River areas and is. based 

on early work of McLearn (1917) and more recent microfaunal studies 

by C.R Steick and J.L. Wall (1954 and 1955). 	 .. - 

None of the formations tabulated, with exception of the 

oolitic iron member, were examined in the field,, but all were 

encountered in the discovery well. Descriptions of these formations 

are included in this thesis as a useful reference. 

All of the formations described outcrop immediately outside 

the maparea. The following are detailed descriptions of the 

iuçortant formations of the Cretaceous of this are-A: 

• 	Peace River formation, Fort St. John group, Lower Cretaceous 

Author: McConnell (1893) 	 . . 

Type locality:* The Peace River sandstones ..... appear from beneath 

the latter (Shaftesbury formation) in descending the river immediately 

below, the Smoky River forks, and are then exposed in the banks of the 

valley down to about three or four miles below Battle River (now 

Notikewin River). 

Litbologic- characteristics: McConnell - The Peace River eandstoe 

consists of heavy massive beds of yellowish and greyish soft coarse 

sendtones, alternating with bands of thin-bedded sandstones and 

sha1ei. The massive beds have an occcsioaal thickness of fifty fect 

I ; 

I:.. 
I:.. 

'H 
i:. 
1* 
I' 
I 
i 

I 
I 

t 
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I. 
or oarra, and weather into a series of ctee cliffs generated by a1opit 

I terrscee cut out of the shely bendo. Lignite sews occur occasionally, 

- I . 	

and hard e.ndstone concretiouo ranging frcxn a fEv inches to ten to 

fifteen feet in dianeter form a prominent feature of the formatiOn. 

I in descendlp& Peace River, the Peace River sandstones become no.re .  

arLl1ELctouS, decrease gradually in thickness and at length di.appeer 

• I 	a few miles below the mouth of Battle River. In 1951 Wictenden 

I 	
. described the Peace River formation as consisting of the following: 

Continental 	er 

I Cadotte member 

• 	. 	Middle sli.ale rneOr 

I 
1 	.. 	. 	., 	. 	.. • 	Basal rer 

In 3952 a study group of the A. S.P.C I , under the chairmanship 
r .. 	 . 	... - 	 -. 	 . 	•-, 	 - 	 - 

of L. E. Workman (1954), restricted the Peace River formation and re-

defined it so that it contained the following: 

I .  

I 	.! 

Paddy rer 	- 0-130 feet, average 60 

Cadotte mether - 40-170 feet, average 70 

ruou meaber - 40-130 feet, average 60 

Thickness and distribution: As redefined, the Peace River formation 

averages 190 feet in thickness and in the cross-section accompanying 

the A.S.P.0 study group report the formation is recognized in sub- 

I 

	

	
surface from the Alberta-British Columbia boundary eastward to the 

south shore of Lesser Slave Lake. 

Relation to other units: The formation is underlain by the siltstones 

and sanderoneo of the 1otikewin mber of the FaTher formation and is in 

-1 
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• 	turn over].ath by the dark marine shales of the Shaftesbury formation. 

I Shaftesbury formation, Fort :St. John group, Lower Cretaceous 	- - - 

- I
Author: McLearn and Henderson (1944) 

Ttpe locality: Lover Peace River, Alberta 	 - 

Hfstoy: Thèitme "Fort St. John Shele", originally used by Dawson ,  

(1880), applied to dark shales below the Dunvegan formation. Base 

:• I 

	

	defined byMcCói 11 (1893)7 ä abates between Pace Rivet andstbims 
end Dimvegan formation.. }CcT earn (1917) shortened nam to "St. 

and used in the se nsuuer as McConnell. Wickenden and 61mw (1943) 

I raised Fort St. John to group status. McLearn and Henderson (1944) 

• 	
• 	introduced Shaftesbury for shales formerly called Fort St. John and 

I St. John in the lower Peace River area. 	 : 

•.:1 
t 

f 

1 

ii 

• Litbologic characteristics: McLearn (1917) describes the ftLon 

• as a sequence of dark blue to grey friable trine shales with, occasional 

rounded or. banded ironstone concretions. 	•:• 

Thickneen and distribution: At type section 70 feet is exposed but 

it is estimated that at least 560 feet is present. In the Cache Creek 

I - 
I 
II 

II 
II 

area 1,300 eet has been neasured. 	 ..•• 	 •• •• 

Relation to other • units: The contacts with the overlying Dunvegan 

formation end the underlying Peace River formation are conformable 

and gradational. The Shaftesbury is equivalent to the Cruiser, Good-

rich, and Hasler formations of the Pine River area, British Columbia, 

and to lower Blecketouc where the Dunvegan pinches out to the south-

east. Wickenden and Shaw (1943) show a direct correlation with the 

"Dark Marine Shale' of the Lone Mountain area, British Columbia. 

II 
S 
It 

II , 
	 I 
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Pileontolo: The Fish Scale zone is a prominent hcricn within 

the Shaftesbury. The foll(rAnp, fosvils have been identified from the - 

f.. fo'vation:. 	aetroplites, Pacion!yf nsIriioi in. ErLtic2i 
DuuvenformetLon, Upper Cretaceous . 	 . 

• I 	Atithor: Dawson (1883) 

• I 
	

Type 12SRUt 	Near DuiwePn Trading Post, Peace River, northwestern 

Alberta 

I. . 
	Litholoic characterigtice: Consists of merine and non-marine send- 

stone, light. grey to yellocaish. buff in color. Beds are massive and 

I show croasbedding. Zones of thin-bedded eatsto'ae and shale, shelly 

1 	]3.mestone and coal era 
present. ireshwater and marine fossils occur. 

-. . 

in the sands. The DuuveZen forms conspicuous light brown weathering 

mesas and buttes. 	. 	 . 	. 

• 
I

Thickness cnd distribution: 500' to 600' in the Peace River area 

thinning to the south and east. The Dunvegan extends from the Peace 

1 
	

River area north to Fort Nelson and the Liard River, and in the foot- 

hills belt as far south as Jasper. 

Relation to other unite: The Duavegan is óverlain confortnbly by 

. 1 
the Blackstone formation in central Alberta and by the Smoky River 

I - 	formation in the Peace River area of northeastern British Columbia. 

II
It is underlain by the Shcftesbury formation of the Fort St. John 

group. Both contacts are gradational. The Dunvegan is correlated 

with the Fort Nelson formation of northeastern British Columbia and 

rhr T.4r1 R{r formation. 

II 

•1i 

Paleonto: ion-marine fossils: Unio dolini; Felania; Unio 

.; 	 ; 



1: 
sulfurieticia; Cortnla pyriformia var. 2unvegeene1a. 

I I4arine fossIls: Corbula of. ncohora; lnocera=s dunveganerisie;.. 

I
Iaocersmts rcccnno11i; Inoceraio rutherford; . Inoceünueathabaak- 

eis;.Barbetia.i1cronea; 0trea-anuxiioidee.  

	

• 1 • 	•. .Igskgpsu fort±on, Snaky River group Upper Cretaceous 

Author: McLearn (1926) ..• 	. 	 .• 

:1 .2: ...... - - . ype locality:- • On the Peace River1 vicinity of Dumreg.n, the. base 

	

: 	outcrops at the top of the Dunvegeñ cliffs. On the Smoky River below 

..........Pus1,a6kau River to about 12 miles below Racing Creek, this 	er ia 

.1:. . exposed on the valley 

History: The Smoky River group was first used by Dawson In 1879 

I for hale. strata exposed on the Suoky River. This unit was subdivided 

I in 1918 by Mctaarn into the following mbers: Upper Shale, Bad Heart 

• 	sandstone and Lower Shale. In 1926 he assigned the name askApau to 

the lower shale member. The na.e 1&6kapau is apparently derived from 

I 

I 

fine-grained sandstone beds are found near the base. 

Thicknesø and distribution: The Kaskapeat formation Le e.bout 520 

feet thick on the Smoky River, and about 550 feet thick in the Sturgeon 

LI 

	

	
Lake area. At Vib1y the fozixticn is either thickened by lenses or 

it interfinerc with a late Dunvegan sandstone series. War-rem and 

the term ' 1 Ka-ska-pe-teci-pi". Cree for Smoky River. Gleddie (1948) 

proposed fotmatiotal status for the Kaskapau shale within the Smoky 

River group.  

Lithologic characteristics: Predominantly dark grey fissile carbon-

aceous shale, friable near the base, with varying amounts of irons tov.e 

concretions throughout. Sandstone lenses occur near the op and thin 

:1 



Geographic 
location 

Mineralogical 
composition 

Geological age 

Associated 
rock. 

Fe 

Mn 

P 

Chemical 	
S102___ 

composition 	
203 

CeO 

H20 

S..,  

Clinton 
hard ore, 
U.S.A. 

Hematite 

Silurian 

Limestone 
Shale 

37.0 

0.23 

0.30 

7.14 

3.81 

19.20 

0.08 

...-....-- ..--. - .-- ,..-,,....-.. 	 - 

- 7 - 

A Cc4PARISO?1 8TWE1 OOLITIC ORE DEPOSITS 

Lorraine 	Cleveland-Hill 	Wabane ore, 

Hinette ore, 	ore, England 	Newfoundland 

France  

Limonite 	Chamosite 	Hematite 

Siderite. 	Siderite 	Chamosite 

Hematite 	 Siderite 

Jurassic 	Jurassic 	Ordovician 

Shale., sand- 	Shale 	 Sandstone 

stone, marl_ 	Shale 

	

30.0 	 36.0 	 20-57 

- ô.5-l.8 	0.55 	 0.7-2.0 

	

7.2 	 8.51 	 6.50 	- 

	

---- 	 6.12 	 3-6 

	

12.0 	 5.74 	 . 1.30 

3.75 

0.05.  

Salzgitter ore, Germany 

High grade Low grade 

Siderite Siderite 

Cretaceous Cretaceous 

Sandstone Sandstone 
Shale 	Shale 

	

32.60 	29.70 

	

0.22 	0.12 

	

0.37 	0.48 

	

27.00 	27.80 

	

10.17 	5.60 

	

0.16 	3.95 

	

1.65 	1.48 

	

0.16 	0.05  

Clear Hills ore, 
Alberta, 
Canada 

Limonite-goethite 
Siderite-chamosite? 

Cretaceous 

Sandstone 
Shale 

30.15 

0.15 

0.58 

25.36 

6.24 

* 

+ 0.701 

* Sometimes 
present 

+ Not always 
present 



- 	. Steick (1940) include the Poice Coupe ee.ndstone in the .lcaskapau 

• :- 	•' 	f 	 . 	 - 

.................RelaUon..tO. other .unite:.... Succeeds the .Dunvegai sandstone and-............. 

precedes the 'Bad Heart sandatone. The C=LespondinS unit of the 

central Plains occurs about 180 feet below the First White Specks 

to below the Second White Specks. 

I....
...........• 	 .•.-.. 	.. 

Pleistocene Deposits and Recent Deposits 	. 	 . 

I Some reference to these deposits has already been made in 

Chapter 11. 	. 

Pleistocene deposits, including those formed immediately 

I , 	
following glaciation, are prevalent throughout iost of the area. 

..............The recent deposits, consisting chiefly of river gravels 

• II 	and sands, are of no special significance. 

I. 

The deposits due to glaciation are chiefly derived from areas 

• 

	

	to the northeast, since ice from the Keewatin centre covered the area. 

I The Pleistocene deposits are two main types: unsorted materials 

.• 	derived from melting ice, boulder clays and gravels, and the semi- 

 . stratified glacio-lecuetrine deposits of finer silt-like material 

(P1. I, B., p.  85). . 	.'• 	. 

Lithoto 

I
This thesis is concerned with the study of the oolitic mether 

of the lCgskapau formation. Therefore this section will deal with the 

fl 1itholoy of the Kaskapau under1yin and overlying the colitic iron 

member. 

II 
II.  

I - 
I .  

. 	I 
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I . 	
encountered under,the drift. 	.. - •- 

• 	•. 	.. 	. 	. 	.. 	TABLE 3• 

I 
:1 

I 

I. 

LIT}ICLOCIC DESCRIPTIW. . I 

Well log of Phil. "C' UO. I - after Richard LI. Procter. 

Rock me 	Description,  

Sand, gravel. 	Glacial drift . 	. . . . 

lraskapau formation 

Shale 	 light grey to grey-green, finely 
nicaceous, slightly calcareous, 
bentonitic and silty.. Lignite 
occurs as laminae in the shale. 

Sandstone 	light grey-brown, fine-grained. 
Scud grains in the rock are sub-
rounded, well sorted, and mostly 	-: 
clear to pink quartz. 

- 23 - 

' I.. ,  The follaing well ioj of Phillips "C' Lo. 1, as described 

I
. by aictiard Procter (Procter first noticed the iron in the discovery 

....... well), gives a fairly detailed lithologic description of the bedrock. 

Footase  

10-50 

II 

; 

50-120 

120-160 

160-210 

210-310 

Sandstone is generally shaly, and 
very calcareous at base of the section. 
Shale is grey to grey-buff, finely 
micaceous in part, and also slightly 
calcareous. The amount of the shale 
increases downward. 

grey to light grey-green, fissile but 
soft, silty and bentonitic in part; 
small amounts of ironstone. Coal and 
sandstone are present in some pieces. 

shale is grey and yellowish brown, 	310-400 
fissile but soft; bentonitic, silty 
and finely micaceous in part. 
Sandstone is buff to brown, fine-grained, 
qucrtzosc, glauconitic, calcareous, 
carbonaceous, siliceous, and micaceous, 
and grading to argillaceous limestone 
in pert. 

Sandstone 
with shale 

.11.' 	Shale 

II . . 	
Sandstone 

.11 
	with shale 

II 
1 
'U 
U' 
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:1. 

:I 	
Rocc 	 Decription 

shale 	 grey, grey-green to buff; finely 
Micaceous. bentonitic P--td silty in 

I T 

	

	. 	
part. Polecypodohell fregments  

- ........ - are-andant. Sandstone bede are 
present in sane places. 

Iron-bearing 	yellowish brown to red oolitez are 	470-610 

oolitic bed 	... embedded in a dark brown to black 
natri. The average size of ootite3 

-. : •... 	 is lees than 0.5 =. - in diameter. 
Se pyrite and bentonitic shale i8 

present In various places. 

Shale 	 grey, bentonitic, finely micaceous. 
Ss pyrite and oolitic cavinge are 

• present in various horizons. 

Tcp o Duvezn formation. 	. 

1 Ac and correlation of the Xaekapau formation 
Bet • 	and its included oolitic iron mew 

The oolitic iron bed to associated with the ehales and 

eandstonco of the "lower! Kask.apeu fcrritation. Evidence elaborated 

below indicates the iron is upper C ncuicn in age. This places 

it in the lower portion of the CaudrL iranensi9 microfaunal none 

and the upper portion of the DnnveanOcera8 megafaunal tono and 

wakes it approdwatelY equivalent to the Doe Creek sandstone of 

the Pouce Coupe area. Steick and Wall (1955, p. 20) outline a 

zenation based on for.aminiferal faunitic changes from the upper 

part of the Cenctania2 strata into lower Turonicn staie as follows: 

II 
•11 

•lI 
ii 

1 
II 

Fl 

I 

ti'- 

ii 

430-470 
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TA,  BLUE 4 I. 
FOSSIL ZONES IN THE ZAS!APAU 

. 	 - • - 	- 	- 	Pelagic microfaunal zone-(lower or 

	

"Central" 	 second white speckled shale) 

I.. 	Kaskpau 	1piophragides cpiritense'zone 
(includes white chalcidony bd) 

Turonien 	 . 	 . 

I. . Aixmiobculjteg pocalis soàe cenomenien 	
(includes Howard Creek sand) 

I Catidryina irenensis zone (includes 
Lower 	 Pouce Coupe sand at top and Doe Creek 

	

Kaskapau 	-. métnber near base) .- . 

kaobscu1tearavenorj zone 

• 	. Xrnvegcn 
I . 	restricted 	Unuined m&crofaunai zone 

Steick end. Wall (1955, p. 7) . presented a cuccession of 1itho1oic 

1 	markers -. fron the -lower- Turanian to Cenoritanian stage from the 

Pouce Coupe area (thicknesses. are approximate). 	.. . ..... 

I . .. --..,........ ... 

• 0 • 	 -... - 

I 
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TABLE S 

• 	. 	LITEOtCIC H0!Z MAS 

Formation 	 Members and markers 

Second white speckled shale iJcr 

"White chalcedonic beds" or "white 
- 	 . 

 

nodular wamber"  

	

Sot 	shale.-  

"Central" Zaskapau.::. : 	CenocanianTurOfltat% contact 

. ...•. 	.- 	20 9 . 	 shale 	 - 

................... . 	 . 

 

'Howard Creek sand top 

130' - . sandy and tuffaceone shales 

- . 	 30' 	Pouce Coupe sandstone 	-- 

	

74' 	shale with ironrctone 
"Lower" Kaekapau  

	

6' 	Doe Creek sandstone 

	

190' 	sandy shales 

Dunvegen formation - sandstones and shales. - 

The terms "Central" and "Lower" were introduced by Steick and Wall 

(1955, p. 7). Locally the "Central" and "Lower" Kaskpau portions 

have been correlated from Pouce Coupe to Spirit River (Scelck and 

Wall, 1954, pp.9-14).. iegionally ,  the TCakapau has been correlated 

with many areas in the United States and Canada (Stelek and Wall, 

1954, pp. 14-16). 

I, 
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A study of the tnicrofamel asslages received froci two 

core holes, Eureka No. I and 1o. 2 (icDougall, 1954) was carried 

out by Lens (1956). The nicrofauna in the shale underlying the 

iron bed were found in both core holes, establishing a horizon 

for the iron bed. 

• 	- 'Lena (1956, p. 16), reported that all of the forau1iu.tfera 

were exeuaceous forms and divided the fauna into two zones based 

on the Anniobaculites ravenori and CaUdrYLUa. irenensis of the Peace 

River area (Steick and Wall, 1955, p. 21-22). Apparently neither 

of these species vao present in this locality and Lena (1956) 

based his zonation on the faunal aaslage and on the presence 

of ProtenIna elexanderi. This placed the section in the Upper 

Cenouian stage. Lenz (1956) concludes that the iron bed over-

lying the chales would be within the lower part of the CaudryiLla 

Lrenenes zone.. This would be equivalent to the Doe Creek sand 

(Steick, personal coxnication) • a' thin sandstone member in the 

lover part, of the ICaskepsu formation of the Peace River area.: 

Steick and a11 (1955, p. 27) and Lena (1956.'p. 18) believe the 

environment to be near-share, probably brackish or lagoonal, based 

on shallow-water arenaceone fauna present. Stelck and Wall (1955, 

p. 28) believe that the depth of water was slyly increacing, with 

a cMne from almost fresh water to normal salinity and with normal 

deposit ton fron lowered source areas accompanied by the deepening 

of the late Cenctriian seas. 

I 

.1• 
i 

I. 

Li 
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C2E'. IV 

CEIrL 	ACOI Tt1 "OPJ" 

- 	-enetel Statein 

The oolitic iron "orc' s et&4ned in place, o.ttcroppin I 
along the valley of Swift Creek (Fig. 2 - in envelope at back of 

thesis) . The exposure varied in thickness at the er face from a 

few 'feet to over 25 feet. This variation was âue vainly to  61=V- ing 

of superfiéial glacial deposits covering the outcrop wherever the 

en1eof valley slope was low e!sgh to support this aterial. The 

thickest sections were not cr.anined in detail because the straight 

• walls sde tht= inaccessible (P1. II, .3., p. 86). ffevcr, the general 

character and appearance of the "ore' along aevra1 miles of the 

valley bottom was uniform and marseive. There did not appear to be 

• 	
any variation so far au could be . seen. 

•fj only exception to this wao the color cbane in the out-

crop from water level up 	several feet - the "ore" was definitely 

greyish green in color end graded into the btowa and reddish brown. 

• 	This variation in color cam  be seen in Plate VII, A., page 91; and 

Plate IV, A. and B. page 88. This color variation has definite 

• 

chemical implications.. 	. 

The oolitic iron weathers very easily because of its soft 

and friable nature. The well weathered surface takes on the appearance 

of a clay bank (P1. III, A. P. 81) and could easily escape detection. 

Farther upEtren the o'.itcrop had been subjected to recent frost action 

I 
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i; 

and fresb"cre" was expcsed (fl. 'I, A. and B. p. 89). In Plate III, 

B., page 87, close erni1natio revealed n bttt of weak bedding but the 

no8t noticeable feature was the large-scale polygonal pattern to the 

"ort, almost "honeycomb" in effect. This would seem to Indicate post-

depositional ground-water action with concentration of iron oxide 

along planes of weakuega. 

• 	A typical ecpoeure..was chosen in excess of 24 feet and trenched 

to.tha fresh matertal(P1. .111 9, A. & p.87). This exposure was care-

fully measured and composite saxrples were taken from each two-foot 

interval, The ezpoanre was saled from the bottom up; Lnce this 

was the tiuçlest method..  

I .  
I 

' I 

I. 

• Fetrol2a
, 
 

Megascopic description: DeFord and Waldachmidt (1946) presented 

the following definitions of oolite end oolith: ..... "An oolite is 

a rock made up of an aggregate of cuall spheroidal bodies called 

ooliths, held together by interstitial cementing material. The 

uormI diameter of an oolith is less than one millimeter. The name 

oolith cornea from the resernlance to fish roe •....". The recocnended 

size range for the ooliths is 0.1 - 1.0 rnilliceeerg in diameter. 

The term ooid was recently proposed by P.E. Cloud (DeFord and Wald-

sc1rnidt, 1966, p.  1588) to be used in preference to the term ooltth 

by some authors to avoid confusion with oolite and oolitic. In this 

thesis the writer will use the terms oolite &nd oolith as elaborated 

by DeFord and Ja1dschmidt (1946). 

I .  
:1 

I 
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The Clear Ejilo ferruginO!S Qi3 coS not appear to have 

defthito bedding planeG. It 16 quite protile that if any existed 

they were destroyed by the post-depositional compaction of the 

- material or by mechanical redeposition. 

The oolite. in outcrop and hed &çecizzien Presents a variety 

of colors ranging through grey-ree (21. VII, A., p. 91), greenish 

grey, yellow-brown to reddish brown (21. VI, A. P. 90). with* bluish 

black iron oxides concentrated along post-depositional fracture 

planes in the section. The oolite from a distance appears to be a 

rusty nodular sandstone. On closer inspection it is apparent that. 

the *terial is aandsiee but appears as uniform spheroids similar 

to very fine pellets, having a submetallic luster, ecbe&Ied in an-

earthy.  matrix varying in color from greenish grey to reddish brown. 

FyntioU by band lens and binocular microscope revealed fine 

sandslr.ed au1ar quartz, false oolitho formed from rock fragments 

and irregular-shaped concretions of grey-green Mudstoue possibly 

cbsjositic or. ideritLC in Co)OGQiOU. 

• 	• ... The oolite exposure varied in hardness from the bottom of 

the exposure to the top. The softer friable material was found at.. 

• the  top of the bed. This may have been due to surface leaching and 

exposure but it was also noticed that the density of ootitha increased 

upwards and therefore the matrix volume decreased. 

The  oolite outcrop, where exposed to weathering for any length 

of ties, disintegrated easily, presenting a yellowish brocn earthy 

appearance (P1. UI, A., p. 87) which could easily be confused with 
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subsoil overburden. A portion of sale cU-lO(Appendix, p. 73) 

was subjected to several freeze-tba,i cycles, having first been sat-

urated with water. It disaggregated with fci1ity and produced a 

- very fine - sand composed of the oolitho (P1. vi, B. :, p.  90). 

Samples from the upper beds, dark reddish brown in color, 

were extremely friable and could be broken up by squeezing between 

the fingers. Under the binocular vicroscopa the material consisted 

largely of dark brown spherical, subepherical, and oblate spheroidal 

accretionary bodies displaying a subtietallic luster, with common sizes 

less than 0.25 cu. The oolitha are loosely held in clay-like light 

greenish-colored matrix in the basal beds but as the percentage of 

ooliths becomes greater the =trig decreases and merely fills the 

interstices of the ooliths in contact. 

Most of the broken oolithc exhibit fresh-looking angular 

quartz nuclei, concentrically surrounded by a dark brown lixnonite- like 

material. Rd. (1:1 Sol) was applied on a polished surface of a 
A . 

canple and observed under the binocular microscope. It is noticed 

that an accelerated reaction takes place in or around the nuclei and 

sparsely in the matrix. It was found that the polished surface was 

extensively etched. The remains from the etching were quartz sands 

and concentric rings of limonite-like material. 

The surface exposures of the oolite present a definite nodular 

tppearance (P1. III, B., p. 87); and (P1. IV, A., p.  88) and in fact 

individual nodules are quite coon. Fossil wood (Fl. VII, B., p. 91) 

and bone were discovered in the oolitic iron bed ar.d identified as 

such by C.R. Steick (personal communication). 1 

I. 
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I 
Microscopic description: Two ser ies of thin €ectLons were prepared 

and examined. This included 16 fran the Clear: Hills saç'les and 15 

from the iiigtwood samples (Appendix, pp. 77-78). The Righwood thin 

sections were included for.possible corre!m of envir 	t of 

deposition, source material andsource area. Since variation in the 

eteria1 of the Clear Ullia oolite was not great a general description 

pted. by, mention of particular features characteristic is given. suppleme  

• 	of certain horizons. Outstanding evsiles of diagnostic features 
	and 

mineralogy are. depicted in the color plates included in this thesis. 

- 	The soft nature of the ooltte prevented the production of 

thin sections of standard th uen.. This was a disadvantage in that 

it was impractical to obtain optic figures or use birefringence in 

most cases in determining the minerals present. This was overcome  

to some extent by correlating results of other chemical and physical 

tests, to - arrive at a reasonable determination of the mineral character 

of the oolite. 

Because of the thickness of the thin sections it was necessary 

to utilize maximum light with the aid of - the converging lens and with-

I - 	out use of the analyser nicol. 
The basal beds of the exposure, greyish green in the hand 

• 	specimen (P1. IX, A. • P. 93), under the microscope appeared as 's 

• mass of uniform-sized ephe.rulites or rhos of grey-green siderite 

with the occasional fragment of clean angular quartz. The oolith 

were a minor constituent. probably less than 10 per cent. 

o!es removed from the deposit indicated the possibility 
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of erosion and redepositioti of the prima--I oolite. These nodules 

appeared to be co'osed of a microcryetailthe sideritic (charooitic?) 

uvjdstortc, with included .indiv-Idu1 oolithe sd rock fragments containing 

oOlittl3 (P1. VIII, A. and B.., p. 92). Focoil wooe, (P1. Xl, A. and B., 

p. 95) and bone is liberally distributed throughout the exposure and 

is indicative of near-shore envirountnt. 	 - 	- 

The character of the oolito changes rapidly upward in the 

epostre. The color ebenge 1s due to increase in the percentage of 

• ooliths(Pl. VI,A., p. 90) and the increase in the emt of limonite-. 

goethtte present in the Bhella of the ooliths. 	: 

•The ooliths show little evidence of distortion through. compaction 

and the variable shapes can be related to the odd shapes of the nuclei 

p. 93 and P1. XII, B., p. 96). 	 - 

• The ooltths vary in arrangement from being "suspended" in the 

watrix In the basal beds to being very closely packed. At Points of 

contact there is little if any indentation. There are two possible 

reasons for this: either the ooliths were, deposited in an indurated 

state or ,  the watri2c was soft and acted as a cushion until they were 

sufficiently indurated. 

The nuclei of the oclithe consist of a variety of media 

(P1. IX, 13., p. 93). The clear subanular grains of quartz are by 

- 'far the most abundant. In most cases the quartz is clear and un-

changed but examples of replacement are not unco 	(P1. X, B., 

p. 94). Nuclei of the oolLths connict of the folling: quartz, 

from 15 to 40 per cent, frogzents of ironstone nodule, rock framezte, 

and subrctmded feldspar grains (orthoclase clear and fresh). No fosiil 

-t 
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forainlfara appear to be preEent in any of the thin sections examined. 

The total volume of the ooliths in the section ectiined varies from 10 

per cent at the base to over 50 per cent in the upper beds. 

The matrix is coosed of the same riinerala found in the 

óoltthe: ideritc, clwrnoGite (glauconite?), lionite-goethite after 

siderite, quartz, feldspar, rock fragments, with the occurrence .  

SL)1eS of secondary calcite, and chart fragments. In thin section 

o. 300 there is evidence of chalcedonic repiaceent of a1cite. 

Plate XIII, A, page 97 presents a good example of secondary calcite 

probably replacing eiderite all vestiges of concentric oolith 

etructute have been destroyed. 

SiderjticChtj08itiC (glaucouiticfl avidgtone forms the major 

pertion of the matrix and varies froa 10 to 50 per cent of the total 

volume of matrix. It vAtLC8 in color from a dirty greyiah green 

yellowish green to dirty brown, poorly translucent and is in thin section 

characteristically splotchy and non-uniform. kbsotute determination of 

choitO in the matrix -vas not possible. The siderite exhibits a 

•sphe1itic texture and occasionally shows good rhombic forr (P1. IX, 

p. 93). 

Within the matrix are loose angular grains of quartz, occasional 

IF grains of clear' subangular feldspar (couroa1y orthoclase), pseudo-ooliths 

formed. of rounded fragments of ironstone and fragments of wood and bone 

(21. XI, A., and B., p. 95). 

Citeini rtry 

qtitatve chemical enalycce were carried out on a series 

of 12 oolitic iron sac1e3, Cli to CH-12 inclusive (Appendix, P. .3). 

ii 
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ThLs.work. was supervised by H. Baadsgaard and the analytical work done 

by G.H. Uuhes and the writer. Ihis analytical work was primarily 

carried out to determine the per cent weight of ferrous iron and ferric 

iron in the Clear Hi118 oolitic iron. The results were used to advantage 

in substantiating the presence of siderite (FeCO 3) in this deposit. 

One complete analysis was carried out at the University by..C.E. Noble, 

Provincial Analyat.one by Cliffs of Canada Ltd. (p.  36) and several. 

by the Research Council of Alberta for McDougall (1954) (Appendix, p. 76). 

The iron in the basal beds is almost completely ferrous iron. 

This corroborateø. the large percentage of siderite determined in the 

thin sections as. occurring in the lower beds. The ferrous iron content 

decreased from the base upwards, in the uppermost swple it is in 

negligible a*Yunta. 	 .-• 

The complete analysis revealed minor amounts of calcium 

oxide, magnesium oxide, and manganese. Sulphur occurred in a few 

samples; the sulphur may have been released by the decomposition of 

pyrite. Pyrite was present Lu small amountS as inicrogranular crystals 

in the basal beds. Calcium, sodium, minor aunts of tin end possibly 

cbromium.were found in the McDougall samples in a spectrographic 

analysis (Appendix, p. 76). 

The complete analysis also indicates that there is sufficient 

silica, alumina, magnesia and phosphorus present to account for the 

presence of chamosite. 

The chemical analysis has confirmed identifications which 

I .  
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• 	 tthod$ and established the presence had been made by petrotrephic  

of other ttitierals not indicated by microscopic examination. 

The petrographic and chemical ezainivatioc8 indicate the 

presence of three principal iron-be*rin minerals which include 

aco.e% omide, a silicate and a carbonate. Sholl matter probably 

accotntG for the phosphorus content the minor amounts of magnesia 

and lima indicated by the analysis, and some of the secondary calcite 

as revealed by petrographiC examinations. 

• 	 ihe ore and acàotiçanyiug rocks appear to be free fto any 

igi 	lin content outside the 	ll amounts indicated by the 

• 	
cczlete .analyais. 

All of the constituents of the "are!' vary somewhat from 

- layer to 'lcyer and,a representative 
mineral assemblage with limiting 

percentages is ma follows: 

o ite..goethite (2Fe203.3fl2O - Fe203.920) 

-. 	 $iderite (Pec03) 	
• 	 5-25Y 

	

sito 	
: 

• 	 artz (SiO) - 	
•• 	•.. 	: 	 15-2 

• • 	 CoUite? (Ca3P8): 
	•. 	•- 

Orthoclase : ()A15i308) 	• 	• 	 3-5'L 

Pyrite (Fe92) 	•• 	• 	 • 	
• 	o-1 

Carbonaceous matter (C) 

iy\ 

ii 

I 
I 
I 

-1 
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Checiically the average sample from the rniddle of the deposit 

is &pproiiute1y as follows: 

•Iron 	. 	 30.157, 	. 

Silica 	. 	 25.367, 

• 	. •A1znica 	 6.24'L 

• 	Sulphur .. 	O7 	•. 

Phosphorue ........... -  ... 	0.587. 	. 	. .: 	....: . 

	

-. ... Manganese • - 	 0.157. . 	.. .. 

(The above analysis was run by Cleveland Cliffs Ltd., Ishpeming,. 

Michigan, in core from Ihil1ip "Ceti' No. 1)... 

Geochronolog 	.. 	 . 	 -. 

e dating was undertaken to establish en age . for the oolitic 

iron in the i(&skapau formation. The presence of sanidine feldspar, 

presumably of volcanic origin, provided an opportunity to obtain an 

age by the potassium-argon method. 

Sample: A composite sample, collected from location "N' on Swift 

Creek (Fig. 2) • representing the 16-foot to 28-foot interval (depths 

from surface on exposure) was used in the deternation. 

Preparation of sample: The composite sample of oolitic iron "ore" 

was mechanically crushed and pulverized. The disaggregated samplo 

was put through a series.of sieves consisting of the following 'screen 

sizes: • 35, 60, 83, 100, 140, and 200 meshes to the inch (U.S. Sieve 

Series). The sample retained on the 140 mesh appeared to present 

the best cize. The eeving wis carried out twice, once wet and once 

dry. 
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The seç1e was then separated into light and heavy fractions 

using heavy liquid tetrabrooethane (sp. Sr. 'ss reduced to 2.54 by 

addition of acetone and checked with feldspar chip at 200  C). The 

light fraction was then run through the Frantz magnetic separator- 

at all amerage settings and two final passes at a3'iuvna of 1.5 ans. 

The material in the non-magnetic fraction was then subjected to further 

heavy liquid separation, using tetrabrccnoethane (at specific gravity 2.54) 

and the: light fraction with specific gravity less than 2.54 obtained 

from' this operation amounted to about 6 grams. The. sample appeared 

to be. mainly feldspar with se quartz contamination..' 

'A mount, of the material vae made up in Canada Balsam. This 	 S  

mount vu. examined under the petrographic microscope.. The writer. 

concluded, that, the. feldspar present was mainly sanidine.. 

Potassium-Argon method: This sainple.was run by H. Baadegaard.: 

after a series of washings with HC1 to rove all traces of iron. 

• The following information was obtained: :• 

•AKNo. 14 	 . Slide No 3224 ' 

K mineral 	, 	 Sanidine (7) .... 

001itic member. 	.': Kaskapsu formation (Upper Cretaceous) 

Run No. 13 
	

A1'0/gp3. aan,le 1.53 x 10-5 cc. .STP 

- 2.63 (-23) 
	

A/IC 	0.0103 

%X 2.18 	 Calculated ae 169 x 10 
  years. 

Conclusions: It is quite apparent that the sartidine does not date 

the time of deposition of the iron. Feldspar in the matrix is detrital; 

it could possibly provide some indication of the source material. 
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The age places the sauidiue formation in Jurassic, at about the time 

of the Topley batholith. Detritus from the erosion of this intrusive 

might possibly be the source of the iron and its associated detrital 

material.-•. . 

Conditions of Deposition of the Iron 

Castano and Carrels (1950, P..770) based on their"experimental 

aea" reported that rivers of moderately low pH draining into the sea 

- might well contain considerable quantities of ferrous, iron. It has 

I been shown that river water pH vüies considerably, but some river 

waters have values of 7.0 or. lower (Rankana and Sahama, 1950, p•  223). 

On reaching the sea the river would drop its clastic load.,- If the 

river', entered an-area-of open circulation the Iron would probably 

I.' 
be precipitated itediately and be diluted with the cle'stic material. 

If, however,, the area of deposition was,a lagoonal or restricted 

bI 

1 •  
As a general rule, siderite rarely occurs in ores. It must 

depend for its formation on the activity of the ferrous ion and the 

activity of the carbonate ion. Conditions for FeCO3  formation would 

LI 
"I 

I 
.1:. 

1. 

basin type, the river waters would very likely keep the lagoon or 

basin waters fairly fresh or at most brackish, if this were the 

case the clastics would be left behind and the iron carried to a 

place where there was sufficient ocean water in equilibrium with 

calcium carbonate to oxidize and precipitate the iron. In sediments 

and sedimentary rocks ferric iron precipitates as the con valence 

state. 
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be fairly high. pH, .wiere ferrous ion activity ic max -Inurm and the 

hyrocy1 ion is relatively 1o. Both hydroyl and carbonate Increase 

with increisiu p11 and ferric iron predominates. 

Where organic debris such an has been found 'In the Clear Hills 

elite gnd stagnant water coexist, aygen is rapidly removed. Iron 

movibalinto such an enviroient might be expected to precipitate as 

ferrous cónipounds. Therefore, . formation of sider its and 'chamoaite 

voutdbe expected  

It can be stated that iron-bearing èolutione moving into 

aerated ocean vatera containing 'calciuxa carbonate will precipitate 

ferric oxide' (gankama and Sahama. 1950, P. 666). With the addition 

of silt and slight lowering of. pit, cham3ite might possibly be formed. 

If, horever, iron-bearing solutions move into an area 'of stagnant 

water where organic debris tends to eccilate, the minercis formed 

might well be chemosite (if silt 'present) or sideriti and pyrite. 

Such conditions would hot be expected to last very long;'' 

movements of the strand line might well put: a given basin beyond 

the range "of ircn,and calcium carbonate deposition might be resumed. 

A change in river vø1umc or silting upof a clastic-trapping basin 

might result 'in the coon precipitation of the iron along with the 

àlastic deposition. This appears to be the case at the time of iron 

deposition in the Clear Hills area. The thickness of the iron bed 

do-_3 not exceed 30 feet(McDougall. 1954) and is on the average' 

approximately 15 feet. This would Indicate a relatively short 

period of deposition. The environmental pH varied from ti to time 

I 
I 
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clue to alternstina periods of deos1tion of organic material, stagnant 

ter ccnditIo, and periodic re-entrance of normal sea water. 

The ferrous, to frrIc iron ratio decreases from the base of 

the exaz ned section and the upper beds contain only minor. amounts 

of sderite and chanosite. There is sufficient A1 203 present to 

account for the presence of chamosite or chazoositte uzdstono. 

Chamosite(hydrated Fe, M, Al, Silicate), known to fin 

only in a marine envLroent, =y be a secondary replace sent' of quarts 

and feldspar, and probably forms whea the basin of deposition Li 

subjected to an inflow of silt carried by the streams. 

Ferrous bicarbonate may be formed by the action of CO2- bearing- 

waters on ferrous ciincrla in the absence of oxygen. The' Supposition 

that iron is carried in solution, principally as the bicarbonate or 

soluble carbonate, io fairly wall founded (Earden, 1919, pp. 64-84). 

Iron will remain in o1ution If CZ) is in excecs; when CO 2  is decreased 

precipitation results. If oxygen is present in normal amounts ferric 

I hydroxide will be precipitated and If oxygen is scarce ferrous carbon- 

- 	ate will 'come out of solution.  

in areas of brackish umter in marine 	 and marshes 

iron is deposited in the presence of plants. Decaying vegetation 

inhibita oxidation si stated above, and iron is deposited as ferrous 

carbonate. Even if 'ferric hydroxide were precipitated, it could 

be reduced and the formation of ferrous carbonate could take place. 

The aforementioned environment is very similar to that 

favoring coal accilation and presence of cnrbonceoue material 

I 

'I 

1 

:1 

I 
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would indicate that conditions were almost right for this to occur 

 In niny parr of the world aiderite is associated with 

coal.. 	 . 	 . 

•.. L 	adLent sluggish streS have a very 1i suspended 

	

3 . 
	load capacity. The major iron load . of this type of stream is in 

solution as a bicarbonate ora ferric colloid. This would account 

for  the lack of common .sediments mixed with. the iron. If those 

streams debauched into brackish waters . having an above normal content 

of humic acid, the ferric compounds might be reduce4 to the ferrous 

	

t 
	state and deposited as carbonate. The. occurrence of brackish ater 

	

.1 	
mnicrofatuma in the underlying shales substantiates the belief-that 

the zone.of deposition was a lagoon, ebarre4 b'asfn, or an. estuarine 

delta are-a. 	. .. .. 	 ' •. 	...• 	. 

Formation and Deposition of GolithS  

The writer believes that the Clear Utile deposit is coccrsble 

toUabana iron ore of lewfoundland in some aspects. Hayes (1915 p. 93) 

	

I 	notes a total lack of lime-atone or igneous rock, in the Ordovician 

series of sedimentary rocks of 1ewfoutidland. • This also applies. to 

the irora  member of the gaskapau formation: and the underlying and 

overlying Cretaceous sediments. The phosphate indicated in the analysis 

on page 37 could very well be derived from fossil shell remains. 

There is no evidence that transformation from an original oolitic 

limestone to oolitic sicierite-limoflite has taken place. 
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i-ayc (1915, p. 2) also contends that the ciderite of 

tJcbc.na formed at the sea bottom or juit balmy the surface of deposition 

at the expense of .chatositc and hcnrititc in the presence of organic 

debrL undergoing .deccuositian. Hayes finds siderite at the base 

of the Newfoundland bed, a noteworthy coarison since the siderite 

of the Clear Hills ooUte is most abundant at the base of the bed 

and decreases upwards. It has been, shocn that it tends to replace 

quartz and limonite-goethite. 

The formation .of Florida and Babama oolites is said to be 

dependent on bacteria active in sioal waters precipitating enormous 

quantities of calcium carbonate (IllLn, 1954 p.  1) under definità 

temperature conditions and salinity. The chemically precipitated 

calcite may form apherulitec which in turn for ooitths by :  accretion 

aided by wave action in the sballs. Similar physical methods 

night have been operative for the formation of the iderite-chawosjte-

limonite-goethite ooliths. 

1(ruthemu and Carrels (1952, p. 28) believe that siderite 

precipitation takes place in barred basins or etanant lagoons or 

estuaries at a pH of 7.0 to 7.8 and an Eh of approtimateIy -0.2. 

The writer believes that the Clear Hills ooliths are primary.  

I 
.. 

 

in origin, because, of the following observations: 

(1)There is no evidence of primary calcite ooliths 

I (2) in near-shore marine waters the redo potential and pH 

tend to favor the formation of ciderite 

I . 	 (3) There are no limestones of note in the Cretaceous 

TI 

I 
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lithologic sequence involved, and least of 1l oolitic lizraestonee 

(4) The side-rite is for the most part arphous and-there 

is little evidence of secondary crystallization 

(5) The carbonate co.tent of the waters of deposition was 

not in excess or limestone would have been pre.cipitated 

r 	
. 

II 

:1 

pI .  

- .. -. (6) The carrier water would have to be carbonated to carry 

sufficient  iron to account for the deposit 

• 	 .. (7) The carbonated iron-bearing fresh waters on reaching 

the marine or brackish water of higher pli, would tend to precipitate 

• iron out as a carbonate. 	 - 

• 	 That the formation of oolitbs is due to precipitation caused 

• by physio-chezaicel reactions has been conclusively established (Bucher. 

1918). The envirouent of ool.th deposition was a controversial 

subject for cny. years.. Hayes, Cruner, hung, Kelly and many others 

working in this field have concluded that ooliths are formed in 

relatively shallow water of estuaries, lagoons or very shallow seas, 

where the turbulent action of crent or waves served to suspend 

suitable nuclei for subsequent accretion of ooltthahells..ThiB 

concept is. n genally accepted. 

Oolitic iron deposits are almost entirely within marine beds 

but it MS been reported (Eelly, 1951, p. 2222) that ferruginous 

.00lithe are ns forming in certain Swedish lakes. It is also known 

(Twenhofel, 1939. p. 573) that oolites form under subaerial conditions 

in certain soils and of course these oolites might be eroded end 

deposited in the sea. Furth6ruiare, it has been recognized that oolites 

.I 
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formed one place in the sea probably have been reworked by currents 

and deposited in their final burial place wholly by mechanical means. 

There is. considerable evidence to support the theory that this is 

the case with the Clear Rills oolitic Iron deposit. There do not 

appear to be any gradations in the Maskapau, contacts are sharp 

chemically, lithologically, and faunal-wise. Nodules (P1. VIII, A. 

and B. p. 92) are coon in the depocit containiu8 a mixture of 

aider&tic chamositic matrix, individual. ooliths and rock fraguente 

with included oolith. Oolith fragments are not uncceaon, together 

with fragments of chart, secondary calcite after ooliths (P1. XIII, 

A., p. 97) 6  calcite veins, pseudo-oollths of rounded rock fragments 

(Eastn, 1950, p. 67) and ironstone nodule fraerits. Lack of fossils 

of marine origin in the deposit also points to possible mechanical 

deposition of the primary material. 

Iron mineral oolites =&y develop by either: (1) accretionary 

grth about a uucleue before burial (P1. XII, A., p. 96); (2) con-

cretionary crystalliz*ticn from a hydrogel of amorphous solid; (3) 

pseudonorphous replacement in sea. wster of an earlier non-iron 

oclite (Brown, 1914, p. 770); (4) oolitic rep1acemnt in sea water 

of a non-oolitic aubstence; (5) crystallization in oolitic form of 

finely divided crystals and amorphous materials after burial; and 

(6) replacement by salts in pore-space (coiate) water after burial. 

The writer believes that the Clear Hills oolite falls into 

the first division of the at-eve eury of types of oolitic develop- 

$4 
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Despite the varlo;4a ways that deposits of iron can be £czcd 

it would appear from the findings of Moore and !ayncrd (1929, p. 331) 

• that the dcxir.ant ivsnnor of deposition of iron-minerals ia by 

coagulation of hydroo1S and hardening of hydrogels. 

Source of the "Ore" 
.L. 	 - 

.... .. . . 

Van Rise and Leith (1911, p.  499) concluded. that all the-

iortant Like Superior iron-bearing formations are sinilar in origin. 

They believe that a very large part of the iron and -ailica was con-

tributed. to the ocean directly, either by magmaticirtctiona from 

• 1 • igneous rocks in the ocean floor- or rapid decomposition of basic 

• igneous rocks in contact with sea water while still very hot. This 

theory was expended by Collins,' Quirks and Thouson (1926, pp. 1-141) 

and by mezip others working in this field. 

- The average river ,omter today contains less than one part 

per million of iron (Gruner, 1922, p. 421).. This suggests that 

these waters are Lr.adequate as a source for the deposit.on of iron 

formation as defined by James (1954, p. 239). James defined iron 

formation as follows: . e,. " chemical sediment typically thin- 

bedded or laminated, containing 15 per cent or more iron of sedinentary 

origin, commonly but not necessarily containing layers of caere'. 

Rivera in tropical climates such. as the katon of Zrasil, however, 

carry 2 to 7 parts'ptr million of Fe203. Van Rise and Leith based 

their work on studies of temperate weathering cycles. James (1954, 

p. 276) points out that vulcanism, though not uncnon during perioda of 

I 
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iron depositi, is ct uecess&y or always cotepor8eOuS. 

- It has been c&tab1LEhattthat the Clear Hills oolith is a 

sedLrentary fornet ion. There has been no evidence that vu1canicn 

played cay prL in supplyirG source inaterial. It appears that the 

envirorerit of depositica reseb1es that of tho Lake Superior region 

(James, 1954, p. 280), with the exception that there ws rapparently 

no tectonic activity a&oc1Ated with the period of deposition. 
................................... 

Iron is a con coonent In the Cretaceous sedL.ents of all ages 

and often forms enriched zones of nodules or replacement beds such 

• as in. the Die stonc-Cardiu tone in the ULgood area (P1. X1, B., 

p.99, and P1. XVI, D., • 100). 

The a.1ss of the Highod saç1s (Appendix, p. : 7e) 

• indicates that the iron content can be substantial. Therefore it 

does not seem unlikely that the Clear Hills oolite could be deposited 

during periods of optizzTa conditions. The original vaterial appears 

to have come from a western granitic source, as Indicated by the 

fresh quartz and feldspar, both transport resistant, and only the 

odd frement of chart. The intrusion of the Topley granite and 

related intrusions in Jurassic tire, subsequent deep weathering under 

tropca1 conditions, and alternating wet and dry seasons provided a 

1CM lying source area and. sluggish rivers (Ailing, 1947, p.  1011) to 

transport ironia solution to the lagoons or estuaries marginal to 

the raskepau sea. 
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Occurrences of Simil ar 07e 

Clinton iron ore be: The Clinton iron ore beds rcnk next in 

importance to the .Lake Super.icc depoits (Iaten, 1942, p. 5613). 

These beds outcrop across Uiscoasin and New York and south to Alahaze. 

The ore occurs as cedimentry beds intercalated with shale 

limestone, and sandstone of Clinton (Silurian) age. The types of 

ore are: (1) oolitic ore cceioced of round oolitec of hematite. I 

to 2 mm. in diameter, enclosed in a matrix of hematite and calcite; 

(2) fossil fragsenta partly replaced by limonite end enclosed in 

amorphous oolitic hematite; (3) flaxseed ore composed of flattened 

coucretions of hematite surrounded by hematite vud and replaced 

fossil fragments. Allin& (1947, p. 1015) believes the ClLuLcn ores 

to be primary due to the diagenecis of marine limestones in the 

presence of solutionG well supplied with iron compounds. He also 

believea that the àriinal iron compounds could have been ferrous 

and have become oxidized to the ferric state. 

Wabana iron ores of Newfoundland: The oolitic iron ore with 

ferruginous shales and sandstones forms. part of a series of eedLaentary 

rocks of lower Ordovician ate. Siderite occurs in sicller quantity 

than chamosite or hematite but is locally abundant. It replaces heznetite 

end chauoeite end in soma instances detrital quartz. The siderite was 

chemically precipitated according to Hayes (1915, p. 93), probably 

under the cover of overlying sediments. This could also be the case 

with the Clear Hills ore deposit. Heyes also believes (1915, p.  94) 

that the Webanc iron ore is prinary and is mined today in essentially 

I 
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th3 sso conditions as deposited, except for induration, faultiu, 

end winor additions of secondary ccicite and quartz. 

Minette ores of'Luxe=burg and Lorraine: These are deposits 

resemble the Wabana ores in their oolitic character and the content 

of green ferrous silicate. It is believed that they were deposited 

on the bottom of a shallow coastal sea. Formerly these deposits 

and many similar deposits were considered to be metaomatic replace-

ments of limestones. The primary character of the deposition is now 

fully recognised (Tyrrell. 1937, p. 23)). 

Colitic ores of Bohemia and Thuringia, Córnaany: Oolitic hemetite-

chamosite-aiderite ores occur in these regions of Germany in rocks 

of lower Silurian age. This are also resembles the Vebat2a deposit. 

I. 

I . ; 

H 

The fact that limestone is entirely lacking in this lithologic 

I sequence is noteworthy. 

Cleveland iron ores of Enxd: The most iicrt*nt area of Cngland, 

the Jurassic ores of the Cleveland Hills in North Yorkshire, are 

cocrehencivc1y reviewed by !-actin (1950, p. 69) in a sumary of 

the work of A.F. Ha11Lond (1925, p.. 10) in a paper vritten for 

the Geological Society of Great Britain. These deposits are character-

istically oolitic and all evidence points to then as being primary in 

nature. They differ from most other oolitic iron ores in that the 

iron is largely in a ferrous state as chanosite and siderite. Ferric 

oxides are rare and if present occur as products of recent weathering. 

	

-I 	In the Cleveland ores the oolitho average about one-sixteenth of an 

	

I 
	Inch in dieter and are coosed of chaosite and siderite. The 

I 
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cbasite is fine-grained and coueutrically banded. Siderite L 

granular and swlly replacij chesa,citc. Some ocliths arc wtolly 

cbauosLte but rarely wholly sirite. Many ooliths have no reco-

nizablo nucleus but others contain shell or oo].ith fragments. The 

matrix  consitc of aiderite rhoths in a Groundmasis cf fine chasite. 

The Cleveland oolitic iron ore appears to bear a close resemblance 

to the Clear ilille oclitic iron "crop in Gtructural and mineralogical 

j. 
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ECONMIC GEOLOGY 
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General Statement 

The oolitic iron "ore" may have a significant place in 

the future development of the province of Alberta. The deposits 

• do not approach the "Mesabi type" in grade and purity but past'  

history has 8hocJn that man can lake good use of the material at 

• hic disposal. Therefore it is necessary that a aumasry of the 

pert inen.tfeatures Of the ecn.oiic background of the province be 

presented.' It will be seen that all of these factors are'Lnter-

dependent and probably hold the key to the development of this 

low grade  iron. 

 The Clear  Hills area is located within the area designated 

as the "Canadian North Pacific" (Cemaell et ci, 1947). This area 

was sonared for study purposes by the Canadian section of the 

North Pacific Platming Project, headed by Charles Camsell, and 

initiated in 1943. The main purpose of this project was defense 

study of the northern, areas of North America but the analysts also 

produced' a report on the future economic possibilities of this vast 

region.  

• 	The region  comprises- approximately 1,000 1000 square miles *  

more than one-quarter the area of Canada. Prior to World War II 

there were 1eo than 1000 miles of usable roads in the entire area. 

The Peace River district, which includes the Clear Hills, wao the 

I 
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I 	only part of this region that had a Giable poulaticn and tranu- 

•i. 	portti.ctz facilities. 	 I -I 

I; 

I 	.. 

 Lend Transportation 

nines Creek Is located at the end of steel, on the edge of 

the iron deposits. The Northern Alberta Railroad reached this 

trading centre in 1930. The area is accessible by two all-weather 

highways of the Alberta Righwey System,, to Hines Creek on the south 

and the eastern boundary is readily accessible by way of the ICackeczie 

I . 

	

	Highway, which begins at Grfuebaw, a few miles west of the town of 

Peace River. There is a possibility of the road to Hines Creek beit 

• I 

	

	extended westward by direct route to Fort St. John in British Columbia, 

wtere the Pacific Great Eastern Railway hze recently been. extended, 

2 - providing the Peace River district with an outlet to the Pacific coast. 

- 

	

	Forestry Department roads and oil-company exploration trails and roads 

make practically all parts of the area cpen to travel at various tines 

I .. 	of the year, dependent on seasonal conditions. 

I . :Agricultu=e 
Hints Creek is an important trading centre, in the heart of 

I 	
a rich mixed farming and lumbering district. The area was originally 

ranching country, supporting thousands of sheep and cattle. Ranching 

I has been superseded but not replaced by one of tho best mixed farming 

areas in the north. Hines Creek is a trading centre for about 4,000 

settlers from the surrounding area. Uundrede of carloads of cattle, 

-I 

I 
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sheep, hogs and dairy products are shipped from this centre each 

year. Forecasts of the settlirg of 1,000,000 nee of 3,000,000 

acres avalThble have been uta de ftx the very ncr future. 

Forests 

rough estimates of the timber resources of northern 

Alberta lying within the North Pacific region are possible. The 

northern portion of the province, lyiig between the 55th parallel 

d thenarthern boundary and between 114th and 120th 

erLdiens, has been estimated to contain about five and one-half 

billion board feet of merchantable tither (Camsell etal, 1947 9  p. 

55-57) This figure considexs the conifers onl7 and 'since the 

Forest ry Department of Alberta believes that the poplar and birch 

growth is -  probably three times greater it can easily be seen that 

the timber ,  reserve is spectacular. 

Considering the Clear Hills area as a unit, estimates of 

790 million board feet of tiiier have been given. During 1957 

Hines Cteek planing mills shipped more than 26raillicnboord feet. 

In addition to this production approximately 60 carloads of pulp-

wood are shipped annually from this centre. 

Water-Power Resources 

I i 

I 

H 4 

I' 
I 
I 

The Peace River drains on area of 119,000 square miles and 

is the largest tributary of the Macenzie drainac system. The head- 5 

wtters are loocted in a great intetmontcne valley, west of the main 
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range of the Pocky mountains. One balE of the drainage area Is in 

the Cor6illeran region &ud the remainder forms port of the Great 

Cetra1 Plain. The Peace River is navigable by river-type steamers 

from its uouth to Hudson Hope in British Columbia, apart from the 

obstruction at Vermilion Chutes. 

Water supply: The floe of the Peace River variec considerably 

because of the distinct physiographic divisions in its drainage 

basin. The greater part of the run-off comes from the owmtain 

section dependent on temperature and precipitation. The records 

at Peace River town ahow a maxim= discharge of 375,000 c. f. a. Lu 

June, 1922, and ininiiuum discharge of 6,350 c.i.a. in December, 1916. 

The average annual flow is approximately 62,000 c.f.s. (Camsell et 

Power resources: No poster development had been made in the Peace 

River bRcn prior to 19470 Studies for developeat on the Nation 

River, for supply at Pinchi Lake, were being nade at this time. 

Several possible power sites have been investigated on the Peace 

River, with estimated potential horsepower available ra%Lra from 

25,000 to 500,000. 

Power possibilities are indicated on a number of the tribu-

taries of the Peace but infoaton is insufficient to give any 

estimates of their potentialities. The power sites appear to be 

available but large power-coax.in izxaustries would be required to 

werrext their development. The province of Alberta in its entirety 

has a potential of only 2.5 million kilotts of hydro-electric 

power on all of its rivers. 	efc-ra power resources in British 
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Columbia adjacent to this area st be considered. 

Mtheral Resources 

The Clear  Hills area,  underlain by sediments, does not offer 

any possibility for metallic tneral deposits, apart frOm the oolitic 

iron occorreDeG.Non-metallicS and hydrocarbons are of great 

izortance in the Peace River district of Alberta and Bitish Columbia. 

Coal: 	coal deposits of the Peace River. djstrict (British 

Coluimbia) are &umg  the  wst ..Ln9ortt =developed coal 
reserves in 

1 

the west. They are knaiin to occur over an area of several thousand 

square miles. A recent comp -1  lation of =inedale coal reserves has 

placed these at over one billion short tons (Cense1l, 1947, V. 35). 

1 .....The coal available u1d prdc the economic fuel required for the 

L 	. 
 

melting of the iron 

Peace Rivet district s  Alberta: The coats of Alberta are classi- 

fied according to the classification of coals by Rank A. S. 
T.14., 

DeaignatiO'l D388-38. Allan (1943, - p. 166) reported that there was 

• no anthracite coal or lignite, with the exception of one seam in 

the Pi area. In the Peace River area of Alberta tee general 

coal areas have been located (Fig. 4, p 57) where coal has either 

been discovered or produced (Allan, 1943, p. 167). 

it. 
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MILE 6 

RIVER, ALYER.A C0AL 

I • 
Area, 	Thickness of 	Depth of 

se (feet) 	cover (feet) 	
p 	plank 

I:. 	 high volatile C 

'• 	Ealcourt 	 --- 	bitumiflOuf3 and 0-150  
- 	 8U-bitUfl1iU0U0 B 

Sezsittt 	 3 	 30-40 	 - 	sub-bituminous C 

sub-bituminous C 

The principal .coal prod'ucing section of tile Peace River district 

i is the Balcoutt Coal area which occupies TownshipS 69-71, Rane5 5-13, 

west of the 5th meridian (Fig. 4, p. 57). p
roduction from the rest I 

of the Peace River district has been negligible up to the present. 

Allan end Cart (1944, p. 40) reported the results of the 

survey in the W6iti-Cutb&UtC area as follows: •.... !'it appears 

unlikely that thick coal seens will be discovered north of the Wapiti 

Rivet". The kziccrn thin seams in this area have been mined with se 

• success in the past (Allan and Carr, 1944, p. 26), but mining operationS 

.1 	
today arc at their lowest ebb. S 	

occurrences on Pinto Creek and 

the lower part of the Cutbenk River chow some promise but there is 

no evidende to show that they would be economic deposits. The  above 

I 	 evidence would indicate that deposits other than these would have to 

be discovered to provide adequate fuel supply for an iron industry. 

I 
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 This abstaptio is based on the possibility that the Initial concen-

tration of iron would be carried out close to the source. 

Peace River dictriet_, British Columbia: It has been known for 

some time that the Cretaceo'ua rocks of this area had associated coal 

seas of fairly Thigh rank and thickness (Dawson, 1879-80, p. 115B). 

In the PeaceKiver. area coel deposits are fomd in the Gething 

for&tIou of the Bullhead srou, Lower Cretaceous in ase.  The. Cethitg 

is correlated with the Luscar formation and the lower part of the 

Elairnre group on the basis of flora found in the following local-

ities: (Fig. 5, p. 59) - Peace River Canyon coal area, Dunlevy Creek- 

•1 

Cust Creek-Butler Ridge area, Carbon Creek coal basin area, Fisher 

Creek-Pine River area, Hacler Creek coal area, czid P.&lEay S.kanni 

chief River.area (McLsirn and Kindle, 1950, p. 150). The Peace 

River canyon coal field is the beat knacn of these; several srall 

nines have operated fri time to time duriu the past 25 years. 

The combined coal reserves of the six areas t'.as been estimated by 

the Royal Conision on Coal (McIC*y, 1947) as 457,040,000 tons of 

probably mineable coal and with 573,440,000 tons of possible 

additional mineable coal. 

The coals of the Peace River district, British Coltrnbia, 

bave 10 ach content and a high calorific value for a majority of 

the ses (Mathews, 1946, p. 20). According to the A.S.T.M. classi-

fication by rank, all of the coal seams in the Peace Uvcr foothills 

are either loi volatile bItuz1nous or media volatile bituminous. 

I , 
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mc structure of this area varies, from the Plains areas 

flat structure through Foothills structures to the typical Cordilleran 

folded and faulted structural features. All coal seems are within 

econic depth and r=e exceed 1000 feet according to McLec.rn and 

Kindle (1930). The cain factor in the lack of development of these 

coal areas is the absence of a large market in the area. 

In the event that the Clear Hills iron is 	loped the 

logical source of coal is the Peace River Canyon and Pine Pass areas 

of British Columbia. It Ms already been shown that the coal areas 

of northwestern Alberta are inadequate. 

Mileages on existing transportation routes (Northern Alberta 

iailvays and Pacific Great Eastern Railroad) and also the direct 

lines distances from the railhead at Hines Creek to the coal areas 

of Alberta and British Col.twibla are as follows: 

j 
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MILEAGE 70 COAL AREAS 

Coal Areas 	 DLEtance from Hines Creek, Alberta 

.11 	.. •. 	 0 	
Line distance 	 Rail .distnnce 

. 
(miles) 	 (miles - apprex.) 

Edmonton,.. 	
... 	 •.-:. . 	 . ..

280 	,. 	 . 	 0• 

Alberta 

I . ' . 	
Grande Prairie, 	•.. 	 .75 	 . . 	 . 225. 
Alberta 

Spirit River, 	. 	35 
Alberta 

High Prairie, 	 100 
• 	Alberta 

iI• 
Peace River, 	 50 

• 	Alberta. 

Dawson Creek,. 	 - •• 	75 

• I .•
British Columbia 

Fort St. John, 	. 	• 	85 

J British Columbia 

1 
	

Hudson Hope area, 	 130 
British Columbia 

Pine Pass area, 	 175 
British Cclumbta 

1. 

103 

130 

60 

300 

350 

400 

40Q 
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The table stios that the ez--isting railroad3, with their 

indirect routes, provide imeconoical haulage distances. The line 

distances to the British Coluzbic% coal deposits are well within 

ecouic limits. If the iron or the coal is to be developed in 

this area it would be necessary to construct shorter, more direct 

railroads. 

Limestone: The mountdiwUs areas of the Peace River district of 

Eritsh Colmibia. afford an abn4ant supply of Triassic and Paleozoic 

limestones that might be suitable for use in a steel Lnductry. 

Williams (1934) has pointed out that raw materials and fuel for 

the msunfacture of Portland cent are available in close proximity 

in the Peace River district. 

Limestone may be obtained 15 miler, up Peace River above the 

mouth of the Nabeeche. A plant site on the Pine River situated 

between the uuths of La 1-Zoray and Mountain Creeks could obtain 

limestone within a radLuo of ten miles and coal on Pyramid Mountain 

within three miles. 

Petroleum and btural pas: The Peace River block and Hines Creek 

area in particular contains a large nutber of gee producing fields 

and wells (Fig. 6, V. 63). Natural gas and crude petroleum are 

produced or reserves are ectcblshed throughout the area. i!ctural 

gas is by far the most abundant (Hume and Ignatieff, 1952). Here 

again is the possibility of a fuel source avcil&blc on the site of 

the iron "or&' that could be ucd in the reduction and concentration 

of the iron, if additortel gas reserves were made available for the 
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.(' .4A1' SHOWING GAS FIELDS AND AREAS IN THE 

AREA OF ALBERTA AND BRITISH COLUMBIA 
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I 	Fc.act River district. At the present time the reserves for this 	
I1  

1 
1 1  

Ip. 

• II . . 

I I..  

II 
¶1 
I. 

I 
I 

I 

rket are inadequate. 

• Iron: The preceding sections of this chapter have served as back-

ground thfonation on the ecouxic geology involved in the utilization 

of the low grade oolitic iron of the Clear tulle. This type iron 

deposit is not new to the steel industry of the world, especially 

in Europe. The North American steel industry, in the eastern portion 

of the conttheu, has been and still is fortunate in having extensive 

high grade deposits. •. The Clear Hills type of deposit presents smY 

familiar problems in benefication and reduction and this has resulted 

•ifl a general lack of interest by those capable of developing this low 

trade iron deposit in Alberta. The high silica content does noc lend 

itself too well to the standard melting procedures. Phosphorus 

content presents a problem though it might be eliminated or utiiLed. 

Sulphur does not appear to be present in all eanples and *ay not be 

a problem. The silica could be eliminated by magnetic separation 

and flotation and is not present in more than the expected a=unts 

for this type of 'ore". 

There are, however, many factors in favor of this deposit. 

A recent economic survey report by J.T. Donald & Co. (Economic Research 

Consultants), produced for Calgary Power Ltd., revealed a 123 million-

dollar steel market in Alberta. At the present time 61 per cent of 

Alberta's steel is shipped into the province. It is mentioned in 

the survey that a steel industry using indigenous ores may be started 

in the province, opening- the door for coke production fron available 

coil reEource9 on aIare scale. 

I 
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The Peace River area cf1tstru ritich Columbia LG 

served by the Pacific Great Easter'i Railroad,iich nor extend3 frcn 

Vancouver to Taylor, British Coltbia, hclf way between Fort St. John 

and Dawson Creek a 
British Cohia. It ceeae possible that this rail-

way, which passes through the coal area of Peace River Canyon, could 

be extended into Alberta and the Clear fills iron deposits by a re 

direct route than now exists. 

Preliminary work by the I4cDougCllSCSO.t Syndicate has proven 

a reserve of a billion tone. Their area of investigation was relatively 

ftiall and it is felt that wore 
extensive surveys will reveal billions 

of tons of i . ow grade iron. Recent investigations by Prier Steel Co. 

Ltd. of Entafl have disclosed a more accessible depo2it near 

30 wiles southwest of the origLnal location, coataining. a favorable 

calciz carbonate content- 

Fuel should be no problem because of large coal reserves 

less than ISO miles fr the deposit. Natural gas on the location 

could pocibly be used in the pelletizitri process but the present 

reserves of natural gas are insufficient for the present Peace 

River market. Thi8 tight be alleviated by further dtecoveriea but 

the possibilities Wpuainin doubt. Hydro power sites are a',eilable 

in ritich Colbia' e Peace rJ.ver Canyon. 'ihere 400,000 horsepower 

could be developed to provide the power required (Cemsell, 1947, p. 77). 

The recently copleted Rcryal Curni8€ion Report on Canada's Cconrnic 

Prospects (Nc.'enber, 1957) gives hydro Power rcmaiuiUS to be 
develced 

on the peace River in northeastern Eitish Coltia as 3 million 

1 
I 
I 
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kilowatts (Gotdci, 1957, p. 141). 

A resent news rolease (June 17, 1958, Edmonton) reported 

that the British fire of Thoso-iouston is investigating five 

possible hydro-por sites in the Peace rier canyon of northeastern 

I British Coluzbia. 

mining of the material would not present any difficulty., 

In most locations the overburden is light and tho "oro' itself 

- 	could be roved by af&ndard open pit methods. 	. 

The Clear Hills is not a 1 Mes' or a "rad' but 

I does compare favorably with the Hinette ore of France of the 

Snlr.gitter of Germany in character end cooEition, and, with the 

sizable ezistin steel urket and the possibility of over 2 tiillioa 

people in Alberta by 1975, this deposit may be cocetItive with 

steel fran eastern sources. 

1 	 .. . .. 
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CONCL1JSI1S 

'I.:.. 

I ' ...  

Si. 

ri. 

The oolitic iron of the Clear Hills in ite present location 

appears to be a reworked eediientary iron deposit. The colitc irtxt 

wee initially laid dosrt se a prisry tterial in a brackttth marine 

lagoon in an enviroent diieh was favorable to the dpositiozt of 

iron carried in solution by rivers -from the source crec. As the 

deposition progressed , changes in pH, the i6andance or lack of oxygen, 

variable emounts of organic debris, .alloed the precipitation of the 

f. lonite-goethite to alternate with the Fe carbonate facie&. Thic 

could take place as indicated above or it could be a sçle replace-

ment of primary siderite. 

It i 	lied that the "ore' i of rin or rgal urire 

to brackish-water origin. The oolitic structu.O is characteristiC of 

marine environment and the presence of chaiosLte, conidcred to be 

exclusively a maine ertviroent tineral, sthstantiQteU this theory. 

The oclites ere probably forr• b,' colloidal processes and if not, 

as aiderite directly. The acLdeo were reduced on the bottcm or 

slightly beneath the surface of deposition. Variations in e?ocitiOn 

of the deposit suggest a gredul cMne to conditions rcre favorable 

to the oxide facies. 	bCb deepening of the water by infkc of 

the sea resulted in twbnier.t flei aerating the waters and produced 

nort -al oxygen content. The presence of fregentary ooliths, chert 

frauents, £econchrY calcite cnd rock fragenta containing oolith 

F 
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gives the deposit all  the appearance of a primary deposit erodcd 

s.d redeposited uechaniCallY. Vne ecrce of the original prirary 

iron is believed to be. to the west. The mineralogy indicates an 

igneous source, possibly the Topley 
batholith undergoir& deep 

tropical erosion. Iron was probably carried 
as a colloid by. 

large sluggish streams incapable of carryinS
. large suspended loads. 

Any clastic material would probably be dropped before the 

sane of iron deposition was reached. The microscopic appearance 

of the oolLth shells suggests colloidal conditions and this would 

mean that iron (colloids) in solution would have to ce in contact 

with the saline sea waters to be precipitated. This would carry 

the iron beyond the cl&stic trap basin. The general scarcity of 

cleatic taterial in the deposit suggests that it has not been 

14, 
i .  

11•.. 
I 
I 

transported very far from the original bed of deposition. Quite 

probably the deposit wes merely ripped to pieces by wave action 

as the sea level rose. 

The Clear Hills oolittc iron "ore" cere6 favorably with 

• most of the known oolitie iron ore depositS of the world. Considering 

the well  known deposits of this type it appears that the Cleveland 

Hill depositS of England present the most interesting cocarison. 

The histories of deposition of both the Clear Hills and the Cleveland 

Hill deposits from  the evidence at hand have u.mch in con. 

There is a substantial market for steel in Western Canada. 

The possibilities of this market expanding are very good. There 

H . r Hills deposit. are large tonnages of. lo grade iron in the Clea  

•11 

F 

I 
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A rniniutn estimate is approately we billion tone (!2ctkuge11, 

1954). Fuel in the forn of coal, 	tydro-e1ctriC per resources 

are available for deveIo'men in the Peace River canyon area of 

British Colt.uth within ectio line distance of the iron deposit. 

£- 
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LIST OF THIN SECTIONS - CLEAR HILLS 

• 

	

Field 	Thin Section 	
* Interval 

	

Number 	Number Location 	 (feet) 

	

CH-1 	 3076 	 Swift Creek - A 	 26'-28' 

	

CH-2 	 3077 	 - A 	 24'-26' 

	

I CH-3 	 3078 	
II It 	- A 	 22'-24' 

I 	
cH-4 	 3079 	 - A 	 20'-22' 

I 

	

CH-5 	3080 	 It 	
- A 	 18'-20' 

	

CH-6 	 3081 	 -. A 	 16'-18' 

	

It 

CH-7 	 3082 	 - A 	 14'-16' 

	

I CH-9 	 3083 	 - A  

	

I
CH-11 	3084 
	- A 

• 

	

CH-16 	3085 	t 	- 	
Nodule 	4'16' 

	

CH-15 	3086 	 - 

	

CH-131 3087 	
A Nodule 

I CH-21 1 	3088 	 " 	" 	- A 	
11 0'-12' 

Fossil 

• 	
CH-20 	3089 	 " 	" 	- A 	 14'-16' 

• 1 	 ____________ 

	

CH-22 	3090 	 " 	 - A  

CH-23 : 	3091 	
" 	 SI 	- B 	 -16'- 

* All depths from surface (Till 4 feet). 

I 
1- 

- 	-- 	 - 
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CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF OOLITIC IRON 
(SWIFT CREEK, CLEAR HILLS) 

e 

II 	= 

I I  

1 , 1 

. I l 

. Tl... 

ci  
11. •• 

LI  

1e Thin Section 	Footage 	 Percent by weight 

No. 	No.._ -  (from surface) 	F& 	Fe 1 	Total Iron 

TILL 	 . 

* No 
CH-12 thin section . 	4'-6' 	 0.27 	33.19 	33..46 

CR-11 	3084 	 6 1 -8' 	 1.52 	30.56 	32.08 

* No 
CH-10 thin section 	8'-10' 	0.50 	31:93 	32.08 

CH-9 	3083 	 10'-12' 	1.53 	30.12 	31.65 

'thin CH-8 	thin section 	12'-14' 	2.12 	34.03 	36.15 

CH-7 	3082 	 14'-16' 	10.58 	16.58 	27.20 

CH-6 	3081 	 16'-18' 	6.12 	21.12 	27.24 

CH-5 	3080 	 18'-20' 	10.54 	13.11 	23.65 

CH-4 1 	3079 	 20'-22' 	10.35 	13.46 	23.81 

CH-3 	3078 	22'-24' 	7.92 	13.88 	21.80 

CH-2 	3077 	 24t_26t 	21.92 	3.18 	25.10 

CR-1 	3076 	 26'-28' 	19.00 	0.14 	19.14 

* Material too soft and 
friable for thin section 

(Chemical analyses done by 
G.M. Hughes and G.L. Colborne) 
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ANALYSES OF SWIFT CREEK OOLITIC 
IRON SAMPLES FOR CLIFFS OF CANADA* 

i. 
'I 

I .  

. I. 
I .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I  

Lab. No. 

30-716 

717 

718 

719 

720 

721 

722 

723 

724 

725 

726 

727 

728 

729 

730 

731 

732 

733 

Satp1e No. Total Iron 

	

CH-1 	• 27.26 

	

CH-2 	26.94 

	

CH-3 	28.94 

	

CH-4 	27.98 

	

.CH-5 	27.90 

	

CH-6 	27.42 

	

CH-7 	30.05 

	

CH-8 	30.77 

	

CH-9 	34.77 

	

CH-10 	33.97 

	

CH-11 	33.73 

	

CH-12 	35.73 

	

CH-13 	27.26 

	

C}1-14 	33.65 

	

CH-15 	31.49 

	

CH-16 	30.37 

	

CR-17 	35.41 

	

CH-18 	11.91  

Lose on 
Ignition 

17.35 

22.31 

18.92 

13.67 

13.36 

13.49. 

• 13.47 

12.57 

11.73 

12.91 

11.74 

12.74 

13.81 

12.05 

13.69 

20.94 

22.65 

14.27 

In t er'c 1 
(in feet) 

0-2 Location A 

	

2-4 	4' 	U 

	

4-6 	" 	II 

	

6-8 	' 	II 

	

8-10 	" 	' I  

10-12  

12-14  

	

14-16 	" 

	

16-18 	" 

18-20 

20-22 

	

22-24 	if 	 II 

	

0-12 	Comp. 

	

12-24 	Coup. 

Location B 
Type sample 

Location A 

Nodule at A 

Band in till 

1• 

F- 

* Analyses carried out by Steep Rock Iron Mines Ltd., Steep Rock, 
Ontario, (1957). 

LI 
I 	 ) 
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I ANALYSES OF CORE HOLE SAMPLES 
(McDougall, 1954,  p. 10) 

- 5 foot intervals - 

amp le No. 	F- IA 
4 	

E-3B 	E- 3C 	E-4C 	E-4D 

L.0.1. 	13.64 	12.57 	12.52 	12.98 	12.63 

Sf02 	 27.49 	27.34 	48.46 	34.05 	37.89 

Fc203 	50.10 	50.58 	28.02 	41.55 	35.47 

A1203 	 6.11 	5.95 	6.00 	6.55 	7.70 

MgO 	 2.62 	2.34 	2.68 	2.63 	3.30 

CaO 	 0.00 	0.19 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 

I 

II 
I 

I 

I .I 
I 

1. 
I 
:1. 

J. 

LI 

Sample No. 	E-lB 	E-2A 	E- 2B 	E-3A 	E-4A 

	

L.0.1. 	16.32 	12.80 	16.37 	15.35 	14.56 

	

SiO2 	 23.18 	31.68 	19.93 	21.52 	23.80 

	

Fe203 	46.40 	43.84 	52.94 	51.98 	52.46 

	

A1203 	 7.25 	7.40 	6.55 	6.30 	5.80 

* MgO + CaO 	4.68 	2.53 	2.87 	1.31 	1.60 

Sampla No. 	E-4B 	E-5A 	E-53 	E-SC 	E-5D 	- 

	

L.0.1. 	13.75 	12.93 	16.37 	15.24 	13.76 

	

Si02 	 27.34 	26.14 	25.57 	24.70 	27.36 

	

Fe?-03 	49.47 	48.88 	48.88 	46.67 	45.98 

	

A1203 	 6.50 	7.40 	6.50 	8.05 	7.15 

* MgO + C.iO 	2.60 	2.64 	1.66 	3.32 	2.95 

* Calculated as MgO 

+ E-IA - E = Eureka - 1 = hole number - A = interval 

Or 

-t 
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POSSIBLE IoTA!.. IRON 
FROM MCDOUC.ALL ANALYSES 
(McDougall. 1954. p. 11) 

Sample No 	 Percent Iron 

	

E-1A 	................................ 40 . 5  

	

E-1B 	................................ 38 . 8  

	

E-2A 	................................ 35 . 1. 

	

E-2B 	................................. 44 . 3  

	

E-3A 	................................. 42 . 9  

	

E-38 	................................ 1. 0 . 4  

	

E-3C 	................................ 22 . 4  

	

E-4A 	................................. 42.9  

	

E-4B 	................................. 40.1  

	

E-AC 	................................ 33.4  

	

E-4D 	................................ 25 . 1a  

	

E-SA 	................................
3q .z 

	

E-5B 	................................ 40  

	

E-SC 	................................ 38 . A  

E-5D 

Spectr2r_a2a lyses of 	ougLP1S x 

K. B. N ewbo j_e 	t. UniveAtI. of 

Alberta. 	cDoug.j1954. p. in 

Iron 	- major constituent 
Magnesium - less than 10 percent 
Silicon 	- lines weak, element difficult to excite 

Sodium 	- less than 1 percent 
Calcium 	- less than I percent 
Chromium 	- presence not definitely established 

but posihlc 

Sample 51) - contained some tin. 
.4 
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I Field I Thin Section 
Number 	Number 

.3092 

I- 
HW-2 	3093 

L HW3  1 	3094 
11W5 	3095 

HW-6 	3096 

HW-7 	3097 

HW-9 	I 	. 3098 
I 
W-103099 

liW- Il 1 	3100 

RW- 12 	3101 

HW-13 	3102 

HW-14 	3103 

	

W15. 	3104 

HW-16 	3105 

IM-17 	3106  

Location 

Contact Creek Pit-I 

it of it 	I, 

of 	 It 	II 	II 

ii 	 II 	 I 	It 

It 	 St 	It 	It 

II 	 It 	II 	It 

I, 	 IS 	IS 	t 

IS 	 IS 	 t 	II 

,S 	 IS 	II 	II 

It 	 SI 	II 	II 

It 	 I, 	SI 	IS 

It 

 

to 	Pit-2 

II 	 IS 	II 	II 

I, 	 II 	II 	it  

* interval 
(feet) 

B lackstone -cardiuin 
cc,ntrt 

0 , -I S  

3 , - st 

5 , -i' 

7 ,  

7 , - lo t  

10'-12' 

12'-lS' 

15'-20' 

20'-25' 

Nodules 
15'-25' 

Basal bed. 

Middle bed 

Top beds 

- 77 - 

LIST OF THIN SECTIONS - HIGUWOOD RIVER AREA 

* Footage reads from Blackstone-Carditlm contact upwards. 



I 	
* ANALYSES OF FERRUGINOUS SANDY SHALE - BLACKSTMF- 

CARDIUM CONTACT, CONTACT CREEK-HIGHWOOD 
RIVER AREA 

FOR CLIFFS OF CANADA 

Total I 	Loss on 

Lab No. Sample No 	Iron I Silica 	Ignition ' 
	Interval 

Blackstone-Cardium 

	

28-889 	HW-1 	23.15 	25.39 1 	
19.62 	 contact 

	

890 	2 	23.47 	28.32 	10.95 	
Pit 

	

891 	3 	26.60 	16.17 	21.18 

I 	892 	4 	28.29 	21.45 	14.39 	
Oxidized 

at 3 

	

893 	5 	31.51 	16.45 	17.59 	
3'-5' 

	

894 	6 	27.65 	15.34 	20.77 

Base oxidized zone 

	

895 	7 	34.40 	11.22 	20.07  atl 

- 	896 	8 	42.68 	11.23 	19.86 	
Oxidized zone 

•897 	9 	23.71 	16.37 	24.48 	
P-10' 

I 898 	10 	15.75 	19.50 	22.50 	

fl
l2' 

899 	11 	1173 	30.07 	17.77 	
'15' 

I 900 	12 	2.57 	33.78 	20.00 	15'-20' 

901 	13 	1.93 	57.18 	15.73 	20'-25' 

ules 
902 -__14 	6.27 	80.20 -__4.90 

I 	903 	5 	39.06 	12.27 	18.00 	
j 	Pit-2 - 

Basal bed 

904 	16 	35.28 	13.28 	16.99 	
Middle bed 

1 	905 	

U 31.10R]j?jEsandstone 

 beds 

L-  906 

	

	18 	1.61
rlying  

I 
 

I * Analyses carried out by Steep Rock Iron Mines, Ltd., 
Steep Rock, Ontario (1957). 

'I 
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A 
CG{PMISO BETWEEN OOLITIC ORE DEPOSITS 

Clinton 
Geographic hard ore, 
location U.S.A. 

Mineralogical Hematite 
composition 

Geological age 	Silurian 

Associated 	 Limestone 

rocks ShaIs  

Fe 	37.0 

Mn 	0.23 

P 	0.30 

sio2 	7.16 

composition 

Chemical 

•A1203 	3.81 

CaO 	19.20 

1120  

S 	0.08 

Lorraine 	Clevelanduui 	Wabana ore, 

Minette ore, 	ore, England 
	Newfoundiatid  

Franc e  

Limonite 	ChauOSite 	Hematite 
Chamobite 

Siderite 	Siderite  

Hematite 
Siderite 

Jurassic 	Jurassic 	Ordovician 

Shales, sand- 	Shale 	
Sandstone 
Shale 

stone, marl 
 

30.0 	 36.0 	 20-57 

0.5-l.8 	0.55 	 0.7-2.0 

7.2 	 8.51 	 6.50 

	

6.12 	 3-6 

12.0 	 5.74 	 1.30 

3.75 

Salzgitter ore, Germany 

High grade Low grade 

	

Siderite 	Siderite 

Cretaceous Cretaceous 

Sandstone Sandstone 
Shale 	Shale 

	

32.60 	29.70 

0.12 

	

0.37 	0.48 

	

27.00 	27.60 

	

10.17 	5.60 

	

0.16 	3.95__ 

	

1.65 	1.48 

- 	0.16 	0.05 

Clear Hills ore, 
Alberta, 
Canada 

LimOflite_80ett 0  
Sideri te_chamo5it 

Cretaceous 

Sandstone 
Shale 

30.15 

0.15 

0.58 

25.36 

6.24 

* 

+ 0.701 

* Sometimes 
present 

+ Not always 
present 
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1 .0 INTRODUCTION 

DIAMONDS IN ALBERTA 

At least twenty diamond finds have been made in Alberta. Diamond finds in 
the N.W.T have been associated with the Archean North American Craton and 
margins, and sutures between assembledges of sub-cratons. 

Diamonds in Alberta are believed to originate from classic kimberlite pipe 
intrusions, modelled after those in South Africa, or from the more lucrative 
but elusive lamproite deposits. Alluvial diamond finds are also possible. 

The Peace River Arch in north west Alberta is a region where diamonds have 
apparently been found. Heavy mineral diamond indicators are being.used to 
point the way to their sources. Aeromagnetic surveys and drilling activities 
are planned by permit holders in Alberta. Monopros - DeBeers of South Africa 
And Diamet have large tracts of land in the Peace River region. Flonopros' 
activities of several years, in the area, have been kept secret. However, 
we have located and photographed their Grande Prairie facility and their 
wash plant equipment. The Peace River Arch diamond play is quietly 
developing and has not yet become well known. 

The Peace River Arch, is a significant structural feature. It is an 
anticline underlaying twenty thousand square miles in Alberta. The basement 
rock is comprised of three major sub-cratons which vary in age of formation. 
They are made up of granitic material and vary from one another in 
formation, age, density and magnetic character. 

Successive uplift,collapse and downwarping of parts of the arch have created 
reefal and structural traps for oil and gas; therefore, geologic information 
from several thousand exploration holes is available. 

The mechanics of the Peace River Arch are not well understood. Migration of 
the building blocks which form today's continents, the northwesterly 
movement of the North American Craton and accretion of new material from the 
west, have created a complex geological dynamic in this region. 

Crustal thickening, cratonic transverse movement, uplift and collapse, have 
resulted in fault systems and regional grabens; or failed rifts; which have 
created conditions believed to be suitable for kimberlite or laznproitic 
emplacement. 
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TUL Petroleums Ltd is a small private oil and gas company owned by the 
undersigned. Tri Union Resources Ltd is a petroleum and natural gas 
industry land service company. 

TUL Petroleums Ltd has applied for and has received Metallic and Industrial 
Minerals Permits covering about twenty townships. Some of these were applied 
for in the name of Tri Union Resources Ltd, in early stages of the play for 
strategic reasons. Some of the lands were applied for 100 for TUL, while 
other lands were applied for on behalf of TUL and silent partners, under 
trust conditions. 

TUL Petroleums Ltd has prepared maps of basement and structural geology and 
has obtained aero magnetic data for the prospect lands. 

The lands have been divided into blocks, based on a combination of; the time 
acquired, geological prospects, and/or partnership interests. Each Permit 
Application was named according to its geographical area. Additional data 
has been acquired for the Monopros lands for play development and comparison 
purposes. 

Geological basement and structural isopach maps of the Precambrian surface 
indicate several interesting features. Faults, suites of faults and suture 
zones, represent linarnents of crustal weakness and movement. Crustal rock 
character, age, density and history of movement, together with .kncwledge of 
overlaying geophysical/aeromagnetic data, lead us to identify target areas 
for exploration. 

Prospect areas and targets were picked, based on differing geological 
concepts; therefore, a number of exploration philosophies and techniques 
are required during exploration. 

With this and previous reports, we have informed the TUL PEACE DIAMOND JOINT 
VENTURE partners' and other prospective investors of the known facts about 
the Peace River Arch diamond play. We have layed out the agreements in place 
and the understandings that we have at this time. We have formed a team, 
adopted an exploration philosophy and raised additional capital, and we have 
designed exploration programs to evaluate the properties and advance the 
Peace River diamond play. We have met our objective of adding value to the 
Project lands and enhanced the likelyhood of finding diamonds on some of our 
properties. Finding other valuable stone and minerals is also possible. 
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THE PEACE RIVER DIAMOND EXPLORATION CAMP 

2.0 Location and Access 

The Peace River Arch underlies the Clear Hills in north western Alberta, 
the Peace River Lowlands west of the Town of Peace River, and extends south 
under the Wapiti Plain to Grande Prairie and to Dawson Creek in British 
Columbia. 

The Peace River diamond play centers around the Town of Peace River and 
covers parts of the municipal Districts of Smoky River fi 130, II 133, 

Peace fi 135 and Fairview # 136. It also covers parts of Improvement 
Districts: Slave Lake fi 17, Wanham # 19, Waking # 20, Worsiey ft 21 and 

Grimshaw fi 22. It covers most of the four National Topographic Series (NTS) 
1:250,000 scale maps in NTS "C", ttDtt, N" and "M", an area of 21,000 square 
miles. 

The TUL prospects are west of the Town. of Peace River; along the river and 
on the Lowlands; north of the Town of Fairview, in the Whitemud Hills and in 
the Clear Hills. 

The lands west of the Town of Peace River are transected by the Peace River 
and contain four townships. These lands are accessible from the lowlands 
terrace accross privately owned lands. These Peace River Lowlands are 
largely farmlands and and ranchlands situated at an elevation of around 2100 
feet ASL. They slope toward the steep walled valley of the Peace River - 
some 1000 feet below and are cut by several tributary streams. 

The lands -in the river valley itself are important from a geological and 
exploration point of view. The river valley lands are accessible by 
jet-boat sixty miles west of Peace River. The valley walls are steep, 
slumped and block slumped. These exposures and outcrops make it possible to 
do an effective soiland rock sampling program. In this westerly area, the 
river has eroded through the Cretaceous - Kaskapau, Dunvegan and into the 
Cretaceous Upper Shaftsbury Formation. Further to the east, north of Peace 
River, it has eroded below the Shaftsbury Fish Scales marker. 
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Stream channel development and morphology are important to the TUL project. 

The development and location of the Peace River channel reveals facts about 
the underlaying structure and tectonics. River gradient and flow data aids 
us in designing and timing exploration programs. River sediment sampling is 
one our best exploration methods. Channel form and morphology; island, sand 
bar and point bar sampling; discharge data and fluctuations; and timing of 
fieldwork, according to periods of least flow, are important in terms of 
access to the best data. 

Most of the TUL lands are in the Clear Hills and Whitemud Hills, or on their 
side slopes. These hills are a part of a physiographic region known as the 

Clear Hills Uplands. Elevations reach three thousand, five hundred feet in 
the Clear Hills summits and plateaus. The Whitend Hills reach two 
thousand, seven hundred feet. There is over a thousand feet of relief 
between some of these hills and the Peace River Lowlands terrace and over 
twenty-five hundred feet from the Peace River Valley bottom at Ounvegan 

Bridge. 

The Clear Hills are well treed and are presently being logged by a number of 
companies. The entire area has been explored at one time or another by oil 
and gas companies using siesmic. Grids of cut-lines are common. Many areas 
have been explored for oil and gas and rernanents of roads exist in many 
parts of the hills. 

There are three Alberta forestry fire towers in the Clear Hills. There is 
one fire tower in the Whitemud Hills. These towers have access routes which 
provide reasonable four wheel drive road access to most of the TUL lands. 

Some areas have been developed as oil and gas fields. These areas have well 
developed oil and gas field well5ite roads held under Licences of 
Occupation. There is at least one compressor station and connecting 
gathering system existing in the Clear/Whitemud Hills. Use of existing 
roads and negotiation for the use of these roads is a priority in our 
exploration program. 

Generally, the TUL lands are accessible under most conditions. That 15, you 
can drive to them; however, much of the field work has to be done by walking 
or using low pressure tired all terrain-type vehicles. 

I 
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CLEAR HILLS HYDROLOGY 
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2.1 Physiography 

The physiographic region known as the Clear Hills Uplands has a severe 
climate, 350 to 450 m of annual precipitation and fewer than eighty frost 
free days per year. Most of the precipitation probably occurs during the 
spring and early summer. This is a problem for access where there are 
benonitic sandstones, shales and clays. The area is covered with Grey 
Wooded soils interspersed with wetlands; peatlands, bogs and muskegs. 

The physiographic region known as the Peace River Lowlands also has a severe 
climate and 400 m of annual precipitation. Since these lands are flatter, 
access is less of a mobility problem. However,time and money is required to 
obtain access, because most of the area is patented land. There is farming 
and ranching on these, the Dark Grey soils and the Dark Grey Wooded soils. 

2.2 Environmental Concerns 

There are environmental concerns for some of the lands that make up our 
permits. Our discussions with Alberta Forestry and Alberta Environment 
have encouraged us in that these departments have been most accomodating; 
since it is in eveyone's interest to explore and creat jobs; however, proper 
permitting and responsible field practices are required. An exploration 
permit is required by a company and a form of program plan must be submitted 
to Alberta Energy. We have extensive experience in doing this and 
understand the specific concerns and requirements of Alberta Culture 
(archaeology), Environment, Lands and Forests, Wildlife, Fisheries, etc. 

2.3 History 

Exploration of the Clears Hills dates back to the early part of this century 
and has been written about in a report by the Alberta Research Council. 
Attention first came to the Clears Hills when prospectors observed outcrops 
of ironstone and oolitic iron in ten to twenty foot thick beds exposed in 
the Clear Hills and Whitemud Hills. Claims were staked for minerals early 
on, but the potential of these iron beds was not recognized for some time. 
The heavy mineral exploration centered around the Clear Hills Iron Deposits 
and culminated in Alberta Research Council studies, core hole drilling, 
volumetric estimations and economic evaluations during the Seventies. These 
iron deposits are known world-class iron deposits and compare in size with 
the Alisace-Lorraine deposits of north eastern France and Germany. There is 
at least 1.5 billion tons of 37% iron in this region. This area would 
probably be under development through the Western Diversification Program if 
it were not for the present recession and an abundance of iron in eastern 
North America. 
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PART ONE: GEOLOGY, COMPOSITION, AND RESOURCES 

I 
I 
1: Location and Access 

The Peace River iron formation is located in the Clear Hills district of 

northwestern Alberta, about 300 air miles northwest of Edmonton (Fig. 1). 

The southern margin of the deposits is about 35 miles from a spur line of 
the Northern Alberta Railway which extends from the town of Peace River to 

Hines Creek. These deposits are within 5 to 20 miles of an all-weather 
gravelled road which extends northwestward from Hines Creek along the 

southern margin of the Clear Hills to Fort St. John, British Columbia. 

A small-scale map showing the precise location of assessed areas is given 

in figure 2. 

Geology and Terrain 

The Clear Hills form a gently sloping upland which extends between the Peace 

River on the south and east and the British Columbia border on the west. The 

hills rise gradually from the surrounding wooded plains, and attain a maximum 

elevation of about 3,600 feet near their southwestern margin. Local relief 

is in the order of 1000 feet. along the southern margin of the hills; to the 

north and east the hills slope gradually into the wide glaciated valleys of 

the Notikewin and Whitemud Rivers and their tributaries (Fig. 2). 

The Clear Hills region is underlain by nearly flat-lying sandstone and shale 

formations of Cretaceous age, covered in most places by unconsolidated glacial 

deposits of variable thickness (Kidd, 1959; Green and Mellon, 1962). Bedrock 
exposures are scarce and discontinuous, being confined to some of the small 

streams which form a radial drainage pattern about the hills. The upper 

surface of the hills, beneath the glacial deposits, is capped by the Upper 

Cretaceous Wapiti Formation, which consists of sandstone and shale with thin 

coal (lignite) and bentonite interbeds. The iron bed is intercalated among 

dark grey marine shales of the Smoky Group which underlie the lower slopes of 

the hills and the surrounding lowlands (Fig. 3). 

1 

I 
I 
I 
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FIGURE 3. Schematic cross section through the Clear Hills showing the 
stratigraphic position of the oolitic iron formation. 

The iron formation consists of dark brown to black oolitic sandstone with 

thin lenses and interbeds of hard sideritic (FeCO 3 ) "ironstone" and greenish 

grey mudstone. Near the outcrop margin the sandstone has been oxidized to 

form a soft, compact, reddish brown aggregate with harder carbonate-cemented 

lenses. Where present, the formation ranges in thickness up to 30 feet and 

forms a series of northwest-trending sandstone bodies which are exposed 

in places along the flanks of the hills at elevations between 2500 and 

2700 feet. The mineable deposits are restricted to those areas near the 

outcrop margin where overburden is thinnest. The thickest and most widespread 

deposits underlie the northeast slopes of the hills, and thinner less ex-

tensive deposits have been found along the southern slopes north of Worsley 

(Fig. 2). 

Scattered showings of oolitic sandstone also have b.een found in the northern, 

less accessible part of the Clear Hills, but these have not been explored in 

detail (Green and Mellon, 1962). 

Composition 

The Peace River iron deposit is an oolitic sandstone grossly comparable 

in mineral composition and texture to certain sedimentary iron formations 

in other parts of the world. The sandstone consists of densely packed 

ooltes 0.5 to I m in diameter, large nodular rock fragments, and angular 

quartz grains in a finely crystalline "matrix" composed of hydrated silica 

I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
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(opal), sfderlte (iron carbonate), and "clay" (Mellon, 1962). The oolite 

content (and hence the iron content) is highest in the upper part of the 

bed, decreasing progressively towards the base of the sandstone which grades 
into underlying dark grey shale. 

The major iron-bearing minerals are goethite (Fe203 H20) and siderite 
(FeCO3 ); small amounts of pyrite (FeS 2 ) and glauconite (Fe silicate) are 

found in some samples. Silica (5102) is present as discrete quartz grains 

and as an amorphous opaline substance which forms part of the intergranular 

"matrix". This opaflne substance (or "cement") is also a constituent of the 

Iron-bearing oolltes, having been co-deposited with goethite to form the 

outer concentric shells of the oolites (Plates I and 2). 

(1) Total iron (Fe) content averages between 32 and 36 percent. 

The Worsley deposits contain lower iron contents than the 

thicker deposits to the northeast (Swift Creek, Whitemud 
River, see Fig. 2). 

(2) The silica content is relatively high, and the alumina content 
is correspondingly low. 

(3) The phosphorus content Is higher than desirable for a conven- 

tional iron ore. However, the sulfur content appears to be 
Consistently low. 

(14) 
The lime (CaO) content of the Swift Creek deposit is lower than 

that of the Worsley deposits.. This may be caused by partial 

oxidation of the Worsley deposits in which siderite (FeCO 3 ) 
has reacted with groundwater Solutions to form goethite 
(Fe203 .HQ) and calcite (CaCO3 ). 

(5) The water content is unusually high due to abundant opaline 
"Cement". 

I 
I 

I 

I 
Chemical analyses show that the various deposits are relatively uniform in 

average composition (Table I). The salient features revealed by the analytical 
data are: 
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Table I. Succession of Strata in the Clear Hills Area s  
(from Green and Mellon, 1962). 

ROCK UNIT 	
THICKNESS 	 LITHOLOGY 

(m) 

Wapiti Formation 

Puskwaskau Formation 

cL Bad Heart Sandstone 
0 

• 	upper member 
Kaskapau 

soft, whitish sandstone; 

	

0-120 	grey, blocky, carbonaceous shale; thin coal seams 
(continental) 

	

90-180 	dark grey, fissile shale (marine) 

* 
green, *Probably Glaucouiterruginous oolitic 

	

0-9 	sandstone and mudstone 
(marine) 

Some Bento Lites - from volcanic ash 

dark grey, fissile shale 

	

15-l25 	 (marine) 

Formation 
lower member 

whitish sandstone; grey, 	 I 
12-47 	sandy shale; oolitic siderite 

(marine) 

Dunvegan Formation 

upper member 

Shaftesbury 

Formtion 

lower member 

- I 

I 
- i 

I 
I 

* There also some interesting Titanium values. 

I. 
I 
I 

soft, grey sandstone with 

	

150-235 	
calc. concretions; grey, 
silty, carbonaceous shale 

(deltaic) 

grey, silty shale; thin, 

	

90-170 	laminated siItstone 
(marine) 

black, fissile shale; 

	

180-320 	numerous fish scales 
(marine) 
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	 GEOLOGY 

1 	4.0 Geology of the Peace River Arch 

The TUL Peace River Arch play was initially founded on the simple principle; 
"Stake close to someone who knows what they are doing." 

Since rionopros has spent an estimated 6.5 million dollars exploring their 
sixty-nine townships, or $4.50 per acre on 1,407,000 acres, we assume that 
they put a high value on the Peace River properties. Since Diaxnet has 
substantial acreage in the N.W.T. and have discovered a world class diamond 
pipe, we assume that they also feel that the play has good potential. 

IflONOPROS/DeBEERS has 16 Townships close to the east 
acreage. They also have fifty-three Townships on trend 
the TUL lands. DIAF1ET has twenty-nine townships on the 
sixty miles south of the TUL lands. 

(Note Permits Map if .26 and fi 17 respectively) 

boundary of the TUL 
to the southeast of 
same sub-craton, but 

I 	The Peace River Arch is a significant anticlinal structure. This structure 
is granitic. The granites have large crystals due to slow cooling. These 
granites cooled below the surface of the earth or the sea floor. The granites 

I 
are resistive and brittle. The Peace River Arch is made up of an assernbleage 
of cratonic Precambrain granites, which rose above sea level at the 
beginning of the Devonian Period,, four hundred million years ago. 

I 
Arching of the anticline has resulted in fracturing. The material that 
protected these basement rocks from quick cooling has been eroded away and 
the remaining Precambrian Granites remain as an ancient erosional surface. 

(See Cross-Section of the Peace River Arch Anticline) 

The present surface of the Precambrian Peace River Arch now lies,on average, 
about seven thousand feet below the surface . in the Peace River area. 
The Precamrian erosional surface rises in elevation, gently in most areas, 
toward the north and east, at a rate of about 50 feet per mile, but in the 
Peace River Area, two regions associated with the arch, have a "busy" uneven 
surface. This could be do to erosional' features, fracturing and 
displacement, vertical movements such as collapses and/orintrusions. 

The material covering the arch is made up of a succession of sediments known 
as the Phanerzoic (visible life), These are comprised of limestones and 
dolomites, mudstones and shales. These sediments have been layed down as a 
result of deposition, rising sea levels; and in response to the 
collapse of the anticline and further down-warping of the arch under the 
weight of the phanerzoic. Some of the Phanerzoic sediments are reefal, 
shallow sea deposition, lagoonal, deltaic, etc. 

(See - Stratigraphy - Peace River Arch Region) 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
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Stratlgraphy 	. 	 History (Cant. 1908) 	 I 

UPPER SHAFSBURY 
FISHSCALES MARKER 95 MYOP 

I LOWER SHAFTS BURY 
- 	

- 97 

Peace River Fm. 

Cretaceous upper 
Mannville Op. 

Lower 

	

.. . 	.. ... . .... ... .. . 	 . 	 Deep basin 
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About 2,500 oil and gas exploration holes and some core holes and research 
holes have been drilled in the Peace River Arch area. 

(See Drill Core Data Map) 

About one hundred of these holes were drilled to the Precambrian. The 
Structure contour map of the Precambrian is an isopach map showing the 
present topography of the Precambrian surface. Whether the topography of 
this surface is the result of erosion or warping or both is unknown. 

(See Structure - Contour Map - Precambrian Surface) 

This map area includes 169 townships. A cross-section of this area from 
north-east to south-west, through a number of exploration holes, shows the 
present Precambrian surface to be topographically; a hill, a terrace and a 
gentle slope. 

The difference in elevation between the summit of the topographical high on 
the Precambrian surface and the relatively level terrace area to the west is 
in the order of 1000 feet. 

The difference in elevation between the terrace and the bottom of the south 
west slope is in the order of 3000 feet. 
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BASEMENT FEATURES 

Further exploration and more accurate deliniation of the surface reveals a 
number of anomalous localized topographic structures. Often these 
structures seem to protrude from the Precambrian surface up to three hundred 
feet, about the height of the Calgary Tower. They might look like fence 
posts protruding from the basement. 

FAULTING 

Exploration has established a number of deep basement faults in the region. 

One main central fault runs from southwest to north east, discontinues or 
transforms, continues and the curves to the north. Seven thousand feet 
above, on the surface, the Peace River turns abruptly to the south at the 
point of transformation. There is a degree of surficial expression of the 
basement. 

The central main fault is significant. The difference in elevation between 
topographic high side slope, perhaps the footwall, and the topogrphically 
lower side, perhaps the hanging wall, is 300 to 700 feet. 

GRABENS 

There are complexes of grabens, possible intrusions and areas of subsidence 
curving around the north part of the anticline. 

The Hines Creek Graben bottoms at about -1600 meters, 1500 feet below the 
sumit, about the same elevation as the main fault hanging wall. The Graben 
is flanked by NE/SW trending faults believed to propagate from deep basement 
to at least the Taylor Flats Formation and possibly above the Belloy 
Formation; Dolomites, Sandstones and Cherts; and these flanking faults are, 
according to Barklay et al, arcuate in their propagation from the basement. 

The -1600 meter plateau southwest of the Hines Creek Graben sits around 700 
feet above the base of the graben and seems to have resisted collapse, which 
seems unusual, since it sits between the massive Fort St. John Graben and 
the feeder or minor Hines Greek Graben. 

I 
I 
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REGIONAL COLLAPSE 

Studies show that parts of the arch and' a region to the south west began to 
collapse near the end of the Devonian. 

A series of parallel faults indicate that this collapse, presently called 
the Ft.St. John Graben and the Dawson Creek Graben, center in an area one 
hundred miles to the southwest. Depths of collapse reach nearly a kilometer. 

Collapse continued for a hundred million years and is evidenced into the 
Belloy Formation and to the base of the Triassic. This collapse extends in a 
minor way into the Peace River area in the form of the Hines Creek, Whitelaw 
and Cindy .satelite or minor grabens. These faults originate in the basement 
and propagate in an arcurate or curvalinear way to near surface. 

Other systems of faults and other successions of faults extend to various 
depths through the Phanerzoic as well.' The region is highly fractured. 

Granite is understood to be hard and brittle. , This basement rock has 
fractured as a result of uplift and collapse. Some of the faults can be 
dated by plotting their extension into various horizontal Phanerzoic 
sediments of known dates. 

It is possible. to associate the anomalous features evident on the basement 
with faults which propagate from the basement and through the Phanerzoic. 
They may be intrusions. 
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Fig. 9. Sketch of Carboniferous- Permian Dawson Creek Graben 
Complex. Golata, Kiskatinaw, Taylor Flat, and Belloy formations sucj 
cessively filled the graben complex as it developed. The reconstruction 
shows arcuate shape, wedge-like westward deepening, and internj 
and satellite grabens and horsts. Sketch is based on cross-sections; 
and on isopach and structure maps. 	 I 
Lithology and Internal Stratification 

	 I 
Three mappable, lithological subdivisions of the Golat 

Formafion can be made and are identified as 01, G2, and 0 

(Figs. 8,12). 
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I 
1 	4.1 Plate Tectonics 

I 
The origin of the easement rocks and the behavior of the Peace River Arch is 
associated with continental drift and plate tectonics. 

I 	Reconstructing the history of the continents with plate tectonics is complex, 
but we know that the continents are made up of stable blocks or cratons. The 
ancient stable cratons are the Archeons. 

I Continental stable cratons move in response to subcrustal currents. They 

I 	
also move from areas of crustal creation or sea floor speading toward areas 
of crustal subduction and remelt. 

North America is made up partly of the North American Craton. This craton 
has possibly travelled from the present location of Tasmania to its' present 
position over the last billion years.or so. 

Kroner's schematic on the next page gives an illustration of some of the 
dynamics involved in crustal formation, magmatic currents, uplift and 
collapse. In effect, this schematic exemplifies some of the dynamics of the 
Peace River Arch. 

Uplift of the Peace River area Precambrian basement, over a long period of 
time, is associated with it's movement accross the globe, as a part of the 
North American Craton and it's assembleage of sub-cratons. 

(See simplified illustration of continental drift.) 

Intrusions which may host diamonds are connected with stable platforms like 
the North American Craton. They seem to be associated with the type of 
mantle that preserves subcrustal diamond formation. These are the eclogites 
and the peridotites. The area of preservation is the diamond stability field. 

Once formed and preserved, crustal anticlines such as the Peace River Arch 
provide the driving force; crustal movement, subduction, crustal heating; 
and the opportunity; faults, rifts and collapse systems like grabens, for 
explosive emplacement of diamondiferous minerals such as kimberlites and 
lamproites. 
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4.2 Craton Assembleage 

The North American Craton is a stable platform which is made up of a number 
of sub-cratons. 

(see North American Craton) 

The Therlault and Ross schematic shows the sub-cratons as being underlain by 
archeon domains. The black verticle lines represent suture zones where sub-
cratons have collided orjoined. 

(see schematic tectonic model from Therlault and Ross, 1990.) 

The sub-cratons in the Peace River Arch are (east to west) the Buffalo Head, 
the Chinchaga and the Ksituan. These have been dated as to formation at 
around 2.0, 1.9, 1.8 billion years (Ga.) respectively. 

(see Domains, Arcs, Terranes from the Alberta Lithoprobe Study.) 
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-HOUR 	
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Fig. 4. Schematic tectonic models for the Proterozoic assembly and 
growth of continental crust in northern Alberta. The upper panel 
shows the inferred present cross-section (corresponding to about 
560N) of Archean and Early Proterozoic domains, the latter built on 
a foundation of Archean crust, as inferred from Sm-Nd isotopes 
(Theriault and Ross, 1990). CL, Chinchaga Low; KL, Kiskatinaw 
Low. The bold vertical lines between domains are inferred sutures 
based on breaks in geophysical characteristics and/or geóchronol-. 
ogy. Prior to 2.32 Ga (the oldest rok in the Buffalo Head Terrane), 
the crust was composed of Arôhean continental blocks separated 
by oceanic lithosphere (vertical stripes). Progressive convergence 
and subduction of oceanic crust led to the formation of Lower 
Proterozoic magmatic rocks (Ksituan, Taitson, and western Buffalo 
Head). The polarity of the subduction zones is highly speculative, 
especially before about 2.0 Ga. 
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4.3 TERRANES 

The point of this paper is to ascertain whether there are diamonds in the 
Peace River Region, and if so, then where are the best places to look. Does 
TJJL have properties with good prospects and where on those prospective lands 
are the best targets? 

The GSC Terrane Map of the Canadian Cordillera shows the history of the 
accretion of land masses from the west colliding with North American Craton. 

(see G.S.C. Terrane Map of the Canadian Cordillera) 

"Where Terranes Collide" tells the story of the dynamics and the timing for 
Western Canadian accretion of terranes and substantiates the proposition 
that the Peace River Region cratonic blocks have been pressured by a series 
of west southwesterly collisions. 

According to Yorath, the Cassiar Terrane collided with the North American 
Craton, the North American Interior 160 million years ago, near the end of 
the Jurassic. A crustal failure may have occurred in the Peace River Arch at 
that time. In terms of Arch history, this would be at the end of the post 
Devonian Collapse. Regardless, there is reason to believe that a rift or 
failed rift occured on or near part of the Peace River Arch. This indicates 
that the North American Craton is a stable craton, but that collisional 
and thermal forces have fractured the Peace River Arch. If a diamond 
stability field exists, under the Baffalo Head Sub-craton, then there have 
been opportunities for diamond emplacement in the way of fractures and 
instabilities. 

If there are diamonds in the Peace River Region and there have been 
opportunities for diamond emplacement, then in order to estimate the depth 
to target exploration, we need to date the events responsible for diamond 
emplacement. Dating events directs our search to particular lithologic 
horizons and or sedimentary layers of known dates. 

Our estimation for the dates of diamond emplacement in the Peace River Region 
are given later in this report. 
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4.4 LITHOPROBE STUDIES 

The Alberta Basement Transects Study Group conducts ongoing crustal research 
and continues to published their findings, based partly on deep penetrating 
siesmic and magnetic surveys. 

The Lithoprobe has identified and dated the subcratons of Northwest Alberta 
and describes the relative motion of subcratons that underlay Peace River. 

(See Domains,Magiatic Arcs, Magmatic Lows, Accreted Terranes map of Alberta) 

There was a point in time at which the early earth' s crust reached a 
critical bouyancy state. Continental building blocks became fairly mobile. 
This is thought to have occurred about one billion years ago. 

According to plate tectonics and continental drift, the North American 
Craton moved thousands of miles in a northwesterly direction from the 
central latitudes during the Devonian (400 million B.P.) to the northern 
latitudes by the end of the Cretaceous. (65 million B.P.) 

The three sub-cratons underlaying the area west of Peace River moved in an 
easterly direction and were accreted to the North American Craton, colliding 
with the Buffalo Head Sub-craton. 

The Buffalo Head is an accreted sub-craton which is comparitively magnetic. 
The Chinchaga is an accreted sub-craton which is not very magnetic. The 
Ksituan is a magmatic arc, which is the next accretion to the North American 
Craton, and is relatively magnetic. 

The Suture Zones, where it is believed that the three Peace River 
sub-cratons meet, are shown on the Precambrian Structure Contour Map and on 
the Craton Assernbleage Map. 

I 
We look at the suture zones as areas of crustal weakness, especially where 
they are cross-cut by known deep basement faults. The suture zones are the 
regions we examine to determine whether there is reason to believe that one 
sub-craton is subducted by another. 

Craton subductions may be likely places for intrusions, but they may not be 
the opportunity for intrusions ,which provide the thermal protection required 
to allow diamonds to reach the surface without being destroyed. 
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4.5 SUB-CRATON DYNAMICS 

The Buffalo Head Sub-craton is a logical place to look for diamonds. There 
are a number of sub-regions on the Buffalo Head that meet our criteria for 
being places where faulting, cross-faulting and magnetics indicate there may 
be intrusions; intursions that host diamonds. 

The Buffalo Head Sub-craton has characterisics in common with the Slave Sub-
craton in the Northwest Territories. The Slave is a stable craton probably 
has undergone a turning moment imparted to it by collision with other sub-
cratons. The Slave is fractured by deep basement faults. The Slave Craton 
holds one of the world's richest diamond kimberlite pipes, near La Des Gras. 

The Bauffalo Head Sub-craton seems to have been halted in it's northwest 
drift, partly by collision with northeasterly travelling sub-cratons, which 
were accreted. 

Our contour map showing the Precambrian erosional surface shows a series of 
faults and horsts and grabens. The faults are thought to be fractures and 
fracture systems which occurred at various times when the arch was active. 

Horsts occur when a rock unit rises above the surrounding rock, as between a 
pair of faults. Grabens can occur when a unit or units of rock fall or 
collapse relative to surrounding rock, as a unit vertically falls, sided by 
two parallel faults. 

The main deep basement fault that runs northeast, transforms, and continues 
to run northeast accross our Structure Contour Map has be named by ourselves, 
the "The Montagenuse Fault." This fault exhibits a posative curve in Town- 
ship 88, Range 3, W6M. 

There seems to historic-dynamic evidence that the Buffalo Head-Chinchaga 
-Ksituan assemblege has undergone a turning moment. As a pattern, there is 
evidence from the Precambrian Structure Pap that the assenlege has under- 
gone a turning moment. 

There are known kimberlite intrusives along a northeast-southwest linament 
south of the Town of Peace River. Monopros has drilled their lands on and 
parallelling this linament. Our problem is to determine whether there are 
similar targets for kinDerlite intrusives on trend but further north, along 
the Buffalo Head-Chinchaga-Ksituan assemblege. Is it like the Slave? 

From a deep basement faulting and a cross-cut faulting point of view and 
from a dynamic point of view, TUL has targets where kimberlite (or 
lamproite) pipes may have intruded. 	 I 
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4.6 CHINCHAGA SUBOUCTION 

The shape of the eastern edge of the Chinchaga sub-craton, as it fits into 
the cratonic assemblage, leads us to conclusions about the dynamics of the 
Peace River Arch and possible subduction of the Chinchaga. 

The Chinchaga is magnetically low. It appears to be pinched out to the 
south. There is coincidence between suture zones and the faulting systems. 
It is reasonable to conclude that craton movement in a north-westerly 
direction meeting and accreting sub-cratons moving in an easterly direction 
resulted in major fracturing, some subduótion of one or more of the 
sub-cratons and probably a hinge/turning moment being induced for a period 
of time into the structure, as (see residual pressure map) evidenced by the 
transform fault through the deep basement and the curvalinear aspect to the 
north-east part of this same fault. All of this acitivity; accretion, 
turning, arching and fracturing has resulted in identifiable minor grabens 
and graben complexes, horsts and suites of faults which set conditions for 
intursions of magma into the area. (See structure and Contour Map) 

There is also some correlation between the orientation of basement features; 
the topographic highs and lows; which appear as a linament in Townships 
87,88 and 8, Ranges 7,8,9, W6M and are parallel to the major fault accross 
the map area. 

Horsts,grabens,faulting and alteration; and perhaps subduction; as evidenced 
in the isopach map; as well as the arching history of the Peace River 
antic line, suggest a lot of movement and many opportunities for kimberlite or 
lamproite intrusions. "Faulting is the opportunity and dyanamics are the 
driving force for emplacement." 

The Suture Zones, where it is believed the three Peace River area 
sub-cratons meet, are shown on Precambrian Structure Contour map and on the 
craton assembleage maps. 

The Ksituan sub-craton is a magmatic arc. It covers a large region in the 
south. The Ksituan is probably less dense than the Buffalo Head. Granitic 
Gneiss is found in well cores in the west. The large south region seems to 
have collapsed from the end of the Devonian to the beginning of the Triassic. 

I 	An area which resists displacement; erosion or subduction; underlies 
Townships 84, 85 and 86, Range 6, WSm. There are ernbayments to the Ksituan 
to the north and south. 

This areal protrusion in the Ksituan, coincident with three magnetic highs, 
is anomalous and nothing like it appears on any of the other suture zones in 
Alberta. The only outlier similar, but opposite, is that on the Buffalo 
Head, fifteen miles to the east. Together, the Ksituan and the Buffalo Head 
appear to squeeze the Chinchaga; the Chinchaga likely being subducted, and 
montagenuse Fault, a major beep basement fault, transects both. The magnetic 
anomalies probably represent intrusives. On the Buffalo Head side, core data 
reveals Felsic Volcanic basement rock which indicates that volcanism occured 
there at some time. 
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Table 2. SIdepth gradients calculated for 7 areas in the Peace River Arch region. Also shown are estimated SHj, magnitudes at 2 km depth 

in each area. The locations of areas I to 7 are indicated on Figure 4. 

Gradient assuming 	 Possible gradient in kPa/m 	Spi 11  In Mpa 

SHmIn =0 at surface 	 if Sj 0 at surface 	 ' at 2 km 

Area 	 in kPa/m (no. of measurements) 	(Sin at surface In PAPa) 	(Standard deviati 

- 

 

1) 1.77-84. R.10-18W6 	 19.0 	(4) 	 13.8 (7.0) 	 34.8-38.0 (4.8) 

2) 1.68-71, R.09-13W6 	 16.7 	(16) 	 - 	 33.4 (3.4) 

3) 1.58-67, R.04-08W6 	 17.0-25.0 (14) 	 17.0 (8.0) 	 42.0-44.0 (7.1) 

4) 1.62-63, R.19-26W5 	 14.9 	(4) 	 - 	
. 	 29.8 (1.5) 

5) 1.91-97, ft06-10W5 	 ?15.9 or less (4) 	 - 	 ?30.0 (7.0) 

6) 1.78-81. R.03-08W5 	 17.0 	(4) 	 - 	 34.0 (~.6) 

7) 1.71-72, R.03-08W5 	 15.4 	(10) 	 - 	 30.8 (2.0) 
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4.7 THE PEACE RIVER ARCH ANTICLINE 

The map on the next page shows the western Canadian Craton and Archean Sub-
Cratons. 

The Peace River Arch straddles the Ksituan Magmatic Arc, the subducted 
Chinchaga sub-craton and the archean Buffalo Head Sub-craton. 

The dividing lines between the sub-cratons are the suture zones; zones of 
crustal weakness. 

Diamonds have been discovered at Yamba Lake and at Lac Des Arch; three 
hundred and two hundred miles north of Yellowknife,' N.W.T., respectively. 
These are some of the world's richest diamond pipes. They lie within the 
Slave archean sub-craton, along the faulting system shown on the map. The 
Slave Sub-Craton appears to have undergone a turning motion - like the 
Buffalo Head Sub-Craton and the Peace River Arch region. 

The Buffalo Head has a number of north/south fractures or sub-sutures not 
displayed on the map. The TUL lands strattle the Peace River Arch and the 
three underlaying sub-cratons and are situated on and around the most 
significant northeast/southwest trending fault in the region. 

1'onopros' diamond play is similar in that they have a regionally weak 
section of the Precambrian basement. They have additional 
northwest/southeast intersecting faults, as do the TUL lands. 

There is a comparison to. be made between the Slave Sub-craton pipes and 
Peace River geology. 

Lithoprobe, Alberta Basement Transects has done recent work and is presently 
planning a program to study the Peace River Area basement. To date, their 
studies have been helpfull in allowing us to speculate about the subduction 
of the Chinchaga and model it. 

The Ksituan/Chinchaga suture zone and the subduction of the Chinchaga are 
important pieces to a puzzle that explains the existence of three magnetic 
anomalies on the TUL lands near the Ksituan Embayment. 
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been a point of detachment and underthrusting of mantle lithosphere. Alternatively, the 

ramp may only represent the transition from weaker to stronger lower crust (as discussed 

in the next section), or it may have been inherited from the rifted margin of western North 

American. We need to know the provenance of the lower crust beneath the Intermontane 

Terrane to distinguish among these possibilities. 

Model 5: Lateral Change in Crustal Properties 

Model 5 (Figure 11) shows how a lateral increase in the shear strength of the retroward 

mid-crustal' detachment pins the toe of the model 2 (Figure 4) low angle critical wedge. 

Deformation is transferred to a new step-up shear zone which roots on the detachment 

at the point where the strength increases. Pinning reduces the velocities in the external 

retrowedge and increases the rate of shear thickening as the wedge builds between the pin 

point and the basal singularity. 

Similar step-up shears zones will form wherever detachments are pinned and they 

result in the same transfer of deformation from one crustal level to another as the 

singularity driven step-up shear zones. It is not easy to distinguish which process is 

responsible for a given shear zone. In simple cases the mechanics of stress transfer requires 

I the topography to be asymmetric above a velocity singularity because the sense of shear 

reverses at the singularity. For crust pushed against a pinned ramp or barrier the average 

i 
	

topographic slope must be up throughout the distance from the pinning point to the 

source of the push because the sense of shear remains the same. Topography is not always 

I 
	

diagnostic, however. For example, the thrust deformation on the Alpine fault in New 

Zealand may be pinned by Indo-Australian plate crust that is stronger than Pacific plate 

I 	crust (Beaumont et a1., 1992). The Grenville Front and Monashee ramp may also have 

I 
	been pinned. 

Model 6: Compression of a Multilayer Crust 

I 	 and the Response to Erosion 

Model 6 (Figure 12) shows four stages of the growth when the model crust has three 

layers. The upper 20km and underlying 15km have laboratory based wet quartz and wet 

I 
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I: 
properties. 

Figure 5: Model 3. Logo (Deviatoric strain rate) (grey tones, see scale bar) 
arl . 

instantaneous velocity distribution with respect to the velocity singularity (Un 

Model materials, temperature and growth are the same as model 2 (Figure 4) but t 

basal boundary condition has been modified proward of the singularity to force p 

of the lower layer to detach and undertbrust as though attached to the underlyin 

substrate. This process corresponds to subduction of the lower crust. Note th1 

the velocity singularity is in the interior of the model and that the shear planes a 

similar to those of the prototype. The weak mid-crustal detachment again 
resultsI 

the exterior low taper angle wedges but no lower crust is uplifted to upper crust 

levels. 	
I; 

Figure 6: Modd 4. Logio (Deviatoric strain rate) (grey tones, see scale bar) 

instantaneous velocity distribution with respect to the velocity singularity (liii 

Model boundary conditions, growth and materials are the same as model 3 (Fig 

5) but the temperature at the mid crust has been lowered to increase the s 

strength of the mid-crustal detachment so that it is not significantly weaker than 

basal detachment. Step-up shear zones above the mid-crustal singularity are no - 

smaller scale version of those of model 1 (Figure 3). 	 1 
Figure 7: Velocity distributions for models 2 and 3 with low strength inid-crus 

detachments. Note the significant difference between 'step-up' and 'step-dow 

the lower crust. 	 i 
Figure 8: Velocity distributions for models 1 and 4 with no significant mid-crustal 

zone. Note how the width of the plug wedge can be used to estimate the 
approxil 

depth to the singularity when the model growth is small. 

Figure 9: Crustal scale seismic reflection line drawings and interpretation fro). 
 

Grenville Province, a) and d) are GLIMPCE data (from Green et al., 1988). 1 
panel shows the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone (GFTZ) and bottom panel shows 

• 	
is interpreted by us to be the seismic character of the Superior Province crust 
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4.8 THE PHANEROZOIC 

The Early Phanerozoic is the succession of marine limestones, mudstones and 
shales that lay over the Precambrian granitic basement. Discontinuities can. 
be  seen in a cross-section of the Phanerozoic at the sub-craton suture zones. 

Oil and gas drilling has delineated many faults and faulting systems that 
exist in the Phanerozoic in the Peace River Arch area. The business of the 
basement is not just erosinal topography,it is a result of massive movements 
and, in some cases, probably intrusions. 

I 	For the TUL PEACE DIAMOND PROJECT, the location, shape, direction and 
distance of propagation is important to our interpretation. These faults are 
the conduits for kinerlite and lamproite emplacement. 

Early Phanerozoic sediments responded to known movements of the Peace River 
Arch. As the Precambrian land mass rose, granitic sediments eroded from the 
land mass and were deposited as the Granite Wash. Reefs grew up around 'the 
continental Devonian Peace River Arch. Early Phanerozoic deposition 
responded to the collapse of the arch in the southwest by filling developing 
grabens with sediments. Therefore, the Phanerozic masks some of the 
dynamics of the arch. Dated sedimentary layers make dating of faults 
possible, as they propagate from basement through Phanerozoic layers. 

We are also extrapolating information about known faults in the basement to 
predict where we should look for faulting in the Phanerozoic and especially 
the Cretaceous, where we expect to discover Late Cretaceous to early 
Tertiary pipes. 

I 	Our maps of faults and faulting systems has been found to be accurate, 
according to our observations, sitting oil and gas drill rigs, and according 
to airphoto interpretation and field work. 
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4.9 QUARTERNARY/PLEISTOCENE GEOLOGY 

Most of Alberta is a glacial landscape. The northern third of the Province 
has not been mapped in any detail, either by the provincial government or by 
the federal government. 

The surficial landscape of Alberta is made up of a series of till sheets and 
glacial landforms overlaying eroded bedrock. 

Continental glaciers a thousand feet thick advanced from the Baffin Island 
region and scoured the bedrocks mainly in a southeasterly direction. The 
western margin of ice advance is thought to be a line from Pincher Creek to 
Grande Prairie. 

Alpine glaciers advanced from the west and the Rocky Mountains as. valley ice 
trains. Between these two opposing ice advances there is thought to be an 
area called the ice free corridor. That is, there may have been a region 
just east of the Rockies which was not greatly glaciated and may have been 
clear of ice during much of the Pleistocene; at least a million years. 

Glaciers moved massive amounts of materials. They are driven by gravity. At 
their base is a plastic zone that is impregnated with debris,which acts like 
sandpaper to scour and gather more material. The shear weight of glacial ice 
was responsible for much of the effect that glaciation had on the landscape. 

Northeastern Alberta has been eroded all the way down, to the lower 
Phanerozoic at Fort McMurray and even to the Precambrian at Lake Athabasca. 
Lake Athabasca now has an elevation of under a thousand feet. 

South western Alberta has been eroded much less than the rest of the Province. 
Late Cretaceous sandstones such as the Paskapoo remain. This-formation lays 
at an elevation of over three thousand feet around Calgary. 

Some upland areas of the province have hardly been glaciated at all. The 
Porcupine Hills in the southwest, the Hand Hills near Hanna, the Cypress 
Hills in the south and probably the Clear Hills have been spared much 
glacial erosion. They remain at a height of up to 3500 feet. The Wapiti 
bedrock is late Cretaceous. 	 - 

The western landscapes 'of Alberta, due to the modifying, effect of 
glaciation, are said to be much the same as they were preglacially, except 
that the general topography is smoother, after levelling of higher landforms 
and the filling of the lower valley terrains. 
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Many of the river valleys that now exist have been filled with glacial 
materials and re-eroded in the same place. The Peace River District contains 
several thaiwegs, preglacial channels which were filled with material, but 
were not re-eroded out and remain as hidden subsurface channels. 

The glaciated regions of the Province, about ninety percent of the Province, 
exhibit numerous glacial landforms, characterized as third order relief 
features: 1. kettle and moraine covered plateaus and peneplains; moraines, 
kettles, eskers; hummocky moraine regions; prairie mounds and crevasse 
fillings; 2. string fens, fen and bog plateaus; 3. ice thrust ridges; 
4.drumlinesque, ice flow ridge and striated topography; 5. glaciofluvial 
spillway coulees, outwash plains, kame terraces, glacial deltas and 
lacustrine basins. And the river valleys which were filled. with glacial 
debris and which have not been re-eroded to form river and stream channels, 
the thalwegs. 

The Quarternary geology of the Peace River District is important to the TUL 
Joint Venture fieldwork. Soil, stream and down-hole sample locations are 
picked with history and landscape modification in mind. When a discovery of 
a diamond or diamond indicators is made, we need to be able to relate that 
sample to a proximal source. Following a glacial dispersal train is a big 
job, but it paid off in the Lac De Gras, N.W.T. diamondiferous kinerlite 
discoveries. 

For the Clear Hills, there is little published information available and no 
high quality maps. 

For Peace River, there is work being carried out by the Alberta Research 
Council. 

For the west Peace River Lowlands there is limited information available. 

I lot more Quarternary work has to be done for the region and more 
particularily for the T1JL lands. Unfortunately, Quarternary work is time 
consuming and expensive. We will limit our Quarternary mapping and 

I 
interpretation to LanSat and air photo work until more detailed mapping is 
required. Our Quarternary work will probably begin with the investigation 
of the numerous gravel pits scattered around the Peace River District. 
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4.10 SURFICIAL EXPRESSION OF UNDERLAYING STRUCTURE 

Our geological mapping comes from a number of sources; E.R.C.B. maps, G.S.C. 
published reports and from work done by our consulting geologist. 

Our maps show known faults delineated by oil and gas drilling and suspected 
faults taken from LandSat and air photo mosaics. 

In diamond exploration, the geologist looks for faults, linear weaknesses in 
the crust that can be conduits for diamond emplacement and for evidence of 
intrusives themselves. 

The cheapest and easiest way to identify targets for exploration is by doing 
air photo interpretation. The second way to identify targets is to observe 
faults and pipe features on the ground. If all goes well, diamond indicators 
will be found at these locations and magnetic surveys will direct drilling 
to diamond bearing host pipes. 

We have been successful in confirming that the fault mapping at Highland 
Park is accurate from experience sitting an oil drilling rig on that 
property. 

We have confirmed the "Montagenuse Fault" location and the transform region 
to our own satisfaction,by surface observation in the field. We have studied 
the massive P'Iontagenuse Collapse at the transform location. 

We have observed from LandSat, a number of pipe features on the Monopros and 
Larken properties at Peace River. 

We have plotted the Block 5 magnetic anomalies and we have observed by air-
plane and ground search that there are circular surficial features at 
one location, Mag Target #2 and near a second location, 1ag Target #1. 

The Lone Star magnetic anomaly drew us to conduct three field trips to that 
property. There are a number of surf icial features that could be related to 
intrusives. 

There are also so many siesmic cut lines accross the prospect together with 
two dry and abandoned oil drilling locations, that oil companies have 
obviously seen sturcture in that one square mile area. The known faults 
associated with the Lone Star Graben Complex can be seen as subtle valleys 
and drainage linaments crossing the property. It is common knowledge among 
sedimentary geologists that faults • can be observed in the surficial patterns 
of central northwest Alberta. 

Even deep basements faults can sometimes be seen in surficial patterns. The 
evidence is stacking up to say that intrusive pipes exist, that they intrude 
the sedimentary layers that are now bedrock at Peace River and that these 
structures may be observable as surficial features veilled by glacial tills. 
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FIGURE 1, DETAIL AREA B, TOTAL FIELD MAGNETOMETER SURVEY, 

.1 	

SENSOR HEIGHT - 300 METRES, LINE SPACING - 800 METRES 

FROM GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OFCANADA GEOPHYSICS PAPERS: 
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AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER 
SURVEY (DETAIL B) 
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FIGURE 2, HIGH RESOLUTION TOTAL FIELD MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 	I 
SENSOR HEIGHT - 60 METRES, LINE SPACING - 250 METRES 

FROM REED AND SINCLAIR, THE SEARCH FOR KIMBERLITE IN THE JAMES 
LOWLANDS OF ONTARIO. THERE IS A MAJOR INCREASE IN THE RESOLUTION 
THE MAGNETIC FIELD FROM FIGURE 1 (THE REGIONAL SURVEY), AND THJ 
DETAIL SURVEY. THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED BOTH BY FLYING CLOSER TO 
GROUND AND ESPECIALLY BY FLYING A SMALLER LINE SPACING. 

AT LEAST 25 MAGNETIC BODIES RESIDING ABOVE BASEMENT, CAN BE SEEN II 
THIS AREA OF ABOUT 150 SQUARE KILOMETRES. 
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EXPLORATION 

GEOPHYSICAL 

8.1 AERO MAGNETIC SURVEYS 

Aero magnetic surveys have met with success as an exploration tool for find- 
ing kimberlite pipes. There are numerous reports and papers on the subject. 

The Government of Canada Energy, Mines and Resources Aero Magnetic Maps are 
usefull. They have been flown at about 1,500 feet AGL and are on a one 
mile flight line spacing. We have successfully used these aero meg maps in 
picking areas for soil testing. 

At Highland Park, we recovered ClinopyrOxenes from rat-hole samples near a 
magnetic anomaly. 

At Lone Star, we recovered good garnet populations near our aero magnetic 
target. 

At Montagenuse - Block #5, we identified a surf icial feature which 
corresponds to the location of magnetic target P1-2. 

It is well known that aero magnetic surveys can help to close in on targets 
especially if they are flow at low level and close spacing. 

The cost of airplane aero magnetic. surveys is between $ 9.00 and $ 15.00 per 
kilometer. 

8.2 VERY LOW FREQUENCY 

I .VERY LOW FREQUENCY receiving equipment records data when VLF wave generators 
in the United States, used for submarine navigation, energize an ore body in 
the earth's crust. 

The VLF receivers are of some use in identifying kimberlites, but we have 
not tried this method at Peace River yet. 

8.3 GRAVITY SURVEYS 

Gravity measuring devices gather data on the relative gavitational field of 
a prospect. Gravity surveys are useful in searching for kimberlites, but we 
have not tried it yet. 
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8.4 GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEYS 

Ground magnetic surveys are similar to aero magnetic surveys. Ground mag 
equipment is more versitile and cheaper, than aero mag equipment and flying, 
a survey. 

We have lease/purchased a SCINTREX ENVI-MAG Magnetometer and Gradiometer. 

Ground tests of this equipment at Lone Star confirm that it is versitile, 
light and easy to operate, and is good for doing quick checks and tests of 
new ground to be explored. 

With the Scintrex, we have field test proven the Energy, Mines and Resources 
Canada, Geophysical Series (Aeromagnetic) maps for. Montagenuse and Lone Star. 
They are reliable, but not very detailed. 

I 	Use of magnetic surveys' have proven to be successfull in locating kimberlite 
pipes. About half of kimberlite mineral emplacements are magnetic enough to 
be located with this methodology. 

Kimberlites are often iron rich. Weathering of the iron minerals are 
probably responsible for the colour of the "Yellow Ground" associated with 
diamonds in South Africa. This strata is probably less magnetic than the 
unweathered strata below, the "Blue Ground," found deeper in the kirrderlitic 
diatreme. . 

Lamproites are a different mineral, but are emplaced in a similar way to 
kinberlites. Since their iron content is usually less than kit±erlites and 
their geometry is usually different, more dispered, aeromagentic work is 
less usefull for finding lamproites. This; seems to be proving the case at 
the Lower Montagenuse Prospect. 

The magnetic signature of a magnetometer reacting to a kimberlitic intrusion 
should be like the "Bulls-eye" we see at Lone Star on a magnetic contour map. 

(Note the Lone Star magnetic contour map) 

The FORT A LA CORNE ki±erlites are proving to be diamondiferous and do have 
the "bulls-eye" signiture. 

(See FORT A LA CORNE magnetic contour map) 
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MAGNETIC SURVEY IN FORT A LA CORNE AREA 	I 

I 
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8.5 SIESMIC SURVEYS 

Saskatchewan Energy and Mines and the Saskatchewan Geological Survey Open 
File Report 92-2 "Diamonds and Precious Gems of the Phanerzoic Basin, 
Saskatchewan: Preliminary Investigations by'M.R. Gent describes an example 
where siesmic, shot by oil companies exploring for oil and gas in Southern 
Saskatchewan, found the diatreme now known as the "Maple Creek Intrisive." 

Note the cross-section of the sedimentary layers from the Shaunavon to the 
Bearpaw on the next page. Also note the geometry of Belly River, Lea Park 
and Milk River after uplift and collapse. 

Siesmic surveys over this diatreme,show that it is, possible to see 
intrusives with siesmic. 

Notice the evident uplifting of the reflectors in the left center of the 
following page and the disturbed areas above on either side. 

On the Lone Star Prospect, oil companies have shot about twenty-five miles of 
siesmic over eight square miles of land. 	Two dry holes attest to 'the fact 
that they saw some kind of structure there, but they didn't find oil or gas. 

Their objective was probably the Mississippian Debolt gas bearing formation, 
which is mapped by the Alberta E.RIC.B. on the Structure Contour of the top 
of the Paleozoic - Map Number Eleven. 

Note on the next page, the Prospex plot of most of the siesmic lines 
available over the TUL Joint Venture lands. 

Some of these siesmic lines should be purchased by the TUL Joint Venture and 
reprocessed. If the surface features on the prospect do indicate diatremes, 
then they may show on siesmic. 
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EXPLORATION 

DATA STICKING 

9.0 DATA STICKING. 

No one or two exploration methods consistently lead to the discovery of 
diamond pipes. 

Finding diamond bearing pipes is a matter of mixing and matching data and 
refining techniques. 

Using overlays and light tables, •TUL has stacked up the data successfully. 
TUL prospects have been "built up" as conceptual models, using data stacking 
and from those, targets have been picked. 

Computer mapping has the potential to make the mixing and matching of data 

I easier statistically more analytical. 

'•i 
9.1 OIL AND GAS DRILLING 

I' 
Oil and gas companies have drilled over twenty-five hundred holes on the 
Peace River Arch. A hundred or so holes have gone to the Precambrian. 

The first layer of data is the kind of rock that makes up the Precambrian. 
The second layer of data is the elevation of the surface of the Precambrian 
erosional surface. 

Each and every formation shown of the formations table can is mapped as to 
the top of the formation and the thickness of the formation. There are 
around forty designated formations from the Precambrian to the surface. 

i The Fish Scales Shale is one of the easily identified "Marker" formations 
used to identify the beginning of an expected sequence on a drill rig. 

StratiQraphy, lithology and elevations provide the information required to 
correlate with other holes and creat a description about the history of that 
time period when a particular formation was laid down. 

I 
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We have maps of the surface of the Precambrian,it's lithology,cratons,suture 
zones, faulting, displacement and topography. 

After drafting the Precambrian information at a 1:250,000 scale, we learned 
what we could from this and began to map other formations and data at 1:250. 

9.2 PI-IANEROZOIC OVER PRECAMBRIAN 

Corelation of logs and published articles provided the data required to see 
how far faults propagated from one depth to surface. Air photos and Landsat 
imagery confirmed that some faults propagated all the way to surface. 
Faults, verticle and horizontal displacements were studied until we could 
see patterns of events. There are dated systems of faults and displacements. 

9.3 AERO MAGNETIC MAPS 

The aero magnetic maps show individuals, groups and linaments of magnetic 
highs on the Buffalo Head. The Chinchaga contains a series of subtle lows. 
The Ksituan Magmatic Arc appears to boil with highs in contrast to deep lows. 

From the aero magnetic maps, it is impossible for us to differentiate 
between regional low responses and anomalous low responses or regional highs 
and target highs. We can't distinquish between basement anomalies or 
intrusive pipe anomalies. 

9.4 MAGNETICS OVER PRECAMBRIAN 

When we laid the aero magnetics map over Precambrian geology, faulting and 
suture zones, the coincidence was startling. Magnetic anomalies are related 
to the edges of sub-cratons and to sutures. Some magnetic anomalies are 
related to faults and graben complexes. magnetic anomalies are not related 
to topographic highs, that. look like intrusives on the basement. 

9.5 FAULTING OVER TOPOGRAPHY 

Paul Hawkins and Ass. Ltd. prepared a faulting map of the Peace River Region. 
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Patterns of sub-cratonic sutures can be loosely associated with topographic 
patterns, such as drainage. Faults which propagate to the upper Carbonates 
affect topography. Rivers like the Peace and Smoky sometimes deviate around 
or follow faults and linaments. 

There are systems of northwest trending faults and systems of northeast 
trending faults. There tend to be mag highs and/or surficial features where 
a system of faults intersect with a suture zone. 

9.6 MAGNETICS OVER TOPOGRAPHY 

There is some correlation between magnetic highs and the location of rivers, 
but we don't understand that association. 

9.7 MAGNETICS OVER FAULTING OVER BASEMENT 

When aero magnetics is stacked over basement geology and faulting, the data 
is confusing; but, where there is a deep basement weakness, particularily 
where a suite of faults interects, or butts against a suture zone, that is a 
likely place for an intrusion and often a magnetic anomaly is identifiable 
near that location, as if an intrusion started at the basement and followed 
a fault toward the surface. 

Based on all kinds of information known about the Peace River map area, 
the above description qualifies about fourteen townships, which should have 
intrusions. From my information, some of those targets have already 
produced encouraging results for diamond exploration. 

9.8 SURFACE MOSAICS for STACKED DATA TARGETS 

Where data stacking tells us that we should see suficial expression of an 
event, often we do. We have targeted locations and then studied the air 
photos. It is possible to see through a veil of glacial material and 
identify possible intrusives. 
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9.9 SOIL TESTING AND DIAMOND INDICATORS 	
1. 
I 

We have taken about three thousand pounds of soil samples and processed 
around one thousand pounds of material. We have tested soils on five 
magnetic targets and one collapse feature. The targets that met our criteria 
for intrusions most completely, returned the highest number of garnets. 

Pyrope' garnets and Chrome Diopside populations seem to be numerically 
assocaited with surficial features suspected to be diatremes at Lone Star. 	- 

Pryrope garnets and Clinopyroxenes, which have been classified by microprobe 
ananlysis as diamond indicators, seem to have dispersal trains and origins 
which indicate an eclogitic diamond source near Plontagenuse. 

Other diamond indicators in the field samples, like the ilimenites, have not 
yet been analysed. 

.1 
9.10 SIESMIC DATA 

One of our top priorities for next season should be to acquire siesinic data 
and stack it onto our present data. 

I 
9.11 CONCLUSION 

The Lone Star Prospect is near the first drilling stage, based on data stack 
-ing. We suspect that Lone Star contains one or more intrusions. 

The Plontagenuse Prospect has produced encouraging geochemical results, but 	I 
we have not been able to determine where a diatreme exists. 

I 
I 
I 
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A CONCEPTUAL VIEW - AFTER DATA STACKING - OF THE PEACE RIVER DIATREMES 
AS THEY NAY INTRUDE INTO TUL LANDS. 
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Color Photograph 

Color photographs of the outcrop and the are and color 

photomicrographs of thin sections contribute trch to the description 

of this iron "ore!'. It can be readily seen that color was practically 

essential in the descriptions cnd black-and-white photographs would 

be of little value except in visualizing texture and structure of 

the material. The thickness of the oolitic thin sections prohibited 

the use of the Nicol prism in most cases. 

Considerable timo and money were expended in preparation of 

the color plates but it is felt that the expenditure was necessary 

and rewarding. The folloiog ir.fcrmation to given as an aid to 

anyone doing the type of work in the future. 

Field photorsphy: This particular aspect £5 the simplest of 

the two projects and the essentials are a good carnera end daylight 

film (color) to suit the individual's purpose. The field color 

plates in this thecia were procured using a Zetse Contaflex "C' 

35 =. cam-bra,-with a built-in posure meter. The film used was 

Kodak Ectochrie daylight A.S.A. No. 32. This film was used 

mainly because of past success, econy, and the fact that it can 

be developed locally. The exposures used were governed by the 

light meter readins. The results are almost always good. All 
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hand specimen photographs were taken using the above equipment 
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and available light. 
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Color phot icrcraph: This work was carried out using the Geolo gy 

Department' s equipment, which Is described be1o. 

Microscope - Leitz polarizing, Model -L, Uo. 502442 

- Eyepiece lens - 8 sugnificaticna 

Objective lens - 1o, power 3.2 - .10 dieter 
tediixa power 10.1 - 30 c1iametqr .  

• 

 

Attachments - Leitz photomicrograph apparatus with belicsus 
- 	 tencion (40 c) 

• -- 
- Camera - Leitz Leica ,  I f., 35 cci., No. 682345 

Filter - Waite or light blue in light source atact 
on microscope 

- Light - Full scale lisht - pin point at light source in 
- 

---- 	 cbinat1on with convergent lens 

Fun - Ansco - Super Anscodhrwe 
-. 	 Tusteu 35 i., A.S.A. No. 100- 20 cposures 

Exposure tifle - Several test runs were made on tine ecpocure 
and the best exposure times using the magnification 
and light conditions described are as folloio: 

for low power 10 diem-ter I sec. I 	for n*djuin power 30 diameter 1/2 sec. 

-- Frinta - All photographs were developed as transparencies 

.:..:. 

	the better ones selected for printing. These 
IL 	

were  printed and enlarged (6 diameters) by ?ix-a-Color 
-: 	 Ltd. of Edmonton. The results were good. Even though -. - 

it is still impossible to get exact color duplication 
the resulting colors were very close to the originals, 
considering that this was * a first attt with this 
very fast film . 
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